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PRE FAC E.

THE object of this work is to afford to the accou-

cheur, in as concise a form as possible, compatible with

clearness of description and practical utility, a com-

plete Guide and Handbook to Midwifery and Obstet-

rics. By its aid the student will be enabled to go to

the bedside of the Lying-in for the first time with

perfect confidence in himself, and without the fear of

being considered an amateur, either by nurse or patient.

The qualified practitioner, by reference to its pages

and diagrams, can, in a minute or two, refresh his

memory and undertake the most difficult obstetric

case with its attendant consequences and compli-

cations.

The work contains everything of importance that

is to be found in other books on the subject, and is

supplemented by facts and incidents experienced by

the author during an extensive public and private

practice.

It has scarcely been considered necessary to touch

upon the Anatomy and Physiology of the Organs of

(7)



8 PREFACE.

Generation, the author deeming it better to treat of

Midwifery almost exclusively, in as practical and ex-

haustive a manner as possible.

As regards the Illustrations, some are modifications;

but many of them are the original production of the

author, portraying conditions which have actually

occurred in the various cases which have come under

his notice.

The author's chief desire has been to make the study

of Midwifery more exact as a Science, and his hope is

that the student will find it easy to acquire by the aid

of these pages.

ALFRED HOUSE, NEWVINGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON,

January, 187 1.
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MANUAL

oF

M IDW lIERY AND OBTTIS

CHTA PTE I.R

SYPTOM~cS OF; PREGNN(Y

TU E ordinary ages between which healthy
females may be said to be capable of conception
and child-bearing are from fifteen years to forty-
five years, both inclusive ; and although cases do
occur prior and subsequent to those ages, they are
exceptional.

when a woman becomes pregnant, her genera
condition undergoes a great change : she is more
plethoric, the pulse is fuller and. quicker, the +quan -
tity of circulating fluid is augmented, and the
quality of the blood is altered by an increase of
fibrine;, consequently there is a prevalence o f the

(21)
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buffy coat in it whcn blood is drawn unde such
circumstances, and thc skin often becomes sallow

or discolored.

Syiimts f Prgnac y.

There are certain signs or symptoms which

always, more or less, accompany and succeed the

act of conception, and these may be divided into

two classes, viz.:

I.-Rational Signs.

II.-Sensible Signs.

The R.ATIONAL SIGNS comprise:

(I) MoNin Sicknss.
(2) Cessationt of thxe Menses.
( Th En/a r~rgc~ ;z cnf the B reasts.

( ) Quickeninrg.

(S ) Coniioin of the, Urine .
(6( Saxliation (occasionally)}.

(7) (hptriciours Appetite=.

(8) .Discoloration of the Va'ginax.

The rSENBE SIGNSs are:

(i) Enlacrgeme nt of the A bdometn.
(2) Bllottemernt.
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(3) Condition of iic Ccrzix [4cri.
(4) PidsaionL of / lew/al .1-/crt.

() Placetarrl Bruit.

(6) 1JYfvcmrt cnts of the Fus.

We shall first review the symptoms included in-.

I.-Rational Signs.

And most prominent among these is-

(r) MKornring, Sickncss--This usually cor mences

about a month after conception, and is felt most

acutely by the patient on rising from her bed in

the morning; it may occur at any hour in the day,
and appears to be especially excited at the sight

of food. As a rule, the sickness is a relief rather
than otherwise, when it lasts only for a few min-
utes ; but it becomes almost unbearable when
attended for a long time with a peculiar deadened,
sinking feeling, like sea-sickness ; and in .some
cases it becomes so serious that it is found abso-
lutely necessary to relieve the uterus by procuring
abortion. It may come on a fewr hours afte r con-

ception, and last only a few weeks, or continue
during the whole period. of pregnancy, but it g en-
erally abates or ceases when. the patient quickens.

23
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(2) Cessation of the Menses or Amenorrkwa.-

This symptom, when taken in combination with

the others, is most important; but, taken by itself,
it frequently proves delusive and fallacious, as

many causes of a local or constitutional character

may influence them. Pregnant women are not

unfrequently regular for some months after, and

occasionally even during the whole period of ges-

tation. On the other hand, young women (both

single and married) frequently have the catamenia

absent for several consecutive months, under cir-

cumstances utterly precluding the idea of preg-

nancy. I have known cases occur in which the

patient has become pregnant before she had even

commenced to menstruate.

(3) Enlargement of the Breasts.- Often during

the first few days, but generally after the first

month, these glandular organs manifest signs of

vital activity. They get larger, feel knotty, and

there is a sense of aching or tingling; the areola

round the nipple gets darker, the little follichs in

it become excessively developed, and a small

quantity of fluid may be squeezed from the

nipple. The breasts often increase in size during

the period of menstruation, and are then generally

24
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tender. They are similarly affected when the

uterus contains tumors, etc.

(4) Quickening.-This term implies the sudden

rise of the pregnant uterus from the pelvis into

the abdomen, followed by the movements of the

fretus. It usually occurs between the third and

fifth month, and is generally accompanied, more

or less, by a sensation of fainting.

(5) The Condition of the Urine.-During preg-
nancy the urine presents peculiar conditions, espe-
cially after being allowed to stand for two days, a
careful analysis detecting the presence of a peculiar
substance analogous to casein (identical with the
casein contained in the milk found in the breast
during the period of gestation), and which has

received the name of KIESTEINE. It is found

either floating on the surface, like particles of
wool, or becomes a sedimentary deposit of white,
flaky, pulverulent, grumous matter.

(6) Salivzation.-This symptom is, happily, of
unfrequent occurrence in pregnancy. When it
does make its appearance, it may be directly
traced to nervous irritability of the salivary
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glands; and is distinguishable from mercurial

ptyalism by the absence of fetid breath, spongi-

ness and tenderness of the gums.

(7) Capricious Appetite is often associated with

pregnancy. I have known cases in which the

patients have eaten as many as a dozen lemons in

a day; others live upon fruit for weeks together.
In fact, the whims and fancies of the patient dur-
ing the period of gestation are as varied and

erratic as they are peculiar. It will be as well,
however, not to deny the patient her special grati-

fication, as the desire is generally for some article

of diet that may be granted with safety.

(8) Discoloration of the Vagina, .acquericr's

St.--This symptom is inseparable from concep-
tion, and makes its appearance after the conclusion

of the fourth month. It presents a peculiar dusky

color, and probably arises from obstructed return
of the venous blood.

The second and more important division of our
subject is comprehended in-

II.-The Sensible Signs of Pregnancy,-

which are thus enumerated:
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(i) Enlagement of the Abdomen.--This is the

most noticeable symptom, and begins about the

commencement of the third month. The enlarge-

ment is equable on all sides, commencing centrally

and gradually enlarging until the termination if
the period of gestation. The abdomen feels elastic,
is firm, well defined in its outline, and is not lobu-

lar. Besides, on percussion the most prominent

part of the tumor is dull, whilst, if the patient lie

on her back, percussion will elicit a clear sound all

round and behind the tumor, where the bowels are

situated, in consequence of their containing air.

Swelling of the Abdomen may take place in ascites,
enlarged liver or spleen, ovarian dropsy, tympa-

nitis, and fecal accumulation in the colon.

(2) Ba/loltement.-This sign is especially valua-
ble, inasmuch as it proves the existence of some
body or substance floating in liquid in the cavity

of the uterus. To ascertain this fully and satis-

factorily, the patient should stand upright; the

practitioner must then introduce his left hand into
the vagina, and place his right hand upon the
abdomen, over the uterus, giving the os uteri a
sudden lift with the left forefinger upwards. If a

foetus be present, it will be jerked so as to rise in

27
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the liquor amnii, and come suddenly down, and

rebound twice or thrice in succession, in conse-

quence of its floating in fluid. Ballottement is of

no use until after the fifth month of pregnancy.

(3) Condition of the Cervix Uteri.-In its virgin
state, it is hard, small, and pointed. After im-

Condition of the Cervix Uteri at Three Months.

pregnation, it becomes softer and larger, and the

transverse slit more open. In the second month of

Condition of the Cervix Uteri at Six Months.

gestation, it descends, and is ringlike in shape; the

edges lose their liplike figure, smooth in the primi-
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para, and rugged in the multipare. As pregnancy

advances, the cervix becomes shorter, higher up,

Condition of the Cervix Uteri at Eight Months.

pointing to the upper part of the sacrum, and at last

becomes a mere smooth globular mass, with a ring

in its center.

Condition of the Cervix Uteri at Nine Months.

(4) Pulsation of the FI;tal Heart.-An examina-

tion, subsequent to the fift/ month of pregnancy,
on the sides and front of the tumor, will not fail to
elicit the sounds of the fcetal heart, if it be living.

The pulsations are generally about 150 per minute,
and very much resemble the tick of a watch under
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the pillow; being quite independent of, and dis-
tinct from, the maternal part of the circulation.
The foetal heart is most distinctly heard in about
the middle or inferior abdominal region, more fre-
quently on the left than the right side.

(5) Placental Bruit and Uterine Souffe.-Sounds
in the placental and uterine circulation may usually
be distinguished after the fourth month, low on the
sides of the abdomen. It is a peculiar blowing
sound, corresponding to the maternal pulse, and
is called the placental sou~let.

(6) Movements of the Fatus.-The foetal move-
ments are, in ordinary cases, perceptible after the
sixth month; and can be felt distinctly by placing
the cold hand over the fundus uteri. These move-
ments are, however, sometimes simulated by the
contractions of the abdominal muscles and the
movement of flatus.



CHAPTER II.

THE DISORDERS OF PREGNANCY AND THEIR TREATMENT.

Morning Sickness

Is best treated with saline aperients and an acid-

bitter tonic, or effervescing medicines combined

with prussic acid. It is sometimes, though sel-

dom, necessary to procure abortion to relieve the

symptoms, which are generally worse in primi-

parae; distressing sickness usually abates after the

period of quickening.

Heartburn and Acidity

Require similar treatment to Morning Sickness.

Warm chamomile-tea, with salt in it, will act as a

mild emetic, and give relief, by ridding the stomach

of the acid matters, bile, etc. contained in it.

Obstinate Constipation.

This can only be counteracted by mild aperients

and a light diet. It generally passes off after the

foetus is felt by the mother,-i.e. after the uterus

(31)
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has risen from the

bring on labor in

pelvis. I was once obliged to

a case in which nothing had

Section showing complete Retrnversion of the Utcrus, and

consequent Pressure on the Rectum.

passed the rectum for seven months-everything

was vomited; food and fecal matter both passing
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upwards. When the uterus was emptied, relief

was at once given to the sufferer.

Retroversion of the Gravid Uterus

Takes place when the fundus presses downwards

and backwards into the hollow of the sacrum, and

the os is tilted forwards and upwards, behind and

even above the symphysis pubis: it generally

happens during the early period of gestation and

before the time of quickening. It is usually the

result of the sudden action of the abdominal

muscles upon the uterus, as in sneezing, cough-

ing, and straining, when there is a full bowel or

bladder. The fundus uteri prevents the passage

of faeces by pressure upon the rectum, and pro-

duces an accumulation above. The os uteri,

pressing upon the bladder, causes retention of the

urine, and the bladder becomes exceedingly dis-

tended, and pulls the os up to a still greater extent.

The Symptoms are distressing bearing-down

pains, fullness, and weight in the loins, and a

dragging or tearing feeling in the groin, with an

inability to pass urine or faeces. On examination,
the finger is stopped by a cul-dc-sac of vagina,

behind which (that is, in the recto-vaginal pouch)

is felt a large, solid, globular mass (the fundus),
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filling up the bottom of the sacrum, while the os

uteri is only to be felt with difficulty above the

symphysis pubis. Per rectum, the fundus is felt,
as before stated, pressing in front of the bowel.

Trcatmcnt.-Introducce an elastic male catheter

into the bladder, and draw off the urine; empty

the rectum by enemata. This sometimes suffi-

cient to cause the uterus to return to its proper

position. If not, press up the fundus by the intro-

duction of two fingers into the bowel, and hook

down the os uteri with a finger of the other hand,
placed in the vagina. It is, however, sometimes

necessary to introduce the whole hand into the

vagina, to move the fundus, which has been

jammed down in the pelvis, with an accumulation

of fecal matter above, in the rectum,-the hand at

the same time straining the anterior wall of the

vagina, and bringing down the os uteri. Every-

thing failing, we may have recourse to tapping,
and so draw off the liquor amnii, and diminish the

size of the uterus by getting rid of some of its

contents.
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Anteversion of the Gravid Uterus.

This is the oppositite condition to Retroversion,

and is of very rare occurrence. It causes retention

of urine, and the other pelvic symptoms are much

u \ \ 1
- lid . J '

,

Section showing the Ante~fi~n of the U'tcrus, and consequent

Pressure on the Bladder.
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the same as in Retroversion; but there is no ob-

struction to the passage of the feces along the

rectum. It is never the result of a full bladder or

distended bowel, but is caused by the sudden

action of the muscles of the abdomen.

Without any treatment, anteversion is frequently

overcome as pregnancy advances. To clear out

the bowel, empty the bladder, and keep the patient

in bed for a few days, will generally be found suffi-

cient to restore the uterus to its normal condition;

though, in some cases, it may be requisite to press

the fundus upwards and backwards, and draw the

cervix downwards.

Anteflexion

Happens when the organ becomes bent upon itself
at the union of the cervix with the body of the
uterus. As pregnancy advances, the uterus returns

to its normal position. It therefore requires no

treatment.

Retroflexion

Is the opposite condition to anteflexion, and

when it is associated with pregnancy it is a fre-

quent cause of secondary hemorrhage, and the

involution of the body and fundus of the uterus is

36
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prevented, and the return of blood is impeded, by

the flexion at the cervix.

DIAGNOSIS.---By examination with the finger in

the vagina, the fundus will be found bearing down

behind the cervix, forming a tumor between it and

the rectum.

Trcatmcnt.-Return it to its proper position by

the assistance of the uterine sound, and keep it

in place with a large Hodge's pessary. If it be

attended with much bleeding, inject the perchloride

of iron into the uterus.

Inversion of the Uterus, or the Turning of

the Womrnb inside out.

This is a very distressing complication, fortu-

nately rather rare; and always attended with con-

siderable risk to the patient. When there is com-

plete inversion, the fundus uteri descends through

the os, the cavity of which is lined by the perito-

neum; it is open upwards towards the abdomen,

contains the ovaries and Fallopian tubes, and the

original lining membrane of the womb becomes its

external covering.

Inversion has been known to exist in women

who have never borne children; in such cases it

arises from tumors growing from the fundus uteri,
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down through the os, dragging the attached portion

of the womb with it. When this condition is dis-
covered, it is called c/ironic inversion. The proper
treatment, of course, is the removal of the cause
(which is the tumor), and the replacing of the

uterus to its normal state.' This is generally at-
tended with considerable difficulty. Excision of

INVERSION OF TIIl UCERtUS.-IFIRST STAGE.

This Diagrans represents the I)cprssion of the FUIdus

in the Cavity of the Uterus.

the uterus is sometimes had recourse to, hut the

operation is attended with very great risk.
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There are three degrees of Inversion:

I. Depression of the Fundus within the Cavity

of the Uterus.

2. Partial Inversion, when the Fundus of the

Uterus is brought down into the Vagina, forming

a tumor of a hemispherical form, impacted in the

os uteri.

This Diagram represents Complete Inversion of the Uterus.

3. Complete Inversion, when the Uterus will

be found filling the Vagina, and perhaps pro-

truding outside.
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In the first state of depression, the uterus can

be felt above the pubes; but, instead of being
round, it is cupped at the fundus. In the partial
and complete Inversion, the uterus cannot be felt
above the pubes.

Inversion may be acute or chronic. In the
former, it occurs after labor; in the second, it is
often the result of polypi or tumors; although it
might have existed from some prior accouchement,
and so gone on increasing from secondary conse-
quences. The most frequent causes of acute In-
versions are--dragging at the funis before the
placenta has become detached, shortness of the
cord, or by the cord coiling round the baby's neck.

Symptons.-These are sudden exhaustion or
sinking; the face becomes deadly pale; the voice
weak, pulse small, rapid and fluttering; vomiting
comes on, and the patient is threatened with death.
She often imagines there is a second child. There
is frequently alarming hemorrhage- sometimes
none at all. When the hemorrhage is great, death
takes place, attended with convulsions.

Trcatmwnt.-It should be replaced immediately;
delay in restoring it to its normal position, even for
a few hours, only increasing the difficulty of pushing
the tumor past the perineum, as a consequence of
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its strangulated and swollen condition. As soon as

this is done, the uterus will spring back into its

proper place with a kind of jump. The tumor

must be squeezed firmly between the hands, and

the fundus pushed up into the pelvis through the

vagina, by the assistance of the fingers, placed so

as to form a cone. If the placenta be adherent to

the uterus, return it with it: this, however, is

sometimes found to be impossible, in which case

its separation is the only alternative. When the

uterus is again in position, the hand should be

kept in its cavity until expelled with the placenta

by the contraction of the womb.

Diarrhoea

Arises from an increased flow of bile; and relief

will be generally experienced from a blue pill, fol-

lowed by a saline aperient or castor oil. Some-

times, however, astringents are required; such as

chalk mixture, with catechu and chloric ether,
Dover's powder, aromatic confection, etc.

41
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Toothache

Is one of the most frequent disorders of preg-

nancy, and is generally relieved by aperients, fol-

lowed by quinine or iron. If one tooth be ex-

tracted, another will probably begin to ache.

There is a little risk in extraction, from its some-

times causing abortion, in consequence of the

shock given to the system. When the toothache

is very persistent, I consider it advisable to get rid

of it, as the constant pain wears the patient out.

Cough and Palpitation.

The cough accompanying pregnancy is often

very distressing, and is generally attended with

considerable expectoration, which, in spite of med-

icine, continues to the end of gestation. The best

treatment consists in giving mild aperients, effer-

vescing draughts, and a soothing cough mixture.

Paelpitation of the Hcart is often alarming to the

patient, and is attended with a great dread of

something happening. The least thing affects the

patient; such as anything sudden, noises, etc.

Give a mixture containing tincture of henbane,

ammonia, and camphor-water, and prescribe some

gentle laxative. Unless care be taken, this nervous

42
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condition is liable to be attended with an unsatis-

factory result, by ending in abortion or premature
labor.

U2c~c'dcnuz ando VaCricosc 'ciris in the labia, are oc-
casionally associated twith pregancy. Rest and

aperients afford considerable relief. Wh len labor
comes on, it may be necessary to prick them in

the former, and in th e latter to deliver with th~e

forceps in case of rupture with much hemnorrhiage.
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PARI'URITON.

FFLUXION is the casting out of the ovum from

the uterus before its viability, or before the em-
bryo and secundines arc formed, when nothing but
the liquid conception or genitura is discharged;
this differs but little from profuse menstruation.
My late teacher, M'I. Velpeau, has described an
ovum of fourteen days, and its size did not exceed
that of an ordinary pea, of which the following is

a representation:

ANv OV UM FuLTc tRTEE DAYS AFTE R CoNC~rT~ouN.

T'he earlijest ovum on record, dlescrib~ed bay M., Velpeau.

MVIiscarriage

Signifies the expulsion of the embryo from the
wom b within six weeks after conception.
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Abortion

Is the expulsion of the fotus from the uterus be-
tween six weeks and six mnonths after conception,

--the period before its legal viability, i.e. before

it is capable of maintaining a separate existence.

Premature Labor

Signifies the casting-out of the child from the
womb after its legal viability, at any period beyond
six months after conception.

The Fcetus

Is the child in utero, after the fourth month. At
an earlier period it is designated the Embryo.

The age, weight, and length of the fxtus are
enumerated below.

At the end

oif Molnth. Weight. Length.

6oz.........i n.
2 . .. -ib......i n.

T"he heaviest child I have ever known at birth
weighed t 4 fr lbs.,
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Causes of Miscarriage, Abortion, and

Premature Labor.

These are numerous and extremely varied in

character, including almost everything that would

act injuriously on the mother's health, and, through

her, on the embryo or fatus. The most frequent

are fright, violent passions and mental emotion,

syncope, intense pain, diarrhoea, tenesmus, violent

purgation, the use of ergot of rye, over-fatigue

from walking, straining, or any external violence

to the womb, the discharge of the liquor amnii,

tumors in the womb, inflammation, impaired nutri-

tion, or the cztanthmiI ata. These influences either

destroy the child's life, as in syphilis, syncope, and

mercurial salivation, or they cause the uterus to

contract, or they produce hemorrhage between the

placenta and the womb, which interferes with the

circulation and the nutrition of the placenta, and so

cause the death of the foetus.

The Sympatms of Abortion are pains of an

expulsive character, attended with hemorrhage;

and the later the period after conception the

greater will be the danger from the violence of the

symptoms. The causes of abortion are divided into

two classes,-I. Maternal. 2. Fcetal.

46
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The Maternal Causes of Abortion.

These may be divided into seven sections, viz.:

I. Local causes; such as cancer, fibroid tumors,
polypi, inflamnination, retroversiun, and the pres-
ence of abdominal tumors.

2. Nervous conditions; viz., shock, want of nerve
force from incessant vomiting, and mania.

3. In consequence of an irregular supply of
blood, as in heart disease, etc.

4. Diseases wh llich inovcrish the blood-as,
nursing too much, amlcmia, and pecrsisten~t vom-
iting.

5. Poisons in the blood ; as in fever from
sy=philis, poisolnous metals and g;ase.s, and albu-
m2i nuri2a.

6. Whlen artificially induced.
7.. Aprcvos abortion wcill often cause thec uterus

to throw ouff the fretus at the same paeriod.
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The Fcetal Causes of Abortion

Are seven; viz. (i) Malformation, or disease of

some part of the foetus; (2) torsion of the umbilical

cord, or anything that would cause the death of the

foetus; such as (3) fatty or (4) hydatid degeneration

of the chorion or placenta; (5) inflammation or

congestion of them; (6) apoplexy; or (7) fibrous

deposits in the chorion or placenta.

A dead fcetus will decompose to a greater ex-

tent in three days after the liquor amnii has escaped

than it would in thirty days, had the liquor amnii

been retained. It is a very rare thing to see the

fcetus precede the exit of the involucra before the

third month; or for it to come enveloped in them

after four months. It is not advisable to rupture

the membranes prior to the completion of the fifth

month; as it is only after that period that it will

have the desired effect of checking the hemorrhage.

If attempted before that time, it would only, in all

probability, prolong the flooding.

When a patient has once miscarried, it frequently

happens again at the same period in succeeding

terms; it is of the highest importance, therefore,

that she should be carefully watched, kept from all

mental and physical excitement, and take as much

4g
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rest as possible, in a horizontalposition, during that

critical period, and for some time afterwards, until

all danger is over and the causes that originally

gave rise to the misfortune are effectually removed.

The Trcatment consists in the prevention of the
expulsion of the foetus, and so permitting the

female to go on to the full period of gestation; but
should this be hopeless, it is then expedient to

remove the ovum as speedily as possible, and so

prevent further hemorrhage.

The Ireventive Trcatmcnt.-If the patient be

plethoric and inflammatory, with a full bounding

pulse, a little bleeding will often give relief, if fol-

lowed with mild aperients combined with a seda-

tive. The patient should be put on low diet for a

few days, and use cold applications to the pubes,
rest in bed, and cautioned to avoid stimulants as

much as possible.

In anamic cases, give a nourishing but mild diet,
and avoid hot drinks. An acid mixture with a

sedative, and perfect rest, are the best remedies.

Should hemorrhage come on or continue to an

injurious extent and the ovum be retained, it must

be hooked down with the finger or with a pair of

polypus-holders, assisted by the administration of

full and frequent doses of ergot of rye apd i smart
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and plentiful injection of water. The patient's

strength should be supported with beef-tea, brandy,
milk, raw eggs, etc.

The Duration of Pregnancy

Is 4o weeks, or 280 days; though it has been
known occasionally to extend to 3oo days. When

the accoucheur enters the case upon his list, he

should calculate when the delivery might be ex-
pected, dating at 280 days from the expiration of
the last menstruation. Many accoucheurs reckon
nine months from the last menstruation, but it

must be remembered there are no nine months

with 28o days.

Mole Pregnancy.

(1) FALSE

(2) GENUINE.

(I) False or Spurious olcs.-These are dis-

charged-consisting of masses of squamous epi-

thelium, when expelled from the vagina; and of
fibrinous collections, if from the uterine cavity;
and there is a membranous product occasionally

discharged in cases of dysmenorrhcea.
T/u Flakes, or tubular pieces of squamous

SO
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epithelium exfoliated from the vagina, are easily

recognized.

The fibrinous masss from the womb are like an

almond in size and shape, being to some extent

casts of the uterine cavity. Externally, they are

smooth, and they have a very imperfect central

cavity.

The Dysmccnorrhral product is nothing more or

less than exfoliated uterine mucous membranes.

VWhen entire, it has a shape resembling the

cavity of the uterus, is rough externally and

smooth within, with a distinct triangular cavity,
and, when discharged from the nulliparous uterus,
it has two openings.above and one below, at the

sites of the Fallopian tubes and the canal of the
cervix uteri.

In the multiparous organ the dysmenorrhceal
bag is ovoid in shape. In these cases there are no
traces of funis, membranes, or fwetus.

(2) GENUINE MOLES are the result of impregna-

tion; and generally depend upon carneous, hyda-
tiginous, or fatty degeneration of the membranes.
They consist of very large masses; and, in many
cases, no traces of the ovum can be found.

The Carneous or Flcs/y Mole is formed of semi-
organized coagula and layers of fibrine.
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The Hydaricd AFZve is the form in which the
fcetal coverings, especially the chorion, have be-
come developed into vesicles resembling large
bunches of white grapcs or currants.

Factty Dt , g M Jc.rcraol often takes pace to an extent
sufficient to destroy the embryo, and is generally
expelled a fortnight or three weeks after its death.

when the womb contains a mole, the earlier
symptoms of pregnancy are present, with frequent
attacks of hemorrage-eand sometimes water,
when hydtid. The patients complain of being too
much unwell and too f rtcqwtiy so, although they
say they know they are pregnant. But the latter
signs, such as the fet al mov ements, sounds of the
fetal heart, and ballottement, are absent. After a
variable time, all the symptoms of abortion set in,
and th~e mole is expelled--generally with consider-
able hemorrhage.

It is soametimes necessary in these cases to dilate
the uterus with tents, and bring aw ay its contents,
-wh len th e h~emocrrhage is v"ery profuse, oar the
health giving wvay.
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Labor,

The mechanism of which consists of-I, the expel-

ling power; 2, thc body to be expelled; and 3, the

parts through which it has to pass,-is the expul-

sion of the child from the womb by means of

Natural Position of the Fctus within the Uterus at the full Period

of Gestation.

uterine contractions, assisted by the muscles of the

abdomen and the diaphrgm; the premonitory

symptoms of which are--the sinking down of the
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uterus, giving rise to easier respiration; a slight

discharge of red-colored mucus from the vagina,
called a show; irritability of the bladder and

rectum; and pains, with intervals of rest. The

action of the uterus is involuntary, and consists of

the contraction of the fibers imbedded in its struct-

ure, which forms its peculiar parenchyma; these

fibers traverse the uterus in all directions, and by

their contraction the ends of them are drawn nearer

together, so that their length is diminished and their

thickness increased, the uterine cavity is thereby

diminished, and its internal membrane is brought

into forcible contact with its contents; by their

contraction pressure is exerted, propulsion is pro-

duced, and expulsion of the child and placenta

effected.



CHAPTER IV.

TIE ACCOUCHEMENT.

WHEN called to attend a case, promptitude in

attendance is of the first importance, as, in the

event of the visit being delayed, four circumstances

might take place:

Ist. A rapid confinement, without any profes-

sional aid.

2d. The death of the mother or of the child, as

a direct consequence of the absence of skilled aid

--- the former from hemorrhage, and the latter from

suffocation.

3d. The sacrifice of the most suitable and only

favorable period for relieving unnatural presenta-

tions.

4th. The introduction of another medical man

into the family, in consequence of your non-at-

tendance.

(55)
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Instruments and Drugs.

In ordinary practice all that would be required

is a Pocket Midwifery Case, containing blunt-

pointed scissors, long pins, silver and elastic cathe-

ters, silk thread, Liq. Ergote, P.B.; Liq. Opii,
Sed.; Sp. Ammon. Aromat.; 01. Terebinth., and

Ol Ricini.

In extraordinary and critical cases it is always

advisable to have a bag filled with the following

instruments, placed where they can be easily found

at home, if sent for in a hurry; if the case be at a

distance, it would be as well for the practitioner to

take the Midwifery Bag in the carriage-com-

prising: long and short forceps, crotchet, craniot-

omy forceps, cephalotribe, perforator, blunt hook,
enema apparatus, an inhaler, stethoscope, and an

anaesthetic spray producer, with chloroform and
anesthetic ether, s. g. "0723.

The Patient's Room.

It is of the utmost importance to be quiet in

your manner and gentle in your movements, both

for your own comfort and for the patient's benefit.

Take a chair beside the patient's bed, question her

affably about her pains, the period when they first
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came on, the length of the intervals between them,
when the bowels were last opened, and whether

there has been any show. Also notice for yourself

when the pains come on, and whether they are long

or short. A short pain, without change of feature

or alteration of voice, generally denotes the first

stage; whilst long pains, with a loud and continued

scream, are indicative of the second stage of labor.

Duration of Labor.

From an analysis of about 5ooo cases of Mid-

wifery, I have found the period of natural labors

in primipar e to extend to twenty hours, and in

multipare about ten hours from the commence-

ment of the first pain. Age exerts a considerable

influence: when over thirty the patient will prob-

ably be twice as long in labor, in consequence of

the rigid state of the parts.

Examination of the Uterus.

It sometimes happens, in primiparae especially,
that the patient objects to undergo the necessary

examination. You will, therefore, in such cases,
be compelled, firmly but gently to demonstrate

your object in doing so; viz., to ascertain whether
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her case is straightforward, what length of time
will expire before her delivery, etc.

Place the patient upon the bed, on her left side;

with her head rather low and her knees drawn up

The Examination of the Uterus in the Early Stage of Labor by

means of the Index Finger of the Left Hand.

towards her abdomen, her body arched and her

feet placed against the footboard of the bedstead,
to the end of which a twisted towel should be
attached, for the patient to pull. Then apply a
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little lard or oil to the fingers of the left hand, and

proceed to the examination, assuring her that it

will cause but little pain.

In this examination the utmost care must be

taken to introduce the index finger gently into the

vagina, and not into the rectum (which I have

known to be carelessly done, to the confusion of

the practitioner and the disgust of the patient).

To prevent this unpleasant mistake, place the hand

well forward upon the mons Veneris with three

fingers open, then draw it downwards, and you

cannot possibly fail to enter the vagina.

Among the upper and middle classes, you will

usually find the patient already prepared, wearing

a night-dress or dressing-gown; while the poorer

classes are usually attired in their ordinary daily

clothing. Under any circumstances, however, the

greatest care must be taken to avoid unnecessary

exposure.

It is usual to examine during a pain (commonly

called "trying a pain"); but it is as well to con-

tinue the examination after the pain is over, so as

to form a correct diagnosis of the case in all its

bearings.

The greatest care must also be taken not to
rupture the membranes at too early a period, as,
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by so doing, the labor would be materially re-

tarded, and, as a natural consequence, the patient's

pains prolonged and her strength more exhausted.

During a pain, the membranes and uterus are

tense; after the pain, they become flaccid, and the

presenting part is more easily felt.

In order that the student may be better enabled

to judge of the condition of the patient, and form

an accurate diagnosis of the case before him, I

append a description (accompanied by an illustra-

tion) of the changes which the uterus presents at

the several periods during pregnancy:

Ist Month.-Os and cervix soft and cushiony;

the os is oval, and the transverse liplike fissure

(which is so essentially characteristic of the virgin

state) has entirely disappeared.

2d Month.--The cervix has increased in size;

the os is lower in the pelvis, and closed; in primi-

This Diagram represents the Condition of the Cervix Uteri

at the Third Month of Pregnancy.
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parae round and smooth, in multipar e irregular

and uneven, the posterior lip being elongated.

3 d Moth.-The os uteri is not so easily reached;

the uterus having risen above the brim of the pelvis.

4th Moth.-Fundus about three fingers' breadth

above the pubes; can only be felt, in a thin person,
when the abdominal muscles are relaxed and the

bladder empty.
stl 'llontht.-Cervix shorter. Fundus midway

between pubes and umbilicus. Fcetal heart can be

heard from this period to the end of gestation.

6th M17ontl.a-Cervix only half its normal length;

fundus even with umbilicus; fovea umbilici dilat-

ing. The foetus can be distinguished by ballotte-

ment, from this month to the end of pregnancy.

Diagram showing the Condition of the Cervix Uteri at the

Sixth Month.

7u Mcmth.l-Cervix considerably shorter; fundus

above the umbilicus, which now slightly protrudes.

The movements of the child through the abdom-

inal parietes are easily perceived.
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8th1 Montth.-Cervix not more than a quarter of

an inch long; fundus midway between umbilicus

and scrobiculus cordis.

The State of the Cervix Uteri at the Eighth Month.

9 thl Mlontlh.-The cervix has nearly disappeared;

fundus up to the scrobiculus cordis. Breathing

oppressive. Retention and passage of urine diffi-

cult. Patient very unwieldy in carriage and de-

pressed in mind.

This Diagram represents the Condition of the Cervix Uteri at the
Ninth Month of Gestation.

Ioth Month.-A circular dimple in the lower and

posterior portion of the uterus, corresponding with

the upper part of the hollow of the sacrum, marks

the os uteri, which remains closed until the-
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Commencement of Labor.

At this period the fundus usually sinks forward

as labor approaches; this allows the diaphragm

again to act more freely; the os is high up against

the upper part of the sacrum, and the patient

moves and breathes with greater ease. The child

sinks deep into the pelvis. There is some slightly-

colored mucous discharge from the vagina, called

a show, and increased irritability of the bladder

and rectum. Then regular pains succeed, which

are the result of uterine contraction.

The Objects of the Examination are:

Ist. To discover, from the state of the os and

passages, whether the patient is pregnant or not;

for it frequently happens that women deceive

themselves in this respect. I have known it to

occur many times, and for them to go so far as to

engage doctor and nurse. Therefore, make certain

the female is pregnant.

2d. Whether the patient is in the first or second

stage of labor.

3d. Whether the presentation is natural or un-

natural, and to ascertain the existence or non-

existence of any other difficulty or obstacle to the

(3
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proper progress of the labor or delivery; such as a

tumor, a deformed pelvis, etc.

4th. Whether the patient can be left with safety
for a few hours---a matter of great importance to

a gentleman having a large practice, or being a
long distance from home.

Condition of the Passages.

The most favorable conditions possible for a

quick labor are, an empty rectum; a large pelvis;

the os and vagina easily dilated and more moist

than usual with mucus. The os is higher up and

farther back in primipare, insomuch that it is with

difficulty it is reached at the commencement of

labor.
Labor-Pains.

Labor-pains are of two kinds, spurious or false,
and true.

Falsc pains come and go irregularly, or continue

producing a pinching sensation; but they have no

effect upon the uterus and kindred organs. An

aperient is generally required; a full bowel, by

pressure, irritates the uterus, and causes spasm

in it.

True pains are situated in the abdomen, back,

and loins, at first of a cutting or grinding character
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and very painful. They come on and go off at

regular intervals, and become of a dull, heavy,

forcing character as labor advances.

Other Signs of Labor.

The hardness of the fundus and tensity of the

os and membranes correspond exactly with the

pains, and are attended with a frequent desire to

micturate; a show takes place, and there is a per-

ceptible dilatation of the os uteri.

The Three Stages of Labor.

The FIRST STAGE OF LABOR comprises the com-

plete dilatation of the os uteri, which is accom-

plished solely by the contraction of the uterus,

unaided by any of the voluntary muscles. It is

characterized by cutting or grinding pains, extend-

ing from the loins to the abdomen. It is not

advisable to examine the patient very frequently

during this first, or premature stage-such ex-

amination involving, as it undoubtedly would,- a

certain amount of pain to the patient, besides

causing an undue dryness and irritation in the

parts. The more the patient stands and walks

about the room the better, as it accelerates the

progress of the labor, and renders the delivery

5
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more easy. Again, it is advisable that the medical

attendant should leave the room occasionally, in

order that the patient may have an opportunity of

relieving the rectum or bladder.

Represents the Uterus and Paturient Canal in a state of full

Dilattion. At this stage of labor the Membranes generally

rupture, and the Liquor Amnii escpes with a gush.

Did duringS Lbor.-The patient should be as

sparing in her diet as possible,--the partaking of
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much food generally causes vomiting. A little tea

or gruel is all that is absolutely necessary in an

ordinary case; but beef-tea and a little brandy-

and-water may be given, or an egg beaten up with

a small quantity of spirit or sherry will prove

beneficial in the event of a lingering labor. It

generally happens that the patient will take no-

thing except something to drink when labor has
really commenced.

The SECOND STAGE OF LABOR commences with

the complete dilatation of the os uteri, and ter-

minates with the birth of the child. During this

stage, the voluntary muscles of the abdomen and

the diaphragm come into action, and render valu-

able assistance by combining with the uterine con-

tractions. The pains attendant upon this state are

accompanied by a loud cry or groan from the

patient during their occurrence; the intervals be-
come shorter and the pains more intense, the

patient grinding her teeth.

[The patient should nzow be directed to hold her
breath, place her feet at the footboard of the bed,
and pull hard at the towel already attached to
the bedpost for that purpose; thus assisting the

natural efforts by the abdominal muscles and
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diaphragm to procure the expulsion of the child.

The nurse should also have provided a sheet of oil-

cloth or gtutta-pcrcla, or spare bed-linen, to guard

the bedding against the flow of liquor amnii, which

is now imminent from the rupture of the mem-

branes.]

Birth of the Child. The Extension and Emergence of the Head,
in Natural Labor.

The patient ought throughout this stage to lie on

her left side. It is also advisable to make frequent

examinations, it now causes less pain, as the parts

are continuously bathed with mucus and liquor

amnii, in greater or less quantity.
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The os is now at its extreme condition of dilata-

tion, the uterus and vagina forming one continuous

canal,-the time has therefore arrived to rupture

the membranes and allow the waters to escape.

Expulsion of the IIead in the OccipitoPosterior Position.

As this stage progresses, and until the uterus is

fully dilated, the head is found to recede after each
pain. Although each separate pain brings the

birth nearer, the forward progress is most distinctly

perceptible after each thit pain. In multiparze,
the child is usually born within a very short period

after the membranes are ruptured; but in primi-

para, a long time very frequently occurs before its
final expulsion, in consequence of the perineum

yielding so slowly.
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THE THIRD STAGE OF LABOR consists in the

expulsion of the placenta, membranes, etc.

The second stage over, there generally occurs
an interval of rest, varying from five minutes to a
quarter of an hour in duration, sometimes even

longer. The womb then contracts upon the pla-
centa, and either expels it or drives it lower down
in the vagina, so that it may be easily withdrawn.

When expelled without artificial aid, the placenta

generally presents a spherical form, the foetal sur-

face outwards. Should it be found necessary to

remove it by pulling the cord, great care must be
taken, lest too much force be used and an inversion

of the uterus be the result. This operation should

never be attempted until the insertion of the cord

can be felt; then the placenta should be turned
round three or four times, thus twisting it into a
kind of cord, and causing the whole to come cleanly
and entirely away at once, followed probably by a
few clots of blood. If, on the contrary, these con-

ditions are not attended to, a portion of the mem-

branous residuum would in all probability be left

behind, and serious consequences might ensue
to the female; certainly there will be discredit

to the accoucheur, as the nurse will say she has
not been properly c/caused, and anything that
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happens afterwards will be attributed to this by

the patient.

Treatment of Natural Labor.

After ascertaining the presenting parts, note the

capacity of the pelvis, and other collateral circum-

stances which might interfere with or extend the
period of labor. Get the bowels relieved either
with oil or by means of an enema; and adopt every

pretext to keep up the patient's spirits. Stimulants

are never necessary until near the conclusion of the
second stage, and then only in limited quantities,
at the discretion of the medical attendant after

careful examination of the pulse. Should the

anterior lip of the os intervene between the head
and the pubes, gently push it back over the head.
Much time is saved by this proceeding. It is not
necessary to support the perineum in ordinary
cases.

When the infant is born, a ligature composed of
a skein of stout thread or silk should be tied tightly
round the funis, at about 2 2 inches from the um-
bilicus, and also I 2 inches farther on. The cord
should then be divided between the two ligatures,
first clearly ascertaining what it is you are cutting,
to prevent injury to the child; you must now place
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your right hand firmly over the uterus, exercising

a gentle pressure dotvw'ards and grasping the

cord with the other hand, as before advised; the

placenta and membranes will, in most cases, be

quickly and effectually expelled.

This being accomplished, the pudenda should

now be wiped, and hot dry napkins quickly and

plentifully applied. A broad bandage* should be

pulled (more or less tightly, according to the exi-

gency of the case) over the hips, and fastened well

over the abdomen ; the patient being covered with

warm cloths, should be got into bed, and allowed

to remain undisturbed and free from excitement.

It is usual to allow the lower classes to remain

quiet for an hour before they are got into bed.

The Use of the Catheter

Will generally be found necessary in all cases of

protracted labor. When there is any doubt as

to the bladder being full, the- instrument should

be introduced-and, more especially, before the

use of instruments; as the dribbling away of the

* Salmon's Obstetric Binder will be found the most suitable for

the purpose; experience having proved it a most effective and

valuable auxiliary.
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liquor amnii frequently deceives both nurse and

patient.

The meatus is on a level with the summit of the
pubic arch, the bladder being in its natural con-
dition above the pubes, while the direction of the
urethra is backwards and upwards, or the same as
the lower part of the anterior wall of the vagina, in
which it is imbedded, and can be felt rolling like a
cord under the finger between the vaginal wall
and the symphysis pubis. It may be introduced
whilst the woman is lying on her side or back.
The meatus urinarius is easily discovered by the
tip of the forefinger; and the instrument (either
silver or elastic) must first be well oiled, slid over
it, and the urine received in a basin.

I would recommend all my young friends to
take advantage of every opportunity and make
themselves experts in the introduction of this
instrument. They will be able to do this on the
dead subject in the post-mortcml and the dissecting-
rooms, and on the living in their hospital practice,
more especially whilst attending midwifery for the
Lying-in Charity.
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Suspended Animation.

When the child appears to be born dead, it is

the duty of the accoucheur to try and restore vital

action by artifcial rcspiration, and to use other

efforts besides to restore animation. If the heart

still beats, the chances of success are pretty certain.

The cord must not be cut if there be still any
pulsation, unless the face and head be very dark

and congested. Slap the child's buttocks, dash
cold water on it suddenly, use friction to the thorax

and extremities, and place the infant in a warm

bath. Raise and depress the arms, sit the child
up, and lift up and set down the arms again, and

draw them down to thle side of the body. Extract

mucus from the child's mouth, and wrap it in

flannel.



CHAPTER V.

TREATMENT AFTER LABOR.

IN your first visit after the labor, you should

ascertain whether your patient has micturated
freely. If not, introduce the catheter, and at the
same time learn whcther there has been excessive
discharge or any hemorrhage.

The lochia consist, for some hours after labor,
of blood alone. This sanguincous fluid does not

coagulate, and after the first six or seven hours
resembles water into which some blood has been
poured. The lochia come from the denuded uter-
ine walls, the discharge every day altering in char-
acter, and gradually losing its sanguineous appear-
ance, becoming successively more watery, then of

a dirty-brown hue, and lastly assuming a greenish-
brown color, called by nurses the green waters. In

about three weeks after labor, these discharges

cease entirely. The sudden stoppage of the lochia

a few days after labor, with suppression of milk, is

very ominous of puerperal fever; but I miay state

(75)
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that after the birth of a still-born infant, the uter-

ine discharge will sometimes entirely cease, two

or three days after the accouchement, without any

evil consequences. If they are excessive and red,
the following mixture will be found useful

.- Tr. Iigitlis..............fx
Acid. 5u1)h, dtii...........fx
lf. (.;ettilta~.............

M . Ter dtic surncfl.

W1 'hen offensive, wtash out the vagina with per-
manlganate of potash and ter, or iq. Soacl

Chlrinata3, using a I-iginson's sylrine. \Vhen

thze lochia are dficient, th~e application of flannels

dipped in warm watcr and applied to the pubes, or
tle injection of warm water into the vagina, will

be found, as a rule, to have the desired effect.

Thcr pa/ it's bowc/ "s should be acted upon at th~e

commencement of the third day. Hecr diet should

conasist of gruel, tea, and bread-an d-butter, for the

first day; and but little m eat or stimulant sho~uld

be allow ed haer until. the bowyels are relieved- that

is, until after th~e third day. Should th~e child

require anything, give it milk-and-wtater sweetened
with sugar; but it is muchx better not to feed it at
all. Thle patient ough~t to remain in bed until the
expairatio~n of the nin th dlay; after wh:lich shoe sh~ould
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recline on the couch for a few days more, and then
take gentle exercise about the room.

Ut'criu displaccmcLtt is the inevitable result of
getting about too soon. Abdominal support, by
a continued use of the binder, is necessary for fully
a month after the birth of the child.

1he Umbilical Covl comes off about the sixth
day. Hemorrhage sometimes results from the lig-
ature not having been properly and tightly enough
drawn, or from a want of power to throw out the
lymph that is necessary to occlude the vessels.
Suppurative inflammation and the hemorrhagic
diathesis are sometimes the cause of bleeding
from the navel-string.

If suppurative inflammation exists in or hemor-
rhage proceeds from the cord, another ligature
should be applied. In the hemorrhagic diathesis,
when there is bleeding from the umbilicus, Dr.
Churchill recommends the use of astringents,
pressure, and filling the navel with plaster of
Paris in a fluid state, which quickly becomes
hard, and, being held in situ by the fold of the
umbilicus, causes a firm and continuous pressure.

In extreme cases it may be necessary to twist
or to cut down upon and tie the umbilical vessels.

The Caput Succedaneum, or swelling on the
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child's head after birth, requires no treatment; it

will subside after a few days or weeks.

The Infant and the Mother.

TIHE BKEASTS.-As soon as the infant has been

washed, it should be put to the breast, and even

before, should there be any hemorrhage, as the

act of suckling in itself excites, by sympathy,
contraction of the uterus. The child's presence

at the breasts, as a principle ordained by nature,
causes the milk to come quicker, and renders the

drawing out of the nipple easier; and besides, the

first secretion from the breast (termed colostrum)

purges from the child the meconium and other

matters. The direct benefits to the mother from

placing the child at the breast at the earliest op-

portunity may be thus enumerated : A probable

preventive to milk fever, distended, painful, or

knotty breasts, sore nipples, milk abscesses, etc.

The child would also, in most cases, find in the

mother's milk a prophylactic against disordered

stomach, wind, constipation, an irritable condition

of the bowels, aphtha e, etc.

THE NIPPLE.-When the nipples are excoriated,

soft, and tender, the operation of suckling becomes

difficult; because the child can draw out the nipples
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too easily. The best and most effective remedy

will be to use a shield, and apply the followin

lotion for sore nipples:

W.--otass. Nitr... . . ij;
Vin. Opii. . ..

Pulv. Trag. Co... . ....
Aqu~e......................j

qua . . ,,lj

Mi. Ft. Lotio. Frequent. applicand.

After-Pain

Are caused by contraction of the uterus to expel

clots of blood, or shreds of membrane formed or

remaining in it, after labor.

After-pains are very rare in primipar, but they

are usually present on the second and followng

accouchements, increasing in severity with each

child. I prescribe:

R,.-L .iq. Morph1 ) ........... f1XX;
th. Ch ior............nx ;

Aq. Camp-h......... j. Te r (lie,

which will be found to afford great relief.

M ilk Fever,

with an inflamed state of the M1 ammary Gland,
is produced by an accumulation of milk in the
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breasts, and its absorption again into tle circula-
tion. It generally comes on about the third day.

The Symptoms are usually shivering; with a hot
or dry skin, coated tongue, quick and full pulse,
headache, thirst, and lassitude; but if the breasts

be drawn, and aperients and a diaphoretic given,
these symptoms usually subside within twenty-four

hours.
To get rid of Clots.

Sitting up in bed to suckle and take food, and

kneeling while micturating, are advisable to get rid

of the clots, and to facilitate the escape of the

lochia.



CHAPTER VI.

THlE ANATOMtY OF T'HE ORGANS OF GENERATION.

A SOUND practical knowvledge of the anatomy

of the organs of generation and pelvis is indis-

pensable to the accoucheur, as it forms the

groundwork of the obstetric art. I have therefore

endeavored to present the principal features and

measurements as clearly and conciselyr as possible,

in order that students should not be burdened with

too much detail.

Laija Dlajora. -- Yrepum r of the Clitoris.

Vestibule. - 1-d
1
,ia D lora ur Nymphsb.

Labia Minor:,. -M au rnr

V..gina. , Carunctila Hyrtiforin s.

Fuurchettc.

H-ymen.Peium

View of the Female External Organs of Generation.

The Female Organs of Generation

Are divided into two classes-F.xvI~Nnt. nD I -

ThI{NnL.

6 (SI )
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The EXTERNAL comprise th-

i. Mons Vcneris.

2. Labia Mjora, vcl externa.

3. Labia IMinora, vel nymphax
4. Clitoris.
5. P'repuc.

6. H-fymcn (Virgin).

7. Caruncuke Myrtiformes (matron).
8, Mecttus Urinarius.
9. Perineum.

10. Vestibule.

Ihe INTERAL organs are the-

i . Vagina.

2. Uterus.

3. O~varies.
4., Ovarian igamrents.

. Fallopaian Tpubes.
6. imbrriated E xtremities.

7. B3road Ligaments.

8. Ro~und Ligaments.
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THE ORGANS OF GENERA TION.

Difference between the Male and Female
Pelvis.

In the Female Pelvis, the bones are thinner,
more delicately formed, and smoother; the ale iii

are more expanded, the brim is more capacious,
and the promontory of the sacrum less projecting,
the cavity shallower and broader, the sacrum more

curved, the symphysis pubis shorter, the arc of the

pubes wider and more rounded, the tubcra ischiorum
farther apart; the acctabula are also wider, thus

throwing the thigh-bones more apart; and the

foramen ovale is triangular instead of being round.
In a few words, we may say that the male pelvis

is deep and narrow, the female wide and shallow;

consequently, in labor, a lesser amount of surface

is exposed to the child's head, and resistance is
thereby greatly diminished.

Deformed Pelvis.

There are five descriptions of Pelvic deformity,
viz.:

x. Small Pelvis.

2. Large Pelvis.

3. Partially-deformed Pelvis, affecting either the

brim, cavity, or outlet.
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4. The Obliquely-distorted Pelvis.

5. The Funnel-shaped Pelvis.

The Female Pelvis at Adult Life, giving a Description of the
Parts.

The Adult Female Pelvis.

There are three diameters of the Pelvis-the

Antero-posterior, the Transverse, and the Oblique.

The measurements are thus taken:
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Representation of the Diameters of the Brim of the Pelvis.

The three principal diameters are :--() ANT.ERO- POSTERIOR.-From
the inner and upper edge of the Symphysis Pubis to prominence of
the Sacrum. (2) TRANSVERSE.-Across the widest part of the brim
at right angles to the center. From the middle of the linea ileo-pec-
tinea of one side to that of the other. (3) OBLIQUE.-From brim
above Acetabulum to Sacro-iliac Synchondrosis of opposite side.

The Diameters of the Cavity of the Pelvis.

The Antero-posterior from the hollow of the Sacrum to the center of

Symphysis Pubis. The Transverse is at right angles with the An-
tero-posterior, i.e. from the lower margin of the Acetabulum on one
side to that of the other.
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The Diameters of the Outlet of the Pelvis.

The Antero-posterior diameter is from the arch of the Pubis to the

point of the Coccyx.

The Transverse from one Tuber Ischii to the other.

It is highly necessary for the student to learn the

different diameters of the pelvis by heart, and for

the practitioner to remember them.

Measurements of the Diameters of the Pelvis.

TtIE ANTt:RO-

POSTERIOR.

4 inches

From prominence

of sacrum to in-

Brim of ner and upper
/'lvis, edge of the sym-

physis pubis.

l

TRANSVERSE.

5 inches

Across the widest

part of the brim

at right angles to

antero - posterior

diameter.

OBLIQUE.

5t inches

From the Sacro-

iliac Synchon-

drosis of one side

to opposite side of

brim; just above

the Acetabulum.
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TttE ATER-

5inches[ From the hollow
of the sacrum to

Cyr it y, the s ymph toy s is[pu1ais.
4 inches

From the arch of

the pubes to the

Oult point of the coc-
Scyx.

rTRANSVERSE
'I'x . svR s :.

4 inches

At right ngles

with the atoro-

po~sterior.

4 inches

Frm one tul er

ischii to the other.

OttLQAuE.

5 inches

From the obtu-

ra tor foramnen on

the one side toi

the middle of

thie sacr - scia tie

notch on the other.

Sinches

Fromr the junctio~n

of the putbes with

the isehium and

the micdle of the

lower edge oif the

sacro-sciatic lig~a-

menlt.

The antero-posterior diameter of the outlet of the

pelvis may be increased one inch by the recession
of the coccyx, and a deduction of from a quarter
to half an inch must be made to allow for the soft
parts lining the pelvis. It is generally considered
impossible for a full-gown child to be born alive
if the antero-posterior diameter be less than three
inches ; that the forceps cannot be used when the
pelvis is below this dimension ; and that the per-
forator should not be employed when the antero-
posterior diameter is less than twro inches. :Even
then, by the assistance of the cephalotribe, the
head is with great difficulty brought down.
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CHAPTER VII.

DIAGNOSIS OF PRESENTATIONS.

BEFORE the membranes are ruptured, the med-

ical attendant should carefully ascertain the pres-

entations. WVhen the membranes are entire, turning

is much more easily accomplished.

The Different Kinds of Presentation.

That part of the child nearest the os uteri, and

first felt by the accoucheur's finger, is called the

presenting part.

There are two classes of presentations-NATURAL

and UNNATURAL.

The NATURAL are these in which the long axis

of the child corresponds to the long axis of the

pelvis-the Hcad, the Nates, and the Feet

The UNNATURAL PRESENTATIONS are those in

which the child lies across the pelvis-the Shoulder

or Arm. More correctly speaking, the word natural

ought to be applied to those cases only termed cra-

nial presentations, and the other presentations of

the child should come under the head of unnatural.

(90)
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The Head,

When presenting, may be recognized by its hard-

ness and roundness, the hair and the sutures which

intersect it, the skin of which is sometimes puffy

and cedematous, feeling like a breech; at other

times it is loose or wrinkled.

The Face.

The face is softer and more irregular than the

head, and may be distinguished by the nose, which

crosses the os uteri in the same way as the sagittal

suture does in cranial presentations.

The Nates

May be recognized by the coccyx or anus. The

coccyx lies behind; and in front of the coccyx is

situated the anus, in which the finger can be intro-

duced. This presentation occurs once in 6o

cases, and is fatal to one in 3 Ir cases.

The Inferior Extremities

Are known by the peculiar shape of the feet or

knees. This occurs about once in 103 cases, and

mortality ensues in the proportion of I in 2

cases.
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The Superior Extremities

Can be detected by noticing the peculiar shape of

the shoulder, arilla, or elbow. The thumb will not

only enable the accoucheur to distinguish the hand

from the foot, but also the right hand from the left.

When the presenting part is so high up that it

cannot be felt, and the bag of membrane protrudes

conically through the os uteri, and on rupture of

them an unusual quantity of water is discharged,

a shoulder or arm presentation may reasonably be

anticipated. This presentation occurs once in 231

times, and mortality to child happens in half the

cases; to mother, I case in 9.

THE SIGNS OF THE CHILD'S DEATH BEFORE

DELIVERY are rather obscure, but may be diag-

nosed:

I st. By the cessation of the pulsation of the foetal

heart.

2d. The sensation of a heavy, cold lump rolling

about the abdomen as the patient moves.

3d. Absence of the foetal movements.

4th. Certain constitutional symptoms, such as

depression of the mind, sudden shivering, great

lassitude and prostration, loss of appetite, nasty
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taste in the mouth; pale, sallow face; disordered

bowels; leaden-colored ring round the eyes; ces-

sation of morning sickness; loose, sunken state of

the belly, and flaccid breasts.

nth. During labor the scalp is more flabby, with

an absence of swelling on the part which presents.

Emphysema of the cellular tissue beneath, the

looseness and grating of the bones of the head

are diagnostic signs. If the Arm presents, it will

swell and grow livid when the child is alive; but

when dead it remains flaccid, and the epidermis

comes off in one's hand. If the Cord comes first,

the pulsation will be turgid when the child is liv-

ing; while if dead, flabby and pulseless. Should

the Face present, the lips will be flaccid, torpid,
flabby, and motionless if dead; and precisely the

contrary if living. If the Nates present, and the

child be living, the sphincter ani is closed, and

contracts upon the finger when introduced; if

dead, it is relaxed and insensible to the touch of

the finger.

[Fetid liquor amnii is no proof of death; nor is

the presence of meconium in the liquor amnii a

certain sign of a breech presentation.]
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The Dimensions of the Child's Head.

s

,h

The Head of a Full-grown Fotus, showing the Diamters.

2> Longitudinal, from .....

Transverse

4 1Occipito-mental, or Oblique

5 } Cervico-bregmatic

The Trachelo-bregmatic

The Inter-auricular . ....

7 } The Fronto-mental .

Transverse diameter of Shoulders

Hips .

. . 4 in. to 4t in.

. . 3%" 4 "

- " 5 "

4 «

3% "
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THE FAETAL IIEAD.

Thc Foetal Ilcad.-Showring the Posterior fontanclle and Bti-parictal
D~iameter and Sutures.

The Posterior Fontanelle is seen at the junction of the Sagittal and
I ambdoidal Sutures.

The Foetal Head.-Showing the Anterior and Posterior Fontanelles
and Sutures.

The Anterior Faonelle is the larger; and is situated at the junction
of the Frontal and Parietal l3ones and at the junction of the Sagittal
and Coronal Sutures.

1'he Potrior I"',/aajeiie is at the junction of the Occipital and Pai-
etal Boucs and the juction of the Sasgittal and I ~anbdoid:l Sutures.
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The Positions of the Head.

The cranium may present at the brim of the

pelvis, in four different postions:

(R) The Right Parietal Ione.
(L) The Left Parietal Bone.

I, I, t. The different presenting points of the Right Parietal lBone, as
they successively occur in the first position.

2, 3. 3a, 3b, 3, denote, in the same manner, the presenting points on
the Left Parietal in the second and third position of the head.

I, 4. The point of the Right Parietal Bone which presents at the Os
Uteri in the fourth position, at the beginning of labor.

4
a . 

The point of the Right Parietal Bone which presents at the Ostium
Vagina in the fourth position, when the head is delivered in the Oc-
cipito-posterior position.

I 4
b 

and I 4b mark the points of the Right Parietal Bone which pre-
sent successively when the head presenting in the fourth position
makes the quarter turn, and is delivered in the Occipito-anterior
position.

The two diagonal lines crossing the head mark the intersection of the
head of the Vulva and l'erincum as the head passes out, so that
only one Tuber-parietal occupies the Ostium Vaginae at the same
time.
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First Position. 1..QO.-A

This is the most common. The head is placed

obliquely at the brim of the pelvis, the long

diameter of the head corresponding with the

right oblique diameter of the pelvis, the forehead

directed towards the right sacro-iliac synchon-

drosis, and the occiput towards the left ace-

PRESENTATION OF TIIE FT'rAL rEAD.

Ist position.

The star (*) represents the presenting part. It is placed on the
posterior part of the Right Parietal Bone, and is called the Right

Parietal Protuberance.

tabulum or obturator foramen. By introducing

the finger into the os uteri, if dilated, it can de-

tect the line of the sagittal suture running ob-

liquely across the pelvis; or, tracing it towards
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the left, it divides into two other sutures, viz., the

two divisions of the lambdoidal; whilst, traced

backwards and towards the right, it terminates in

the anterior fontanelle, an open space where the

sutures end. The part nearest the finger, and

therefore felt first, is the right parietal protuber-

ance. As labor advances and the head descends,

IST I'OS1ION OF CILD'S ITEAD.

Corresponding to the riht oblique diameter of the Pelvis.

The Anterior Fontanelle and Frontal Bone towards the right Sacro-
iliac Synchondrosis, and the Posterior Fontanelle and Occipital
Bone towards the left Acetabulum, or Foramen Ovale.

it preserves nearly the same obliquity, the upper
and back part of the right parietal bone being

expelled first, and the infant's face, when the cra-

nium is born, looks towards the mother's right

thigh and backwards.
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The Second Position of the Head .0., A.

Is that in which the long diameter of the head cor-

responds with the left oblique diameter; i.e. with

the forehead towards the left sacro-iliac synchon-

drosis, and the occiput directed towards the right

foramen ovale or acetabulum. In this position,

PRESENTATION OF THE F(ETAL IIEAD.

2d position.

The star (*) represents the presenting part, and is here placed on
the Posterior part of the Left Parietal Bone, called the Left
Parietal Protuberance.

everything takes place exactly the reverse of that

which occurs in the first position, and the left

parietal bone is the most depending part. The

head passes from the right oblique into the trans-
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verse, and thence into the left oblique; so that the
anterior fontanelle now corresponds to the left

acetabulum, and the occiput to the, right sacro-
iliac synchondrosis, and the part that first distends

the labia is the posterior superior quarter of the
left parietal bone.

2D POSITION OF TIIE CHILD'S hEAD

Corresponds to the left obli fue diameter of the Pelvis.

The Anterior Fontanelle and Frontal Bone is towards the left
Sacro-iliac Synchondrosis, and the Posterior Fontanelle to-
wards the right Acetabulum.

The Third Position of the Head ',~o

Is an early condition of the second; and its after-
course through the pelvis is the same. The head
is subsequently, therefore, changed from the third

into the second position. It is usual, but scarcely

necessary to describe it at all.
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PRESENTATION OF THIE FATrAL H-EAD

The star (*') marks the presenting part, and is placed on the
Anterior part of the Left Parietal Bon©.

th rgh Scr-i Synhodiois
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The Fourth Position of the Head.

The anterior fontanelle is in the direction of the

right foramen ovale; and the occiput is placed in

a corresponding situation towards the left sacro-

iliac synchondrosis; in fact, it bears the same

relation to the first position as the third does to

the second.

PRESENTATION OF TIoE FETAL IIEAD

In the 41th position.

The star (*) represents the presenting part, and is placed on the
Anterior part of the Right Parietal Bone.

It sometimes happens that the quarter-turn made

by the head in the second position does not occur

in the fourth. When this happens, the forehead

comes out forward, looking to the left.
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4TH POSITION OF THE CHILD'S IIEAD

Corresponds to the left oblique diameter of the Pelvis.

The Anterior Fontanelle is towards the right Foramen Ovale and
the Posterior to the left Sacro-iliac Synchondrosis.

Movements of Foetal Head during its Passage
through the Pelvis.

I. Obliquity.-The position of the head as it

enters the brim of the pelvis.

2. Flexion.-When the occiput sinks lower than

the forehead in the pelvis.

3. Rotation.-As the foetal head descends in the

pelvis, the long diameter changes almost to the

antero-posterior, and one-eighth of a circle is de-

scribed.

4. Extensio.-When the occiput has passed

under the pubic arch, this portion of the head

becomes a fixed point; and the face and frontal
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bone come down, describing an arc in their pro-

gress.
5. Restitution.--After the emergence of the head

beneath the pubic arch, the head usually rotates

back again to the aspect it held in the upper
part of the pelvis, the face bearing towards the
right thigh of the mother.

Dystokia, or Obstructed, Painful, or Lingering
Labor

Is divided into two classes:

Ist. Where the progress ofthe labor is obstructed
from some malformation or other abnormal condi-
tion in the mother.

2d. When it results from the make or peculiar
position of the child.

xst. Maternal Causes.

(I) Feble or Irreg-ular Action in the Uterus.-

When this happens, there is a long interval
between the pains; and whlaen they come they are
short, and have but little or no effect upon the
child: this condition is by no means uncommon in
females of a delicate or sluggish constitution. When
it continues to such an extent that the patient's
strength is becoming exhausted, interference be-

IO4
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comes a matter of paramount importance. The

accouchcur should, therefore, at once administer

a dose of ergot, a stimulating enema (galvanism is
sometimes used), or give an opiate, that the patient

may obtain rest, and so recruit her strength. The

forceps may afterwards be necessary.

By the administration of ERGOT, the pains will,
usually, follow in quick succession.

The indications for the use of ergot are-

Ist. Feeble and ineffectual pains, without any

apparent or especial cause, i.e. atony of the uterus.

2d. If the os uteri be soft and dilatable.

3 d. If there be no obstacle to a natural labor.

4th. If the head or breech present, and be suffi-

ciently advanced in a roomy pelvis.

5th. If there be an absence of head symptoms.

It should not be given-

ist. If the os be hard and rigid.

2d. If the presentation be beyond reach.

3d. If there be mal-presentations.

4th. If there be deformity of the pelvis.

5th. If there be any serious obstacle to delivery

in the soft parts-and

6th. If there be head symptoms, or much con-
stitutional irritation.
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Ergot of Rye is a peculiar species of fungus which
attacks the ovary of grasses, and protrudes from
them in a lengthened form, especially from rye-
hence the term sprred ryc. It is an oblong,
slightly-cutred grain- about as thick and twice as
long as a gain of whecat, of a dark-brown color
externally. Its component parts, on analysis, are
as follows:

A1 thick wh}ite oi

Os marca e

Mutcilage

Glrute n

Cocloring; nsattcr

alts

Loss.

Girains.

. . . . 5 ao
7050

* .f . (P40

300a

ts co con"nf

*it . . 35

TIhe chemical composition of E rgot haas thrown

but little ligh~t oan its activie principles. None of
its comrponent elements, admninistered separately,
produces th~e same effect as the drug w hen given in

its entire state..

'The Liquor, ~ Ergotw is the most elegant and
effective preparation, and is what I invariably use
in practice. An infusion of the powdered gain
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produces an equally satisfactory effect, and is best

taken in milk, with a little sugar.

Excessive Quantity of Liquor Amnii.

The usual remedy for this excess is rupture of

the membranes; but if practiced recklessly or

without caution, it will sometimes result in a

tedious parturition.

Premature Rupture of the Membranes

Occasionally arises from their weakness or tenuity.

At other times it is caused by accidental violence

or the manual pressure of the accouchcur. The os

uteri, instead of being dilated by the soft yielding

bag of waters, immediately comes into contact with

the child's head, which makes the uterus much

slower in dilating, and more painful to the mother.

Tough Membranes.

The accoucheur should, in this case, cut a notch

or two in his finger-nail, and saw through the

membranes during a pain. It sometimes happens

that the child is born with a caul, i.e. with the

amnion entire; more rarely with the bag of mem-

branes and placenta en masse.

IO7
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Rigid Os or Soft Parts

Occur in women who bear children for the first

time when advanced in life; and in others of a

strong, muscular build or plethoric constitution.

The pains are violent, but the child makes no pro-

gress, because delayed by a turgid, undilatable os,

or by the vagina. It is often followed by inflam-

matory symptoms, urgent excruciating pains, great

tenderness, and a thin, acrid discharge from the

vagina, generally accompanied by a brown tongue,

rapid faltering pulse, and other signs of physical

exhaustion.

The Treatment consists in incising the cervix

with a short pointed bistoury, or a moderate

bleeding, if the patient can bear it. Tartar emetic

may be given, and lard should be well rubbed into

the vagina to lubricate and cool the passages. It

might sometimes be advisable to procure rest for

the patient by administering a full dose of opium.

Pendulous Belly.

There is often considerable delay in the first

stage of labor, in consequence of this condition,

especially in women who have borne many chil-

dren, as the uterus assumes an oblique position,
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the natural result of a relaxed state of the abdomi-

nal parietes, which allows the womb to fall for-

wards. The child's head, instead of being impelled

into the brim of the pelvis, is merely driven back,
as it were, against the upper part of the sacrum.

To remedy this condition of things, let the

woman lie on her back; support and draw up the

fundus uteri with a binder passed round beneath

the pendulous belly, and fasten it behind the back.

An Inflammatory or Rheumatic State of the

Uterus

Is supposed to delay labor; but I have never seen

a lingering case resulting from it. On the con-

trary, I have often attended persons suffering from

rheumatic fever, and they have generally had quick

times-the rheumatism disappearing with the birth

of the child.

Spasmodic Action of the Uterus.

This occurs when the membranes are ruptured

too early, and is overcome most effectually by ad-

ministering a full dose of opium.

Bcladonna applied to the os in this spasmodic

condition has been considered of service.

IO9
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Cicatrices of the Os, Vagina, or Perineum

Are usually the result of sloughing or laceration

in former labors, or the use of instruments. They

sometimes obstruct the passage of the infant's

head; and in such a contingency, it is advisable to

give tartar emetic; it may sometimes even be

found necessary to carefully cut the parts with a

bistoury while they are distended with the child.

Imperforate Hymen

IHas frequently caused obstruction-the only

remedy being to cut it through-when, in all

probability, the head will speedily descend.

Cancer of the Uterus.

Pregnancy has been known to go on to the full

period of gestation when carcinoma of the os uteri

has existed, but it generally terminates in abortion

or rupture of the uterus.

Incision of the os with the knife or diminution

of the child's head with instruments will probably

be necessary to overcome the difficulty. The

Cesarean section should only be adopted as a

dcrnicr ressart. The use of the knife in these cases

is attended with very great risk to the mother.
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Varicose Veins.

Extravasation of blood and cedema of the labia

or nymphae are often found in persons of lax con-

stitution, and act as hinderances to labor. Varicose

tumors, if they burst, frequently give rise to alarm-

ing hemorrhage, which may necessitate the use of

the forceps to prevent fatal consequences.

EXTRAVASATION is most efficiently treated with

ice, and CEDEMA with warm spirit lotions.

Distention or Prolapsus of Bladder

May be an obstacle to a quick labor, but is easily

overcome by the catheter, the use of which cannot

be too closely studied, both on the living and dead
subject. If this be not done, rupture may be the
result when forceps are applied.

Stone in the Bladder,

As an obstruction to labor, is extremely rare; but
a stone has been known to get down, so as to
render it necessary to extract it by surgical means,
regardless of the fact that labor was in progress.

Distention of the Rectum

By a quantity of hard feces is one of the most

frequent causes of tedious labor.

III
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The Treatment consists in clearing out the

bowels with castor oil, an enema, or the handle

of a spoon.

Tumors and Polypi

Are serious obstacles to the progress of labor.

Exostosis, bony or cartilaginous, must be treated

as in cases of deformed pelvis.

They may be overcome by natural efforts, the

diminution of the child's head by forceps, the

Casarean section, or the induction of premature

labor.

A polypus may be twisted off.

In the early stage of labor it is sometimes pos-

sible to push up the tumors out of the way of the

child.

In the case of an encysted tumor or enlarged

ovary it may possibly be found necessary to punc-

ture with a fine trochar. When these are solid,

they must be treated as a pelvic deformity.

Deformed Pelvis.

Smallness of the pelvis, contraction of its brim

or any part of its cavity or outlet, are, of course,

most serious obstacles to the successful termina-

tion of labor; and unless immediate assistance be
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rendered, the child will be destroyed and the
mother sink from exhaustion, consequent upon

her fruitless parturient efforts.

If the infant remain too long impacted in the

pelvis, it will give rise to sloughing of the soft
parts, and openings will form between the bladder
and rectum, necessitating subsequent operations;
or the patient's future life will prove one of con-
tinuous pain and misery.

The Tre1atment consists in the use of instruments

and the performance of the Casarcan section.

The indications which call for prompt inter-
ference are shivering, vomiting, a dry, brown
tongue, and a rapid pulse, exceeding one hundred
beats per minute.

Malpresentations

Of the child are a fruitful cause of obstructed or

lingering labor.

Deformities of the Infant

Comprise, for instance, hydrocephalic head, tumors
in chest or abdomen, and monstrosities (such as
the union of two bodies-example, the "Siamese
twins"), which may all prove obstacles to parturi-
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tion, and must be treated in each case according

to the deformity and size of the pelvis.

Breech, Pelvic, or Foot Presentations.

Presentations by the feet, or by the niates, are

often fatal, in consequence of the pressure upon

the cord during delivery; but little interference is

Pelvic Presentation.- reech Presentation.

necessary until the last stage, when either the one

or the other part becomes fixed in the pelvis.

Delay often occurs, after the expulsion of the

body, by the locking of the child's head. The
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practitioner should, under these circumstances,
introduce his fingers into its mouth, and bring
down the chin by fixing them on the inferior
maxillary bone; the occiput may then be pressed
up by the other hand, and thus the head will be
brought down in a more favorable direction for
delivery.

Pelvic Presentation.-The Liberation of the Head by depressing
the Chin after the Arms have been brought down.

Accidental Displacement of the Arm.

This, in labor, offers a considerable impediment
to its progress, and was first noticed by the late
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Sir James Y. Simpson, Bart.; and, as he truthfully

observes, it is by no means an unfrequent cause of

protracted or obstructed labor. In such a case,

the arm of the child, instead of resting on the

sternum, is turned round the back of the neck.

Accidental Displacement of the Arm.

Too Great Length of the Funis.

The twisting of the umbilical cord around the

child's neck or body is by no means so hypotheti-

cal or unfrequent in its occurrence as many imagine.

If, when the child's head is on the verge of birth,

the delivery should be unaccountably delayed-

there being plenty of room, and the. cord twisted

round the neck-an effort should be made to shift
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a coil of it over the shoulders. If this be not possi-

ble, and the birth be delayed so as to endanger the

infant's life by strangulation, it will be advisable

to make a notch in the finger-nail and saw through

the funis.

Shortness of the Umbilical Cord.

The navel-string ought to be about eighteen

inches in length; but it varies considerably-from

eight inches to five or six feet. When it measures

less than ten inches, it certainly very much retards

the progress of labor, and at the same time it

drags upon the umbilicus, and generally causes

the navel to start. When this happens, place a few

strips of sticking-plaster over the umbilicus, to

keep it in position, as soon as the navel-string has

come off.

Presentation of the Upper Extremities.

The shoulder generally presents first-the arm

becoming prolapsed; subsequently, delivery in this

position is almost impossible; but when it takes

place by natural expulsion, it is called "spon-

taneous evolution." In practice, it is not advisable

to wait for this, but rather to turn the child and

bring down the feet. Great care is necessary, by
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frequent examination, to prevent a premature

rupture of the membranes; and when the os has

dilated sufficiently, the operation of turning should
be undertaken with as little delay as possible. (F'ide
page 126.)

Transverse Presentation.-Arm Presentation, Dorso-anterior

Position.

When the arm has ruptured the membranes a

considerable time before the medical attendant has

arrived, the womb will be felt tightly grasping it;
and if the arm or hand be outside the vagina,

it will be of a dark color and swollen, from ob-

structed circulation. It is generally advisable in

this condition to give chloroform to turn.
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Transverse Presentation.-Represents the Commencement of

Spontaneous Evolution.

Twins and Triplets.

Diagnosis of Twiuas.-Disproportionate size of

abdomen, and flattened state of it in front, as if

divided in halves; inequality of surface; great

weight and distention; excessive swelling of the

legs, and sounds of the fcetal hearts.

Treatment.-After the birth of the first child,

wait for uterine action and the expulsion of the

second, as there is risk in forcing on the labor.

The second child is generally born about twenty

minutes or half an hour after the first. Each child

has its own placenta; and it is never advisable to
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remove the placenta of the first child before the

second one is born. After the delivery of the

second child has taken place, both the placentae

should be removed together, which may be easily

effected by twisting the cords around each other

simultaneously.

The use of alcoholic or other stimulants is abso-

lutely necessary to support the mother, as there is

generally a greater amount of hemorrhage.

Face Presentations.

By this we mean a condition in which the head

becomes accidentally distended, so that the fore-

head is the analogue of the four vertex presenta-

tions respectively, viz.:

Ist position :--Forehead towards left Acetabulum,

2d . " " right "

3d .. " right Sacro-iliac Synchondrosis.

4 th . . . le ft ".

The first and second positions are by far the

most frequent; the third and fourth are very rare.

At the commencement of labor, on making an

examination, the finger will come on the bridge of

the nose; and, when carried forwards, and to the

left, it comes upon the " forehead," which, of course,

will be opposite the left acetabulum, and just be-
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yond the root of the nose. The frontal suture may

be traced upwards and forwards, widening in its

course until it comes to the anterior fontanelle,

which is very difficult to reach; and the farther it

is off, the more favorable the position of the head.

Face Presentation.-Face, becoming Chin Presentation, and its
Expulsion under the Pubes.

Tracing the nose backwards and to the right, the

mouth can be reached, and the alveolar ridges dis-

tinguished; and farther back, the chin, in relation

with the right sacro-iliac synchondrosis. The

caput succedaneum will be found upon the upper

I21
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half of the right side of the face, including the right

eye, malar bone, and adjoining parts; therefore

these parts are lowest in the pelvis.

Face Presentation.-Brow and Face Presentation.

The Diagnosis of the face presentation through
the membranes may be made easy enough, as it
presents an uneven surface totally dissimilar to the
smooth round mass of the vertex presentations.

Treatment.-The only thing that requires to be
done is to assist the chin in making its rotation
forwards and downwards by introducing the finger
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into the child's mouth, and making traction upon

the jaw and bringing it under the arch of the pubes.

Should the head fail to rotate, the forceps must be

applied, or the child delivered by turning.

The examination ought to be made with great

care, lest the delicate presenting parts be injured;

and the membranes ought to remain entire as long

as possible. After birth, the infant's features are

always much distorted, the mouth dragged on

one side and the eyes occluded; these should be

fomented with warm water. When the case is

over, if the child be much congested about the

head, allow a little blood to flow from the cut funis,

and dash its face with cold water.

Extra-Uterine Gestation

Is divided into four forms:

I. Tubarian.

2. Ovarian.

3. Ventral-and

4. "Graviditas in substantia uteri" (as described

by M. Brechet).

Extra-uterine gestation takes place when the

impregnated ovum has not passed through the

Fallopian tube into the cavity of the body of the

I23
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uterus, but has either remained in the ovary,
Fallopian tube, walls of the uterus,-or, having

fallen into the abdominal cavity, has attached

itself to some viscus there.

The Ovarian Prcgrrancy will sometimes proceed

until the fifth or sixth month.

The Tubariazn Pregnancy usually ends fatally,

by rupture of the cyst during the first two or three

months.

Extra-Uterine Futation.-Tubal Pregnancy.--This represents the
Embryo in the Fallopian Tube.

The V~'ntral Pregnlancy may continue for years,

and may be then discharged in pieces, by ulcerating

into the bowels, vagina, or through the abdominal

parietes.

It is, however, strongly to be recommended that

the accoucheur should endeavor to assist nature in

this respect, as was done in a case I had under

my care (see "Obstetrical Transactions," 1867),
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in which the operation and successful results are

described by Dr. Hicks.

Uterus and Fatus in Abdominal Pregnancy.

The Symptoms in the event of rupture, are

sudden agonizing pain, vomiting, ghastly pallor,
fainting, hurried breathing, and, possibly, fatal

collapse; but, under some circumstances, the

patient may only experience some few severe

paroxysms of pain in the abdomen, nausea, vomit-

ing, peritonitis, distended abdomen, flatulency, and

constitutional disturbance, with cessation of the

menses, or merely an occasional sanguineous dis-

charge from the uterus, and changes in the con-

dition of the breasts.



CHAPTER VIII.

OBSTETRIC OPERATFONS.-TURNING TO BRING DOWN

THE FEET

CONSISTS in artificially changing the position of

the child, and then delivering it feet first, which
should only be undertaken when the forceps can-

not be applied.

When, however, it is considered advisable to
hasten labor, care should be taken that the time

chosen for the operation should be when the os
uteri is well dilated, and the membranes are still
entire. When the membranes have been ruptured,

the uterus naturally closes upon the child, render-

ing the operation of turning one of great difficulty

and danger. It is never advisable to attempt the

turning while the pains are violent. The use of

chloroform materially assists the accoucheur in

these cases, especially when the parts are very

rigid.
The patient must be placed on her side, and the

accoucheur, first well covering the back of his hand
(i26)
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with lard, must introduce it in a conelike form,
letting the os externum slip over his knuckles.

If the membranes have not already been ruptured,
the hand must be insinuated between them and the
uterus, until it comes upon the feet of the child.
The membrancs can then be ruptured, there being
but small escape for the waters; the uterus is pre-
vented from closing upon the child, and the turning
can be accomplished without any difficulty.

When a pain comes on, let the hand lie flat upon
the child, and seek its anterior part, as the feet
and knees are certain to be found there.

The elbow is known from the knee by having the
sharp olecranon instead of a depression between
the condyles.

When the arm presents or hand protrudes, pass
the hand along the inner surface: this will probably
guide to the child's breast and abdomen.

When you have once laid hold of the foot, do not
let it go during a pain; you will then be able to
increase your grasp after the pain has passed off.
Both legs must be brought down, if possible, as
the nates then enter the pelvis much better. The
other hand may give material assistance externally,
by supporting the uterus and guiding the head of
the child into the fundus.

I 27
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As it will now become a foot presentation, it must

be treated as described under that head. The back

of the child ought to correspond to the anterior

part of the mother's pelvis. There is an excellent

work published by Dr. Braxton Hicks, on "Com-

bined External and Internal Version." This is a

clear and concise monograph, and it would be well

for the student to make himself master of its con-

tents.

Combined External and Internal Cephalic
Version

Consists in removing any obstruction to the pas-

sage of the child's head, by seizing it, altering its

position, and bringing it down; whilst the other

hand is employed externally to assist in the

operation.

Combined External and Internal or Bi-polar

Podalic Version

Is performed (better when chloroform is admin-

istered) by introducing the left hand into the

uterus, seizing one or both feet, whilst the right

hand is used externally, and bringing them down,

for the purpose of delivery. This is resorted to

in cases of arm or trunk presentation, in placenta

previa, puerperal convulsions, rupture of the
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uterus, prolapse of the cord, the death of the

mother, or any other sudden or accidental compli-

Comblined I xtcrnal and Internal Version to bring down the
feet. -Representation of the first stage in progress. Place
the left-hand fingers on the ertex, andi push the head to
the left ilium away from time brim. The right hand on the
fundus uteri pushes the breech to the right and backwards,
bending the trunk on itself.

cation; and also in some cases of pelvic deformity,
where craniotory would otherwise have to be re-
sorted to, on the grounds that the base of the skull
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is narrower than the inter-parietal diameter, and

the head more compressible under tractile than

uterine expulsive efforts. Introduce the left hand

into the uterus. Bring the fingers together in

the form of a cone (having lubricated the back of

them with plenty of lard or oil), the hand will then

enter better, and cause less pain to the patient. It

will generally be found necessary to introduce the

Combined External and Internal Version to bring down the feet.

-The second act of the first stage.-The right hand still at

the fundus uteri, depresses the breech, so as to bring the knees
over the brim, whilst the left hand pushes the shoulder across
the brim towards the left iliac fossa.

whole hand into the vagina, and this had better

be done by degrees. When accomplished, it might
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be only necessary to introduce the fingers into the

uterus. I have turned many times by combined

external and internal version without the introduc-

tion of the whole hand. I may here state, however,

that I have never seen any bad consequences as

the result of the careful introduction of the whole

hand into the uterus, and I never hesitate to have

Combined External and Internal Version to bring down the feet.

-The second stage.-The trunk being well flexed upon itself,
the knees are brought over the brim, the forefinger of the left

hand hooks the ham of the farther knee and draws it down, at

the same time that the right hand, shifted from the fundus and

breech, is applied, palm to the head in the ilium and pushes it

upwards.

recourse to it when I consider it an advantage.

The steps of the operation are so clearly shown in
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the diagrams, that it is scarcely necessary to say

much more on the subject. The practitioner may
feel puzzled to know which knee ought to be
brought down first: it is certainly an advantage to

bring down the farther one of the two.
The knee being seized, tie a piece of string or

Combined External and Internal Version to lring down the feet.
-Commencement of the third act.-The left hand has seized
the farther leg and draws it down the axis of the brim. The
right hand continues to push up to the head out of the iliac
fossa.

tape around it, if possible, and then the other steps

of the operation are at your own command, and
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the version will be at once completed, much to

your own relief. X' hen this is done, it is well to

Combined External and Internal Version to bring down the feet.

-The completion of the third act.-The right hand still sup-

ports the head, now brought round to the fundus uteri. The

left hand draws down on the let leg in the direction of the

pelvic axis. Version is complete; rotation of the child on its

long axis has taken place, the hack coming forward as the

breech enters the pelvis.

rest a little time before going on to extraction, as

Nature knows best how to impart the proper turns.
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By version we have probably done what Nature

was unable to accomplish unaided, certainly with

less exhaustion to her. The child may now be

liberated by Nature, without our interference by

extraction. In this, however, we can assist her by

a little gentle force applied to the legs and the

Leg Extraction.-The first act of extraction. The birth of the
trunk by seizing a leg.

relief of the arms, and by assistance with fingers

placed in the mouth of the child when the chin
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has been twisted round and lodged on the pelvis
by unskillful midwifery. Whatever may have been
the direction of the child (first or second position)
after we have turned, it will always (if not inter-
fered with) be found with its anterior surface
turned towards one or other of the sacro-iliac
synchondroses, when the thorax or shoulders are

Leg Extraction,-This represents the mode of liberating the

posterior or sacral arm.

beginning to pass through the outlet of the pelvis;

and it is very desirable the child should be deliv-

ered in this position,-i.c. the back of the child

towards the mother's abdomen,-as it renders the
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getting away of the child's head less difficult.

Yet where there has been no interference by the

attendant in the previous part of the labor, after

the turning, the accoucheur will rarely find it

necessary to alter subsequently the child's position,
as the breech naturally makes the turn above

Leg Extraction.-Representing the mode of liberating the
anterior or pubic arm.

alluded to in its passage. Having turned, it is

better to do nothing until after the expulsion of

the nates; and then, so far from attempting to

assist much by pulling down the trunk, it is often

far better, especially if there be any tendency to a
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rapid expulsion, to retard the progress of the birth;

by this means the uterus, not being suddenly emp-

Leg Extraction.-This represents a mode of liberating the arms.
The trunk must be rotated an eighth of a circle from right to
left, so as to throw the left arm across the face.

tied, slowly and firmly contracts upon the child and
keeps the head down with the chin on the chest.
Pressure is less likely to be made on the funis, and

there will be less probability of hemorrhage.
In the extraction of the child's head endeavor
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as much as possible to follow the curve of Carus;

by attention to this it is surprising how little force

(with a thorough practical knowledge of the parts)
will overcome an apparent difficulty. Pass the

Leg Extraction.-Th is represents the result of the maneuvre in

last figure. By rotating the trunk from right to left, the left arm

is thrown across the face.

fingers of one hand over the neck behind, and drag

the legs with the other, and take care not to carry

the body forward too soon, or you convert it into

a bar, which will resist all efforts.
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Leg Extraction.-Extraction of the head. The dotted line is the

curve of Carus, which indicates the direction to be observed in

extraction.

An Improved Obstetric Bag

Has recently been introduced to the notice of Ob-

stetricians (from Dr. Greenhalgh's suggestion) by

Messrs. Arnold & Sons, of West Smithfield; and
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from personal experience the author can conscien-
tiously recommend its use to his professional
brethren.

Arnold & Sons' Obstetric Bag, when closed.

The bag contains everything that can possibly
be required in the practice of Midwifery. In
external appearance it resembles a portmanteau,
but does not open in the center. Both the flaps
open independently, leaving a rigid frame, having
a floor, roof, and two sides-the latter forming the
sides of the bag when shut. The frame itself serves
to protect three separate compartments arranged
on its base; in which there are divisions for the
reception of bottles, for Richardson's Ether Spray
Apparatus, Chloroform Inhaler, etc. The stop-
pered bottles are intended to contain Liq. Ergote,
Tinct. Opii, Brandy, Chloroform, Liq. Opii Sed.,
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and other drugs that may be required in obstetric

practice. The two flaps of the bag, which, when

Arnold & Sons' Obstetric Bag, when opened.

closed, form its sides, are fitted with straps, and

are intended for Midwifery and Craniotomy for-

ceps, perforator, blunt hook, catheter, fraenum

scissors, and other instruments.

This bag is a great desideratun for the profes-

sion, and will always be a comfort in practice, being

designed with excellent taste, and with instruments

of the best quality.

Forceps.

These instruments were first invented about the

year 1647, by Dr. Paul Chamberlain, and since that

date they have undergone numberless modifications,
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but in all the principle is the same. They consist of
two descriptions,--long and short; and are all de-
signed for the full-grown foetus, not for one with
hydrocephalic head or the premature child. They
act in three ways,--viz., as an extractor, a com.

pressor, and a lcver,-and ought only to be applied

when the os uteri is fully dilated. The difference
in the length of the instrument is merely a matter
for accommodation at the high or low position of
the child in the pelvis. The short are adapted for
the delivery of the head from the perineum, or the
middle strait, or outlet of the pelvis. The long
forceps are used for the extraction of the child from,
or above, the brim of the pelvis. For this reason
the shank is lengthened, and should possess the

double curves, to adapt them to the curve of the
sacrum and the parturient canal.

As regards the selection of forceps, I may state
that almost every accoucheur prefers his own, or

the instruments he is in the habit of using. The
stronger the forceps the less muscular effort will be
required in their use, and vice versa; besides which,
there is less risk to the female in the former, as her
operator has more control over them.

I42
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Diagrams of Forceps.

The Short Forceps.-These can only be used when the head has
descended into the cavity or outlet of the pelvis.

I. The forceps, are applicable when the parts
are well dilated, uterine action has subsided, and

the patient has become exhausted. 2. In face or

cranial presentations, when the long diameter of
the head is in the short diameter of the pelvis-in

I43
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other words, whenever the diameters of the head

and pelvis are opposed. 3. When the dispropor-

The Long f Foarceps-The object oif the g-rte r length is to enale
us to operate before the head has5 descend~ed into the pevis, and
they possess greater lev er posvrer.

tio~n oif the child's head to th~e pelvis is so slight

that compression w ith the forceps is likely to oaver-

comne it. 4. W hen some oither portion of the child.
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presents with the head, as the cord, hand, or foot,
the forceps being needed to accelerate delivery.

The Short Forceps with a Second Curve.-When applied, the
convexity of them must correspond to the hollow of the sacrum,
and the concavity to the symphysis pubis. The second curve
(curva nova) has been added to both long and short forceps.

5. Complex labors requiring speedy delivery to
save the mother or child, as in hemorrhage, con.

Io
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vulsions, syncope, rupture of uterus, impending
asphyxia, or exhaustion.

Thie long andl shrort strac %Izgt hrc aoly the curve of

the chnld's heand; the cur'cd have also the cr e

of the pelvis. Each blade consists of a handle, a

shank, andc the curve poc rtin oar clami~. Lecngthi

of entire sort instrum 2ent, 12 inches; length of

cl~a or brrdes, 8 irches; grcatest wdthi parts
whe1ifn lckei, 3 inches; spa-e between ends of
blades, incht; feNzestra or ocng i asch blade ,
3 inches lng, I inachx ; wdwet1ree width of ech

blade, ir itrh. ThIe edges of the blades are care-

fully roucnded, to avoid iz/u;y either to the child or

mo/hler. Thpe long forceps dilh'r in being x fr inch

longer in the shank,, in other respects they are the
sam e.

TIhe patient must be placed on heer left side, with

the buttocks draw n well beyond th~e edge of the

ked, so as to give free use to the handles of the
instrument. Th~e position of the child's head is

known by thxe sutures, and th~e pelvis of the mother

by the trocbainters.
'The blades of the forceps must be applied in th~e

transverse diameter of the child's head, over each

I
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Application of the Forceps.-Introduction of the under blade of

Short Forceps.

ear; which is the contrary oblique diameter of the

pelvis to that in which the head of the child

presents.

It is not of much consequence which blade is

applied first; but it is generally advisable to apply

that one the lock of which looks forward. When
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Application of the Forceps.-Showing the introduction and ap-
plication of the upper blade, when the Short Forceps are
used.

using the curved instruments, bear in mind that
the curve must always correspond with that of the
sacrum. Never attempt to pass the instruments
during a pain. They must be warmed and well
greased prior to application, and should be intro-
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The Application of the Short Forceps, and Delivery in First
Position.

duced along the palm of the hand up to the child's

head, to one or other of the oblique diameters.

The second blade should be applied exactly oppo-

site the first; so that the inner surface of the second

handle will be turned in the opposite direction to

that of the first. Unless this be so, the forceps

will not lock.
In the application of the forceps, great care must
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Application of the Forceps.-This diagram represents the Short
Forceps applied in Fronto-Anterior position.

be taken; otherwise, the soft parts of the vagina will
be pinched by the lock, or the perineum ruptured

by the clam.

When considerable pressure on the child's head
is necessary, most obstetricians tie the handles of
the forceps firmly together, which causes the head
to elongate more quickly, as it keeps up the press-
ure on the head between the pains. The position
of the child's head must necessarily be the chief
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k

Application of the Forceps.-This diagram represents the ap-

plication of the Long Forceps.

guide to the accoucheur, as to the direction in

which he should pull the instrument. The higher

the head is in the pelvis, the more backwards must

be the direction of the handles, and vice versa.

In extracting, pull and move the handles in a

circular direction, so that each portion of the

passage may act as a fulcrum to the lever. The

tension and pressure will, thereby, be more equally

distributed.
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Vectis or Lever.--Can be used when the child is at the outlet of
the pelvis.

Fillet.--In its application the loop is passed over the back part of
the skull, and traction made by a steady pull downwards; very
useful when the face looks forwards.

Endeavor to imitate nature as nearly as pos-
sible, when compelled to use instruments, and let
all operations be conducted gradually, deliberately,
and without haste.

Craniotomy.

This is an operation which necessitates the

destruction of the foetus, in order to insure the

safety of the mother. It requires an opening to be
made in the head of the fetus during parturition,
which is called PERFORATION, and necessitates the

crushing of the skull by the craniotomy forceps,

52
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and the removal of the fragments and other por-
tions of the child by the blunt hook, crotchet, or
cephalotribe.

Perforator.--Used for penetrating the skull of the child.

Osteotomist.--Is used for the purpose of lreaking up the bones of
the child's head at the base of the skull, to enable the operator
to extract through a very narrow pelvis.

Guarded Crotchet.-For the purpose of extracting the child's head
after perforation, properly called the Sharp Hook.

Blunt H-ook and Crotchet, or Bl1unt Ihook and Sharp Hook.
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I3lunt llfook.--Used foir the p7urpoc of extraction, when consider-

ab~le purchase is req uired, it 01 y lie pre-secl through the foramen

magnum or orbit. It i well to huve differet sizes.

Craniotomy should only be undertaken when the

use of the forceps and the operation of turning

have f{ailed in effecting the delivery of the patient,
and it is always advisable to have another medical

man present to assist in the operation, or to ad-
mninister chiloroform .

.A vertebral book has been invented by Dr.

Oldham, to assist in the delivery of the foetus after
perforation. This instrument resembles in appear-
ance the blunt hook, but it is pointed and the curve
is very small, which allows it to be easily thrust

dovn the vertebre, thxrough the openin made in

th~e head wvithi the perforator; and by dragging with~

the hook considerable force can be used, with little

oar noa risk to the patient.

Cranio~tomty Fourceps-Ut sed by introdcucing one blade internally,
and the other externally, after paerforatioan, fo~r the purpose of

tetraction.

X54
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CRANIOTOMY and CEPHALOTRIPSY may be resorted

to without hesitation wvhen the pelvic contraction

The Cephalotribe.-This instrument is also used as an extractor,
after perforation. The blades can be brought together by great

power, and the head of the child thus squeezed throug a very
narrow pelvis.

ranges from 3"'25 as a maximum to I""5 as a mini-

mum; but should labor come on before the full
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term of gestation, the medical attendant must be

guided solely by the circumstances which then

present themselves, as to his mode of proceeding

in the case." It is sometimes only necessary to

perforate the head, and crush out the brain, leaving

the rest to nature; but it is generally important to

deliver quickly; and then recourse must be had to

the crotchet, the craniotomy forceps, the vertebral

hook, or the cephalotribe,-and, perhaps, it may

even be found expedient to follow this up by

resorting to EMnBRYULCIA, of which I shall treat

hereafter.

Treatmcnt.-The patient should be placed on the

left side, in the usual obstetric position, and the

bladder and rectum emptied. Two fingers of the

accoucheur's left hand introduced will then guide to

the presenting part, which should be perforated, in

order to allow a free escape of the brain, and afford

space for the introduction of the crotchet, or the

flexis of the craniotomy forceps. The foetus should

be pressed down into the pelvis during the opera-

tion,'y the aid of an assistant; and then PERFORA-

TION can be satisfactorily effected by boring and

pushing.

When the skull has been pierced, push the in-
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strument into the base of the brain; open the per-

forator, and enlarge the aperture in the skull as

Craniotomy.-The Perforator. Showing how to perform the

operation of Perforation.

much as possible. In the use of the crotchet, the

hand must be fixed in the pelvis, the fingers guard-

ing the point of the instrument. If the instrument
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slips, the hand must be made to slip with it, in

order to protect the soft parts from injury. When

possible, it is better to apply the craniotomy for-

ceps than the crotchet, the cranial bones being

thus more effectually compressed, and their sharp

edges prevented from lacerating the vagina, besides

Craniotomy.--Thh digram represents the application of the

Craniotomy Forccps, one blade in the skull, the other out-

side--after pcrforation.

bringing down the head in the position in which

it originally presented. The vertebral hook some-
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A representation of the Cephalotribe seizing the Child's Head after

being perforated. The head is seized somewhat in the right oblique

diameter of the Pelvis. It is partly crushed in; but the base is mainly

adapted to pass the narrow brim by being canted.

x is the projecting Promontory of the Sacrum.

2 is the Symphysis of the Pubes.

3 to 4 is the false curve the head must first take around (z) the

Promontory.

5 to 6, the true or Carus curve, which the head must enter and

follow to emerge around (2) the Symphysis.

7 to 8, Axis of the Outlet. 9 to to, Axis of Inlet.
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what alters its position by pulling it down in an

unequal manner.

There is a blunt hook the shank of which is made

of soft metal with a hook that no force can bend;

it is long, and has a handle. This instrument is

exceedingly useful in extraction, as there is little

risk of wounding the soft parts. I can recommend

it as a most convenient instrument.

Decapitation.

Decapitation is an operation absolutely necessary

in a lingering transverse presentation. When the

child is dead from compression, and the uterus is

Decapitator.-This instrument is a hook with an internal cutting
edge or saw.

spasmodically and closely contracted upon the

child; turning in such a case cannot be accom-

plished without putting the mother to much suf-

fering and considerable danger; therefore decapita-

tion is far preferable.

The operation is performed by passing the hook

over the neck of the child, after it has been pulled

down by the blunt hook, and by using a sawing
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movement (protecting the end by the fingers of the

left hand) and traction at the same time, the head

can be severed in a minute or two. The body is

Decapitation.-This cut represents the act of Decapitation.

afterwards expelled by pulling on the prolapsed

arm. The head alone now remains in utero, which
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can be extracted by the Craniotomy forceps,
crotchet, or blunt hook, by passing the two latter

in the mouth or foramen magnum.

Evisceration.-This represents the perforation of the Chest, and

the extraction of the Thoracic and Abdominal Viscera.

When there is great pelvic deformity, recourse

must be had to the Cephalotribe. Dr. Barnes has
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suggested the cutting of the child's head to pieces

in utero, as he would a tumor in the womb, by the

aid of a Weiss's ecraseur, with an Archimedian

screw and windlass. This is an operation which is

performed with considerable difficulty, and is a

great tax on the physical powers of the obstetri-

cian. It is tedious, and takes him a long time,
unless he be well assisted.

Emrnbryulcia

Is an operation in which the perforator is applied,
for the purpose of eviscerating the contents of the

chest and abdomen. Smellie's scissors-shaped per-

forator is the most effective for the operation, the

blunt hook being fixed to the pelvis of the child, to

bring it down. It is had recourse to in transverse

presentations, when the feetal body is so firmly
wedged within the pelvis, or at the brim, that the
introduction of the hand into the uterus is rendered

an impossibility, or would be attended with danger.

The woman lying on her left side, an assistant
should be directed to bring the chest of the child

as fully into the pelvis as possible by traction at
the arm. The perforating scissors, guided by two
fingers of the left hand, should be carried against

one of the intercostal spaces, a good opening made,
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and one or two ribs divided, if necessary, to
allow two or three fingers to be introduced in the

aperture. Through this incision the contents of the

foetal thorax must be extracted. The diaphragm

may be perforated afterwards, and by the same
opening the liver and intestines evacuated. The
body, thus deprived of its principal contents, will

collapse, and if the uterus continues to act with
vigor will be expelled doubled, the breech follow-
ing the curve of the sacrum and perineum. If the
pains have ceased, it will be necessary to deliver
with the crotchet or blunt hook, carried through

the opening and fixed within the foetal ilium.

The Caesarean Section

Is the last and most serious resource of the obste-
trician, and one which he should not adopt until all
other measures have been tried and failed. Its use
can be traced as far back as So8 s.c., and is an
operation by which the foetus is taken out of the
uterus, through an incision made in the parietes of

the abdomen. Persons so born are denominated
"C esones," or "C wso matris utero." iEsculapius,
Julius Caesar, and many other celebrities are said
to have entered the world by this means.

Dr. Churchill remarks that, of 44o cases of this
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descr"iption collected from all souces, 230 mothers

were saved and 210 lost. Out of 315 children so

delivered, 211 were saved and 104 lost.

WHIIEN THE OPERATION 15 NECESSARY.

i. In cases of pelvic distortion, from bony masses
or othierweise.

2. I'lIzn the pelvic diameter does not exceed
inc/i.

3. The suddn death of thre zother, with the child
living.

4. Ruptured uterus, wijzen the child is known to be
still living.

S. Extra- uterine fwetation, when the mother's life
appears in great danger.

6. Zn certain conditions of the uterus and vagina,
associated with cancer.

~INSTRUMENTrS AND A.SSISTANTS REQUIRED.

i., A sharp bistouryr.
2,. A bistoury with a blunt end.

3 . A director (as used in ovariotomy).
4. Several sticks, with small pieces of sponge

tied on the end of each.

. Plenty of large pieces of new sponge.

6. Artery forceps and ligatures.
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7. Richardson's apparatus for local anaesthesia.

8. Ice, silver and silk sutures, lint, plaster, and

a many-tailed bandage.

Three assistants and a nurse.

The bowels must have been freely relieved and

the bladder emptied.

It has been considered advisable to excite uterine

action a few hours before the operation is per-

formed, as a dilated os permits the contents of the

uterus more readily to escape.

The inhalation of the nitrous oxide (or laughing

gas, so called) is preferable to chloroform, as it

does not produce vomiting afterwards, a result

especially to be avoided.

The Opcratio.-The patient is placed upon a

table on her back-the pelvis being considerably

elevated, and the head and shoulders slightly raised.

The operator stands on the patient's right hand.

The temperature of thle room should be between

750 and 800 Fahrenheit.

An incision should be made six or eight inches

long, extending from the umbilicus to within a short

distance of the pubes, along the linea alba. The

skin, fascia, and peritoneum are then to be divided.

The linea alba is preferred because no muscles are

divided, there is less hemorrhage, and the uterus



C(A SAREAN SECTION.

is certain to be directly under the opening made,

unimped ed by intestine. The peritoneum should be

divided upon the director, to avoid wounding the

intestines. The uterus now comes into view, and

an incision should be immediately made of from

four to five inches in length. If the placenta be

seen, it must be placed on one side, the membranes

opened as quickly as possible, and the child taken

out.

The placenta and membranes must now be re-

moved from the uterus, which will, in all proba-

bility, at once contract, and so arrest hemorrhage.

Nothing now remains to be done but to remove

the clots from the cavity of the peritoneum and the

wound: pass a strong probang up the vagina into

the uterus, in order to ascertain whether the os

uteri is open and clear enough to allow the dis-

charges to have a free passage, then place a small

bit of ice in the uterus through the incision to stay

the hemorrhage and bring the edges of the wounds

together. From the contractile power of the uterus,

the opening into it will be reduced to a mere slit,
which will soon unite. The edges of the external

wound must now be brought into contact by silver

sutures placed rather closely together---the sutures

passing also through the peritoneum, which should
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be entirely closed. The union of the peritoneum
is naturally very rapid; and prevents the ingress
of any discharge from the wound to the peritoneal
cavity.

Hot flannels should be at hand to guard the
intestines, should they extrude. The wound should
be covered with cold-water dressings; and covered
with hot towels and flannel bandages; and the
patient should not be moved for five or six days.
The linen and room should be sprinkled with
Condy's fluid or weak carbolic acid.

A good sedative should be administered; and a
little barley-water, iced milk, or gruel, with or
without stimulant, as the case may demand. Open
the bowels by enema on the fourth or fifth day, and
remove the sutures on the seventh or eighth day.

Thie causes of death after the operation are:
hemorrhage, shock, inflammation, or exhaustion.

Artificial Premature Labor

Is usually had recourse to in consequence of dis-
tortion of the pelvis or a diseased state of the
uterus. It is sometimes even rendered necessary
by the state of prostration consequent on excessive
vomiting.
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There are several methods of inducing premature
labor, the most frequently adopted being:

I. By mieans of those agcnts that exert a stimu-
lating action throngi the blood, on the spinal cord,
thereby causing contraction of the uterus,-such
as ergot of rye, borax, cassia, ol. sabina,, etc.

2. By bringing into activity the cxcito-motory or

refiex systemn of ne;vcs- by stimulating different
peripheral nerves; for instance, by the vaginal
douche, stimulating enema, irritation of the breasts
by mustard poultices, the cervical plug, the separa-
tion of the membranes, the introduction of a flex-
ible bougie in the uterus, the intra-uterine injection,
the evacuation of the liquor amnii, and electro-
magnetism.

These different measures are adopted usually
after the viability of the infant; that is, subsequent
to the seventh month. In cases of cancer of the
womb, however, it is advisable to effect it much
earlier.

An antero-posterior diameter of 3 inches would
require delivery at about 7 months; if it extended
to 3j inches, 8 k months would be the proper
time. I have not much confidence in drugs alone
as a means of producing premature labor.
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THERE ARE THREE CERTAIN AND RELIABLE METHODS

OF SETTING UP UTERINE ACTION; VIZ.:

I. To purncture the memb26zrs with a trochar and
canlatl a little abtove the os uteri nternur~z, so as to

allow thte liquror a nnii to drain away sloly.
2. To dilate the os terti by the sea tangle, or sponge

ten ts.

3. To s tparate the meblranes fr arund the os
ttekri for about ttre.e inches.

[The latter is most effectually accomplished by the
introduCtion of the elastic catheter or the uterine
sound. The elastic catheter being pcrmitted to
remain in the uterus, causes the pains to come
on faster.]

I have never found any ill ,effects to arise from
the production of premature labor after the viability.
of the infant. Thle simple introduction of the sound
is sufficient if it be passed so as to separate the
membrane for some inches round : days will occa-
sionially elapse if the membranes be not ruptured.
It is better to do this than keep the patient in
suspense.

i 
D
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Diagram of the Uterine Zones.
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Hemorrhages

Are of three kinds: I. Unavoidable; 2. Accidntal;,

3. Post-par/nm.

.I. UAVOIDABLE HEMORRG

,Arises from placenta prawvia, or placental presenta-

tion. The placenta may be attached to th~e os uteri,
or placed entirely over it, so that when the os

uteri. begins to dilate, towards the end of preg-

nancy, the connection with the placenta is torn
asunder, and hemorrhage results. '

It generally begins about a month before the
termination of the period of gestation, without any

apparent cause-and the g usI of blood is always
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a.

Diagram of the Uterus, showing various Placental attachments.

E to E represents the Placental attachment as a natural con-
dition, when attached to the Fundus Uteri.

D to D represents a condition that is attended with no risk

before labor, with the exception of its being tedious, but is
accompanied usually with a post-partum hemorrhage.

A D and E F, when there is Placenta Previa.

B B, the Os Uteri.

attended by uterine contraction. At first, the quan-
tity of blood is generally small; but the sanguineous

flow increases both in quantity and frequency; and

would continue until the patient's life is placed in
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imminent danger, unless some relief be given. The

placenta sometimes becomes detached, and is ex-
pelled through the vagina, before the child.

Placenta Prrevia.-This represents the Placenta attached over the
Os Uteri and presenting, and the child's head resting upon the
Placenta.

On examination of the os uteri, a thick, soft,
spongy mass may be felt, firmer than a clot of
blood, and not breaking down by pressure with the
finger. If only partially attached to the os uteri,
its edge will be felt continuous with the membranes,
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and through the membranes the presentation can
probably be felt.

Treatment.-If the hemorrhage be not excessive,

and the placenta only partially covers the os uteri,
without closing its area, and if pains are present,
rupture the membranes. The result will be that the

pressure of the head, dilating the os uteri, will close

the vessels and prevent further hemorrhage.

Should the feet present, with the placenta

attached, as just stated, then rupture the mem-

branes, take hold of the feet, and bring down the

child; so that the head may make the necessary
pressure.

Should the bleeding be very severe, and the os

still undilated, the ordinary practice is to plug the

vagina firmly with pieces of old linen; keeping the

patient in bed, with ice and cold water applied to

the pubes; and, when the os has dilated enough

to allow of the introduction of the hand between

the os and the placenta, perforate the membranes,
seize the feet, and complete the delivery by the

same process as in a case of turning.

It has been suggested by some writers to intro-

duce the hand throughi the placenta, and not between

it and the uterus; but it is a proceeding much

more difficult to accomplish.
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Since the child almost always perishes in these

cases (in consequence of the detachment of the

placenta); and since the mother is in great danger

(from the operation of turning and hemorrhage),
it has been proposed to entirely detach and extract

the placenta, in the following cases:

1. In severe cases of unavoidable hcmorrhage,

complicated with rigid and undilated os uteri, in

which turning is hazardous or impossible.

2. In the majority of primiparae.

3. In cases of unavoidable artificial premature

labor, in which there may be an undeveloped con-

dition of the os and cervix.

4. In placental presentations with deformed

pelvis.

5. In cases where the great exhaustion of the

patient will not allow of the operation of turning.

6. Where the feetus is ascertained to be dead, or

is premature and not viable.

This practice has been most vehemently con-

demned by some eminent accoucheurs.

2. ACCIDENTAL HEMORRHAGE

Is the loss of blood from the uterus before and

during the labor. It depends upon the separation
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of some portion of the placenta, and may be caused
through an inflammatory impetus of the uterine
circulation, by external violence, immoderate mus-

cular exertion, and mental excitement.
It is distinguished from Unavoidable Hemor-

rhage by the os uteri having nothing in it but

membranes, the discharge of blood coming on

during the intervals of pains, and its arrestation

by uterine contractionts; whereas, in unavoidable

hemorrhage, it occurs during the pains, and ceases

during the interval.

When blood pours forth copiously from the

uterine vessels, after the expulsion of the placenta,
the case is easily recognized; but it sometimes

happens that blood is poured into the bag of mem-

branes, or is retained between the membranes and

the uterus without being perceived; and, in this

latter case, the hemorrhage may go on to a fatal

extent without having either been seen or sus-

pected.

If, towards the erd of pregnancy, the patient is

subject to derangements of the system likely to

produce excessive hemorrhage, and complains of

dull, aching pains in the back, tenderness over the

uterus, with, perhaps, obvious swelling at some

part of it, together with faintness and the consti-
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tutional signs of loss of blood-then the treatment

should consist (if the hemorrhage be not very pro-

fuse, and the patient not near the full time of

gestation) in keeping her on a hard, cool bed, with

ice applied to the pubes, or cold produced by the

ether spray, and a hot-water spine-bag to the

sacrum ;* enemata of cold water and sulphuric

acid with tincture of digitalis and a bitter infusion,
or the acetate of lead in acetic acid and pepper-

mint-water, opium, etc.

Should these remedies not succeed, the tampon

or vagina-plug should be introduced; the object

being so completely to fill the vagina with small

pieces of sponge that no blood can come away.

This remedy is of no use if the uterus be empty, as,
after childbirth, the blood might collect within the

cavity of the uterus until the patient's veins are

emptied.

Should these means fail, it may be necessary to

bring on labor and empty the uterus of its con-

tents, as contraction is the most certain preventive

of hemorrhage, by closing the large vessels (and

* See Dr. Chapman's excellent monograph on the application

of heat and cold to the spine.

12
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staying the egress of blood), which are open when

the uterus is relaxed.

The first means to be adopted is the evacuation

of the liquor amnii, which may be followed by full

doses of Liq. Ergotae, if uterine contraction does

not quickly follow.

3. POST-PARTUM HEMORRHAGE

Is the loss of blood from the uterus after the birth

of the child, and may arise from inaction in the

uterus. The womb will be felt flabby and large in

the abdomen, instead of being hard, like a child's

head. It may be the result of retained placenta,

from an absence of salutary contractile power in the

womb; or perhaps the placenta has been expelled

by uterine action, but the womb has relaxed again.

The treatment consists in getting the womb to

contract by gently, but firmly, grasping or kneading

it with the right hand on the abdominal parietes.

Dash cold water on the abdomen, not to cause con-

tinual cold, but to produce sudden sthocks.

Administer Liq. Ergotae with brandy and milk.

If this will not succeed, introduce the other hand

into the uterus (the fingers forming a cone), and

compress the parts from whence the bleeding pro-

ceeds (which may be known from their irregular
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surface), by using the knuckles of the left hand,
and the right hand on the surface of the abdomen.

I have often injected tincture of the perchloride
of iron (one part to three of water) into the uterus
in these cases with marked success. It must not,
under any circumstances, be forgotten that the in-
troduction of the hand requires great caution, if the
patient be very weak and exhausted; because the
disturbance and hemorrhage caused by it might
be enough to turn the scale and prove fatal. It
is therefore quite as well, in such cases as these,
to administer a stimulant prior to commencing the
operation.

Adherent Placenta and Hour-Glass Con-
traction.

The hemorrhage may be the result of the partial
adhesion of the placenta to the uterus (a portion of
which, after its removal, may be seen to be hard
and gristly), or from an irregular or HOUR-GLASS

CONTRACTION of the womb.

In this case, we must place our right hand upon
the abdomen, and seize the uterus, which must be
firmly grasped; then steadily introduce the fingers
of the left hand into the uterus, and separate the

placenta. The uterine contraction will then, in all
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Hour-glass contraction of the Uterus; or irregular spasmodic
contraction of the Womb.

Hour-glass contraction of the Uterus-The spasm is here repre-
sented at the upper part of the Fundus Uteri.
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probability, drive out the hand and the placenta

together, and so terminate the case.
Care must be taken not to drag the placenta,

otherwise inversion of the uterus might result.

Constitutional Effects of Hemorrhage.

If the hemorrhage be profuse to a serious extent,
the head should be raised: a fainting-fit will then
occur, and the bleeding stop; but if the head be
kept low, so as to favor the flow of blood to the
head, the bleeding may possibly continue until
past recovery, accompanied by faintness and con-
vulsions.

In any case, if the patient complain of dimness
of sight and singing in the ears; if there be
frequent sighing, tossing the arms out of bed, and
intolerable restlessness, there is great danger.

Treatment.-The diet of the patient should con-
sist of beef-tea, chicken-broth, brandy and milk,
eggs and brandy, and small doses of opium; and,
if these efforts fail, transfusion of blood must be
resorted to, the blood being taken from some
healthy bystander and poured into the patient's
veins; great care being taken that the instruments
are warm and clean, and the blood free from the
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admixture of air; otherwise instant death would

result from the latter.

Transfusion of Blood.

This operation is undertaken when a woman is
in extremis from hemorrhage, and it is considered

to be the dernier ressort of the accoucheur; it has,

however, been attended with success in some twenty
cases, although it more frequently ends in failure.
Under any circumstances, and whatever the result
may be, we shall have the satisfaction of feeling that

we have done everything that science could enable
us to do to assist nature. We must first make an
incision and put a small tube or canula into the
median or basilic vein, at the bend of the elbow of
the woman who is sinking from hemorrhage. This
may be easily done by first introducing a silver
probe into the vein, and then sliding a canula
over it.

Then blood must be taken from the arm of a
healthy bystander, and introduced by an apparatus
(previously made warm) through the canula already
fixed in the patient's vein.

The best instrument is a small Higginson's
syringe, without valves (a simple india-rubber tube
would answer, in the absence of anything better).
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It is advisable to have a piece of glass tube inserted,

to enable the operator to see whether the current of

blood continues to flow.

The injection of five or six ounces of blood has

been known to produce the desired effect.

The instrument must be first filled with a saline

solution; at a temperature of oo ° Fahr.

Dr. Hicks used phosphate of soda in solution.*

Dr. Richardson suggests the addition of three

drops of ammonia to each ounce of warm water.

Again, two drachms of salt and one drachm of

carbonate of soda added to a pint of warm water

will answer the purpose.

The saline fluid ought to be pumped through

the apparatus a few times first; then filled, and the

one end introduced into the canula and the other

end into the vein of the healthy person from whom

the blood is to be taken.

Compress the tube or apparatus in the center,
and so propel the mixture into the veins of the

sinking woman. When allowed to expand, the

tube on the patient's side must be pinched to close

it (otherwise it will be drawn again); then it will

fill from the giver. When filled, pinch the giver's

side again, and so gently send on the current of

* "Guy's Hospital Reports," 1869.
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blood to the patient. This must be continued until
some improvement is observed in the patient.

The object of the saline fluid is to prevent fibril-
lation and fill the apparatus, so as not to allow the
entry of air.

If the lips or eyelids of the patient quiver, or
the respiration become more difficult, and the
breathing hurried, we must stop, or death will
ensue.

When the countenance and expression improve,

we must persevere, and blood to the extent of

twenty ounces may be introduced, although a much
less quantity may have the desired effect.

The blood used may be defibrinated; it does
not much matter, so long as it contains the cor-
puscles of the blood.

When alcohol is used pure, two drachms to a
pint of warm water is quite strong enough; any
amount of this may be injected, with or without

the saline mixture.

Prolapsus of the Umbilical Cord.

This is the result of an excess of liquor amnii,
or of the lower portions of the uterus not having

sufficiently contracted about the infant.

Treatment.-Preserve the membranes unrup-
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tured as long as possible; as in this condition
there can be no danger from pressure. If the
pains are active and the passages well dilated,
deliver with forceps or turn the child.

I have occasionally succeeded in carrying up the
cord upon the hams, and hanging it (between a

pain) upon some part of the child; and then, when
another pain was following, I withdrew the hand
and allowed the head to descend.

Roberton's apparatus for returning the prolapsed
funis, I can speak of in the most favorable terms,

and it is highly recommended by most obstetricians.
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i. The whalebone, very thin, twelve inches
long and half-inch wide.

2. Two portions of the tape.

3. The fold of the funis loosely fixed in the
loop.

,3 Let the whalebone have two holes bored at
one end of it, about an inch apart; carry the
tape (which should be less than a yard long)
through first one hole and then the other, so
that the loop should lie lengthwise on the
whalebone, between the holes, and both strings
should hang down on the same side. When
used, the fold of funis must be placed within

2 the loop, the tape drawn moderately tight, not
sufficiently so, however, to impede the cir-

culation through the umbilical vessels, and the
end of the instrument thus charged must be
carried up into the uterus above the child's
head; the tape must then be taken away, by
pulling at that half of the string which is passed
through the lower hole, the funis released, and
the whalebone withdrawn. If the fold comes
down again, it may again be returned, and the
instrument left for some little time within the
os uteri: it can do no harm, on account of its
pliability. A knot may be made at the end of
the piece of tape which is to be pulled down,
to distinguish it from the other.

Instrument for returning Prolapsed Funis.



CHAPTER IX.

Procidentia, or Prolapsus Uteri,

Or, as it is commonly called, fallizzg don of the

womb. It is of frequent occurrence among those
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who are in the habit of getting about too soon after

labor-that is, before the parts have had sufficient

time to recover themselves. When there is any

tendency to this, the patient ought to remain in

bed for a week or two after the usual period for

getting up, retaining the honrzontal position as

much as possible for a considerable time. The

best and only effective treatment in these cases is

rest, combined with good diet and mild aperients.

Injections, used before the discharges have ceased,

are too often the cause of uterine inflammation.

Should prolapsus continue after recourse has been

had to these measures, a suitable pessary must be

worn. ( 'i de page 218.)

Lacerated Perineum.

This may be so slight as not to inconvenience
the patient in any way. The fouzrchette is generally

lacerated in first labors; but, when it extends
through the perineum, it rarely heals by the first

intention, as the discharges or action of the

sphincter ani keep the wound open. Both these

forms should be treated by keeping the patient in

bed, lying on her left side with her legs tied

together, the wound frequently cleansed and the

bowels confined with opium.
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Should the laceration extend through the recto-

vaginal septum, a few stitches may be put in at

once; otherwise an after-operation will become

necessary-viz., paring the edges of the wound

and drawing them together by sutures: the stitches

may be placed in directly after the labor. It will

then perhaps heal.by the first intention.

Rupture of the Uterus.

This is one of the most fatal accidents that can

happen to the parturient woman. It occurs in

about one in 1203 cases, and may transpire in any

portion of the uterus, os, cervix, body, or fundus.

The rupture may involve the entire thickness of

the organ, or it may extend only through the

mucous coat and proper tissue, without injury to
the peritoneum; or it may only rend the peritoneum,
and do little or no injury to the muscular tissue of

the uterus. Generally, the rupture is complete and

sudden, the child escaping into the peritoneal

cavity. In some cases, the rent widens by degrees,
extending with each pain.

The cause is principally to be found in mal-
presentation, deformity, obstruction, disease of the

uterus, or the excessive administration of ergot.

The Symptoms are: Sudden and acute pain in
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the abdomen, followed immediately by ghastly
pallor of the face; small, weak, thready pulse;
fainting; incessant vomiting; the ejection of a fluid

resembling coffee-grounds; extreme prostration,
frequently resulting in death. The presentations

recede out of reach, and blood is generally dis-
charged from the vagina. If the rent be large,
and the child escape into the cavity of the ab-

domen, its limbs can be distinctly felt through the

parietes.
Trecatment.-Stimulants must be freely admin-

istered; but death generally takes place-in a few

minutes, if by shock-in a few hours, if by syn-

cope--or after a few days, if peritonitis intervene.

Delivery should be accomplished immediately,
either by turning, by forceps, or by craniotomy.

When the child has escaped into the peritoneal

cavity, the hand must be introduced into the
uterus, then through the rent, and the feet seized;

and when delivery per vias naturales is found to be
impossible, recourse must be had to Caesarean

section.

Puerperal Convulsions

Consist of violent and repeated epileptic paroxysms,
attended with intense congestion of the brain and
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insensibility. They are fatal in the proportion of

about 25 per cent.

The Causcs are: The presence of the child in

the passages; a loaded condition of the bowels; a

scanty state of urine; diseased kidneys, with albu-

minous urine; or any condition favoring plethora

or congestion. Primipara are more frequently at-

tacked than multipare.

Prmonitory Symptoms.--Puffness of the face and

extremities; scanty urine; giddiness, and noises in

the ears.

The Symptoms are analogous to those of a most

aggravated epileptic attack; viz., turgid, purple

state of the face; convulsions of the face and whole

body; foaming at the mouth; the tongue is often

dreadfully bitten; and the respiration is laborious.

The fits last from a few minutes to half an hour,

after which they subside, the pulse becomes calm

and the patient conscious-but they are almost

certain to return with increased violence; and

then, between the fits the condition of the patient,

in slighter cases, may be that of great weakness

and confusion merely, or she may be profoundly

comatose. The more profound the coma, the

greater, of course, is the danger, for profound

coma is apt to be followed by death.

1 9
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Puerperal convulsions may come on either be-

fore or after delivery. When they occur before

labor, uterine contraction is apt to come on syn-

chronously with the fits, and the child is generally

born dead. When they come on during labor, it

runs nearly its natural course; but the fits are also

synchronous with the pains, and the latter are

generally of a very excruciating character.
Treatmennt.-The frst indication is to guard the

brain from the effects of the accumulation of blood

within its cavity; and, therefore, a vein should be

opened, and cupping subsequently performed on the

nape of the neck, or leeches applied to the temples,
until the pulse is lower and softer, and the pupils

quite sensible. There is very great tolerance of

blood-letting in this disease. The head should

be shaved, and a bladder of ice applied to it.

The second indication is to produce a copious

discharge of the urinary and alvine secretions.

Croton oil may be given on sugar; and tartrate

of antimony in half-grain doses, every half-hour, till

purging or vomiting occurs. It is advisable, also,
at first, to administer stimulating enemata, of gruel

with castor oil and turps, and give calomel and jalap,
and perhaps antimony afterwards. The catheter

should be passed, to empty the bladder.
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The progress of labor ought not to be interfered

with, unless it can be done with ease, and the pas-

sages are dilated.

Puerperal Mania.

Women, shortly after their delivery, are subject

to attacks of mental aberration, and the causes are

usually either gastric irritation or exhaustion.

The Symptoms are generally: Morbid fancies of

a gloomy and desponding character; restlessness;

insomnia; pain in the head; diminution in the

secretion of milk; skin hot and dry; pulse full and

quick; tongue thickly furred; it is often caused

by great debility or prostration from flooding,

lingering labor, or some morbid poison in the

system; there is delirium, frequently of a most

violent character, with tendency to suicide or

infanticide.

7 'atment.-Rouse and support the physical

powers of the patient; allay the irritability of the

brain and nervous system; and get the secretions

and excretions into a healthy condition. The child

should be taken entirely away from the mother,

and the patient removed to some quiet and healthy

locality--where, with pure air, nutritious food, and

good nursing, her mental and physical powers

'3
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might possibly be restored to their pristine vigor
in the course of a few months.

Phlegmasia Dolens.

This complaint shows itself, generally, between

the first and second week after delivery. There is

tumefaction of the limb from inflammation and

obstruction of the main veins and lymphatic trunks

leading from it, and is due to the imbibition of

poisonous materials by the uterine veins.

It sets in with quick pulse, headache, rigors,
restlessness, and general malaisc; there is stiffness,
tension, and pain, commencing at the hip, and

gradually extending along the groin and thigh;

followed in a few hours by the swelling of the

leg. If connected with crural phlebitis, the most

intense pain will be felt in the course of the

femoral veins-the whole extremity being left

much enlarged, elastic, immovable, and of a white

creamy color.

The fascia cribriformis, which is thickly per-

forated by the lymphatic trunks from the inferior

extremities, becomes inflamed by extension, either

of the inflammation of the peritoneum along the

sub-peritoneal tissue, or of the crural vein, the

result of uterine phlebitis.
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Phlegmasia Dolens occurs as a sequel of puer-
peral fever, and occasionally in the last stage

of malignant disease of the uterus in the unim-

pregnated state; in which case it seems to result

from the absorption of putrid discharges, the

patient being unable to rise from the supine

position.

The symptoms pass off in two or three weeks;

but the limb remains stiff, or, perhaps, lame for
months afterwards.

The trecatment consists in the extraction of blood

by the application of plenty of leeches over the

crural ring and along the femoral veins, followed

by linseed-meal .poultices. The leg must be kept
in a raised position. Give opiates at night, and
mild aperients followed by tonics. The limb must
be wrapped in flannel, and well rubbed with a
stimulating liniment. After a short time blisters
are sometimes of service.

Puerperal Thrombosis and Embolia.

When women have recently been delivered, and
great flooding has ensued from insufficient uterine
action, alarming symptoms exhibit themselves in
the shape of dyspncea, violent palpitation, and syn-

cope. These symptoms are alarming, because they
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show an altered condition of the blood, often lead-

ing to the formation of clots and the obstruction

of the pulmonary circulation.

In the "Obstctrical T'asactions" for 863, the

pathology of puerperal thrombosis and embolia is

thus explained:

" tst. There is a dyscrasia of the blood imme-

diately proceeding from the puerperal process,
which is favorable to the production of clots in

the uterine veins, and the veins of the lower

extremities.
" Imperfect contraction of the uterus; the for-

mation of putrilage in the uterine cavity from the

admission of air, which acts upon the blood and

serum squeezed out of the vessels; the remains of

adherent placenta or decidua, are often the imme-
diate antecedent conditions of puerperal throm-

bosis.

"2d. The next step is that of EMBOLIA. Por-

tions of the peripheral thrombi, attended, no doubt,
in many cases, by septic matter derived from the
uterus, are carried to the right side of the heart.
If the solid matters be large enough, or the septic

or ichorous matters be irritating enough, to cause
a violent perturbation of the heart's action and to

act chemically on the blood-mass, rapid coagula-
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tion of blood in the right cavities may ensue,
followed by a similar process in the larger pul-
monary arteries. In such cases sudden death

occurs.

" 3d. But in those cases in which either minute

portions of thrombi are taken up from the periph-

eral veins, or when the septic or ichorous matter

is less virulent, no clot may form in the right heart,
but minute emboli may be carried into the finer

divisions of the pulmonary artery, causing lobular

pneumonia, ending in slower death, or possibly,
with judicious management, in recovery.

"4th. It has been noticed that in many of these

cases some mental emotion or sudden exertion

has immediately preceded (and has seemed to be

the exciting cause of) the cardiac and pulmonic

distress."

Treatncnt.-Dr. Barnes says the first point of

importance is to encourage lactation; then enforce
the recumbent posture and remove all causes of

mental or bodily disturbance, and so prevent activ-

ity to the absorption of foul matters. I think a
fair amount of stimulant highly essential; and the

tonics should consist of iron and quinine, am-
monia, bark, etc. There can be no doubt that the

ammonia exerts a powerful solvent action upon
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any clots which may have formed in the heart or

blood- vessels.

Puerperal Fever.

This disease, wherever and whenever met with,

is the dread of the accoucheur. I shall, for greater

convenience and lucidity, divide my description of

it into four forms, or varieties.

I. THE INFLAMMATORY, OR PERITONITI.-This

form is by far the most common; and is character-

ized by shivering, pain, and tenderness over the

abdomen, which is increased by any movement of

the body. The patient lies with her knees drawn

up; the pulse ranges from 120 to 18o; is small

and wiry, skin hot and dry, and the breathing very

hurried, with slight movement of the abdomen.

The tongue gets brown and dry at the back, and

red at the tip; occasionally hiccough, and fre-

quently vomiting of fluid resembling coffee-grounds

or bile; the lochia continues in some cases and is

suppressed in others; the milk secretion is gen-

erally suppressed. The bowels may be confined,

or there may be diarrhoea; and the urine always

contains a large quantity of lithates.

The Treatment consists in warm applications of

bran or linseed; turps; leeches or bleeding,-to
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the extent of ten or twelve ounces; Dover's

powder; calomel and opium; castor oil; enemata

of gruel with turpentine.

Diet must vary with the peculiar conditions of

the case. In some cases it is necessary to keep

the patient very low; while in others it is desirable

to allow her a highly supporting diet, with wine

and brandy.

2. A COMBINATION OF MIILK AND MILD TYPHUS

FEvERs.-Puerperal fever not unfrequently assumes

this form and character. It is ushered in by rigors;

great heat and dryness of skin, succeeded by nausea;

vomiting or diarrhoea (the evacuations usually

being most offensive); feeble and rapid pulse, with

great prostration of the vital powers; tongue at

first loaded and white, subsequently becomes pre-

ternaturally red. The patient is very restless. The

urine is small in quantity and very thick.

Treatment.-A generous diet, which should be

administered to the patient every few minutes,

Brandy and port wine in large quantities. Chlo-

rate of potash, ammonia, Dover's powder, calomel,

and opium should be given; and the vagina and

uterus washed out with the permanganate of potash

five or six times daily. Ice is very beneficial in
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these cases, as it relieves the distressing hiccough,

quenches the thirst, diminishes the tympanitis, and

allays the irritability of the stomach and vomiting.

Counter-irritation is also generally necessary.

3. PUERPERAL NERVOUS FEVER.-This is a form

of puerperal fever in which the main mischief

seems to be expended on the nervous system;

there is great delirium, agitation, and sense of

impending death, liable to be followed by fatal

coma or syncope. This variety may supervene on

either of the others.

Trcatmcnt consists in soothing measures princi-

pally, and the application of ice to the head.

4. MALIGNANT OR ADYNAMIC PUERPERAL FEVER.

-This is the worst possible form; in which the

Tnost extensive evidences are afforded of the action
on the system of poisonous matters that have been

absorbed in thle blood. It has many points in

common with a patient recently delivered suffer-

ing from Scarlatina maligna.

The Symptonms are shivering and abdominal pain,
followed by rapid exhaustion, dusky skin, glassy

eye, and quick pulse; suppression of lochia and
nmilk. There is a dry, husky cough, laborious

Preathing, pain in the chest, and other signs of
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pneumonia, and the lungs, after death, will prob-

ably be found gangrenous. The pleura are often

filled with liquid. There are abscesses in the joints

and cellular tissue (the latter being of the nature of

phlegmonous erysipelas, or diffuse cellular inflam-

mation), phlebitis, gangrene of the intestines, and

suppuration of the eyes.

I have found treatment of little avail in these

cases, but the indications are to support the

strength of the patient in every possible way, and

relieve any of the symptoms as they arise. Give

drugs containing a great deal of oxygen, to supply

that gas to the blood. Sedulously wash out the

uterus and vagina with the permanganate.

PATrHOLOGY.Various authors have attempted

to explain the diversity of symptoms (and their

causes) in this form of fever, by supposing them to

depend on a variety of local inflammations.

For example: That an active inflammatory form

arises from peritonitis; a low typhoid fever from

inflammation of the uterine veins or lymphatic

vessels and glands.

Recent research has proved that puerperal fever

may be excited if almost any form of putrefying

animal matter be brought into contact with women
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while in the puerperal state, whether they imbibe

it through the medium of respiration, or whether it

be introduced through the vagina; so that if the

woman be confined in a room or ward with others

who have the complaint, she is almost certain to

become the subject of it herself; and a practitioner

who has attended a case is almost certain to carry

it to others, unless he has taken the necessary pre-

cautions as to disinfection. It is also extremely

dangerous for the accoucheur to attend cases

whilst dissecting, or immediately subsequent to

past-mortemtn examinations, dressing wounds with

putrid discharges, or attending persons suffering

from erysipelas.

There can be no doubt but that erysipelas and

puerperal fever are very nearly allied; and it is a

well-known fact that if a mother die of puerperal

fever, the child frequently perishes from erysipelas.

Humanity, therefore, demands from the accoucheur

the exercise of the greatest care in the performance

of his office.

Mammary Abscess

Is of two kinds, Acute and Chronic.

The acute abscess in the breast is the result of

active inflammation, and may form either in the
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substance of the gland, or between the gland and

skin, or between the gland and chest walls.

Symptoms-Acute.-Occurrence of rigors during
the progress of inflammation, engorgement of the

breast, deep-seated or diffused burning pains, throb-

bing and sense of heavy weight, the formation of

a painful point, fluctuation. The pain is most

severe in the intra-glandular abscess.

Symptoms- Ch/ronic.-Most important, because

the knot or lump may be mistaken for malignant

disease. The matter forms very slowly; may be

the result of scrofula, or derangement of the general

health, without any inflammatory symptoms. This

form of abscess may occur in puerperal and in

sterile women. The first indications are hardness

of the gland and soreness about the nipple. An

imperfectly circumscribed and uneven tumor can

be detected. The fluctuation is indistinct, and

often very difficult to appreciate, owing to thick-

ness of the plastic effusion around the purulent

collection. The nipple is often retracted, and ad-

hesion may occur between the tumor and the skin.

Treatment.--Leeches, warm applications, poul-

tices, tonics, and stimulants, with a supporting
diet, plenty of fresh air. Introduce the grooved

needle if in doubt, and when certain make a free
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incision, and take care to keep it open. Let the

incision be made at the lowest part of the abscess.

Introduce a drain tube or the probe if necessary.

Pressure by strapping is often of service; and sup-

port the breast by a handkerchief around the neck.

If sinuses form, inject an astringent lotion.

Pelvic Cellulitis

Is inflammation of the cellular or areolar tissue of

the pelvis. It occurs generally in connection with

abortion or premature or lingering labor. It may,

however, arise as a consequence of external vio-

lence, disease of the womb, the introduction of the

sound, or some strumous state of the system.

.Syjtpt/oms may come on insidiously, but gen-

erally there is considerable constitutional disturb-

ance, with fever, headache, and restlessness. There

is considerable local pain, throbbing and tender-

ness, aching pain in the limbs, difficult micturition,

tenesmus, nausea, and vomiting. A painful swelling

is sometimes appreciable at the lower portion of the

abdomen, always detected by vaginal examination.

Pelvic Abscess.

If morbid action goes on to suppuration, there

is an increased severity of the symptoms. For
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instance, rigors, severe throbbing, and tenderness,

and neuralgic pains down the thighs. Fluctuation

can be detected, and pus may be discharged

through the colon or rectum into the upper part

of the vagina or bladder, very rarely into the

cavity of the peritoneum, causing severe peri-

tonitis; sometimes it will burrow, and make its

escape externally; and in some instances pus will

form again and again for many months, with trou-

blesome sinuses.

Trcatment.- Hot hip-baths, fomentations, leeches,
poultices, and turpentine; opiate enemata, castor

oil, belladonna pessaries; hot water, vaginal injec-

tions, ammonia and bark, quinine and mineral

acids; milk, eggs, soup, beef-tea, and animal food

as soon as it can be digested. Ice to suck, and

mustard-poultices over the pit of the stomach if

there be much sickness. The abscess must be

opened as soon as it can be detected.
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CHAPTER X.

AN.ESTHESIA DURING LABOR.

PARTURITION is looked forward to with so much

dread by the pregnant woman, that we cannot

wonder the accoucheur should have endeavored

to discover some means to abate the torture it in-

flicts, both in apprehension and reality. The ad-

ministration of a compound to produce immunity

from pain during labor was first successfully done

by the late Sir J. Y. Simpson. As far back, how-

ever, as the time of Dioscorides, Pliny, and Apuleius,
endeavors were made to produce insensibility in

persons about to undergo serious operations; and

whilst they were under the influence of mandrake

and other drugs steeped in wine, limbs were ampu-

tated and other major operations performed. There

can be no doubt that persons under the influence

of large quantities of intoxicating drink feel little

or no pain when undergoing an operation that

would cause them acute suffering if in a perfectly

sober condition.

(20o6)
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Anaesthesia may be produced by many different

means; but that generally adopted in labor is

chloroform, alone, or mixed with some other com-

pound. It was certainly through the untiring

exertions of the late Sir James Simpson that the

administration of an anaesthetic to produce painless

labor was brought so thoroughly before the minds

of the public and the members of the profession;

and as he had recourse to chloroform only, I think

we cannot err by adhering to his ripened expe-

rience. I, however, have tried various admixtures

in parturition, and I must confess that I have been

better pleased with their effects sometimes than

when chloroform was inhaled alone.

Chloroform was first administered by Sir James

Simpson in November, i847, in company with

Drs. Keith and Duncan. It is a terchloride of a

hypothetical base termed formyle, which consists

of two atoms of carbon and one of hydrogen;

therefore the symbolic designation of chloroform is

C,H,C,. It was discovered by Liebig, in 1832,

and its real nature ascertained by Dumas, in 1835.

It is obtained by distilling rectified spirits of wine,
with water and chloride of lime, in the proportions

of four pounds of powdered chloride of lime, twelve

pounds of water, and twelve fluidounces of recti-
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fled spirit. These are mixed, and distilled so long
as a dense liquid, which sinks in the water with
which it comes over, is produced. It is rectified
by agitating it with the strongest colorless sul-
phuric acid, which, if it contain any impurities,
such as the empyreumatic oils, with which it is
liable to be contaminated, at once destroys them
by charring, and renders them manifest by the dark
color of the line where the chloroform and acid
come into contact. It is poured off and agitated
with fresh acid if necessary, then poured carefully

off into a dry stoppered bottle and shaken with
some peroxide of manganese, from which it may
be decanted fit for use.

Pure chloroform is a dense colorless liquid,
having a specific gravity of from "48o to '5. It
is exceedingly volatile, and boils at 14o°. The
smell and taste are sweet and fruity, and most
agreeable, and if poured on a piece of blotting-
paper and then evaporated, it ought to leave no
oily empyreumatic smell behind. By passing its
vapor through a red-hot tube it is decomposed,
and hydrochloric acid is given off, which may be
detected by means of paper moistened with solu-
tion of nitrate of silver. By such a process it can
be detected in the bodies of animals poisoned by a
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very small quantity of it; and it can also be dis-

covered in the muscles of a limb which has been

amputated whilst the subject has been under the

influence of chloroform vapor. It is almost in-

combustible, thus offering an advantageous con-

trast to ether, from the explosion of which serious

accidents have happened during its administra-

tion.

When chloroform is inhaled, the vapor is re-

ceived into the lungs, and from thence it passes

into the blood by absorption, and is carried to the

nervous centers and rest of the body, upon which

it soon produces its decided influence. The effects

produced by the inhalation of chloroform are, for

convenience, divided into degrees.

First, or slightest degree, is what may be termed

exhilaration, or slight intoxication. The pulse is

quickened, and the whole surface (more especially

the eyes and face) becomes suffused and red. The

current of ideas is vivid, and not quite under con-

trol; fear is banished, but there is perfect con-

sciousness of all that is going on, and the severe

pain of an operation is still felt acutely, although

the pain of disease, as well as that part of suffering

which depends on mental apprehension, is relieved.

Second Degree.-There is no longer perfect con-

14
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sciousness. The patient usually neither moves
nor speaks, thocugh he has the power to do both if
roused. This deep drowsy condition is analogous
to drunken drowsiness. It sometimes happens that
the peculiarities of the p atient come out-one

person is inclined to fight; another laughs at jokes
of his own makllcing; others will talk of their rela-

tives and friends: these phenmena are generally
of short duration, as they Soon ls on to the third
stae or return to the first.

ITh ;r'ltif/d lhg r-t e' is p;cfouJ d s/lcp, with all vol-

untary moution andl sensation at a stand-still. The
eyes are suffutsed, and turnled upwards, the p ils

cotrrctCtl', ancd the breathing slow, almost like

natural sleep, but still the eyelids ink if touched.

Sneezing is excited by tickling the nostrils; the
reflex movemen~ c ts are: 1)erformed as in sleep; and ,
4 lhough th~e patien t is unconZscious, hie is not in a
state to undergoa a proalonged- surgical operation.

sizi/i/j oar a,,wc s/lwszaic, and is distinguished by th~e
circumstance that ini addition to th~e profound sleep
oif the third degree, reflex. actions are no longer

k~xited by th~e nerve:s of commo~cn sensationr. The
eyelid does pot w ink wh en the eyeball is pressed,

and the muscles are peifealy re/axed. It is wel to
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commence obstetrical opcrations at the beinning
of this degree.

17wa Tf/li r c c approaches a condition called

comaln--it is marked by a tendency of the pupil /

d 'ibd, thle breathing gets slower, and, if the quan-
tity of the vapor be increased, the l aticnt might

die from coma. All larts of the body (10 not be-
cone insenisible at the same time (for instance, the
matrix of the great toe nail, the margin of the
anus, and the whole of the skin of the organs of
generation), it is impossible to obliterate their sen-
sibility witlout puslhling the inhalation of the chlo-
roform vapor to an extent which greatly surpasses

that required for ordinary lurlposes. Ivoluntary
passage of urine or feces during long ansthesia
is a symptom of paralysis of the sympathetic nerves,
and betokens danger. TheF quan/~ity i' ialed is not

oef much consequence, so long as too much is not
present in the blood at the same timge. A smrall
quantity inhaled. rapidly, sometimes produces a
dangerous effect. It is imlpossible to estimate thae
quantity required, as some persons can take a
much. larger quantity than others,

ADMINI5TsRATION.- ,Sir Jfames Simpson used no
apparatus, only a simple handkerchief, and, from
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my own experience, I feel this to be the safest

mode of administering it, when a slight degree

only is required, as in midwifery cases. It is, how-

ever, a very extravagant way, as the evaporation

takes place very rapidly. Various inhalers have

been manufactured to obviate this; any instrument

will do that will absorb it, and at the same time

prevent rapid evaporation. Vide Weiss's, Snow's,

and Sibson's.

Position.-If the patient be made to lie down it

produces a much quicker effect; she should be

told to compose herself as much as possible, as

if to try and sleep. A napkin should be folded into

a hollow cone, pour about twenty drops into the

apex, then it should be held about two inches from

the patient's face, who ought to begin to breathe

through an open mouth slowly and deeply, so as

to inhale as much of the vapor as she can. If there

be any choking, remove thle napkin a little farther.

When the twenty minims are exhausted, add the

same quantity, and continue until narcotism or the

desired effect is produced.

The class of patients on whom chloroform acts

most agreeably and safely are, singularly enough,

women in childbirth. With them it scarcely ever

causes either struggling or mental excitement. In
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midwifery the uneasiness and spasms which attend

the early stages, and the distention and rigidity of

the parts, together with the anxiety and fears,
are so tranquillized, that although the fortunate

and healthy women do not need it, yet those who

have ever experienced the comfort of it are never

willing to forego it in another confinement. Be-

sides, in ordinary cases, its good effects can be

produced by the smallest doses, without scarcely

passing the first or second degree of narcotism,
and without the slightest danger at the time,
or ill effects to mother or child afterwards. In

the various obstetric operations of midwifery its

influence is most satisfactory, and another happy

circumstance is associated with it, that it agrees

so well with opium. A small quantity carefully

administered is attended with no risk, even in

disease, whilst a large quantity rapidly given is

attended with danger to the most healthy.

Accidents from Chloroform.---The commonest is

vomiting. When this comes on during inhalation,
turn the head on one side to let the vomited matter

escape. If very troublesome afterwards, give brandy

and soda-water with ice, and, perhaps, an aperient,
and the patient, if chilly, should be warmly wrapped

up. Abstinence from food for four hours before
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inhalation will diminish, and probably prevent,
sickness altogether.

lcath may arise, Ist, from apna'a, or suffoca-

tion, by interfering with the passage of the blood

through the lungs, by giving the blood such a

quality that the pulmonary capillaries refuse a pas-
sage to it, or by acting on the medulla oblongata in

such a way as to stop the reflex act of respiration.

Possibly spasm of the glottis may be produced by

a concentrated vapor. After death, congestion of

the lungs and fullness of the right side of the heart

would be found.

2d. By sylncofe or angi;a, i.e. paralysis of the

heart, in which it usually kills man. Symptoms.-

The patient all at once raises her body and strug-

gles, the face is noticed to turn deadly pale, and the

limbs become relaxed, blood ceases to flow from

arteries, no pulse is felt at the wrist, the heart can-

not be felt to beat, the breathing continues slowly

and gaspingly for a minute or two, and then all is

ended. When death occurs, the heart is generally

found to be large, soft, flabby, or in a state of fatty

degeneration.

3d. It may cause death by what the French

call by the classical term sideration, to wit, a star-

struck or blasted state of the nervous system, or,

214
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in plain English, by a sudden annihilation of the

life of the brain and spinal cord. Hence the

syncope may be caused by the state of the brain,
and not merely by the direct action of the poison

on thie heart. That the chloroform has an injurious

effect on the nervous centers is manifest from the

nature of the thing, and from the vomiting.

IPst-mortcm Appearance.-T he blood corpuscles

are found in the victims of this anmsthetic to be

crenated and wrinkled at their edges; but it is

not universal, neither has it been proved that this

appearance is confined to cases of death from

chloroform. Nothing constant is remarked in the

color of the blood, nor yet as to congestion of the

lungs, brain, or other organs.

It appears that no death has ever occurred in

labor which can be directly attributed to the use of

chloroform. In the majority of cases it does not

interfere with the labor-pains, except by suspend-

ing voluntary action, when the insensibility is com-

plete. When the dose is given milder, the patient

will not become insensible, but will be able to exert

considerable force in the expulsion of the child. It

does not prevent the subsequent contraction of the

uterus, so as to render the female more liable to

post-partum hemorrhage. Sir James Simpson has

2I 5
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used it in placenta praevia. When a thorough
examination of the uterus is necessary, chloroform

is of great assistance, by relaxing the parts and
enabling us to introduce the hand with much more
ease, as in cases of distortion, to determine the

diameter of the brim, and find out whether it be
possible for the living or mutilated child to pass,
or whether it be necessary to have recourse to the
use of the perforator or Caesarean section. I never
object to its use in labor if the patient be free
from organic disease of the heart, lungs, and kid-
neys. It is not always advisable to press the ad-
ministration of it to the fullest extent. It is quite
possible to afford immense relief, and render the
pain quite bearable, by a dose which does not
produce sleep or impair the mental condition of
the patient: it is needless to add that under these
conditions a patient is quite free from danger. In
my own practice I never object to its use if the
patient suggests or wishes for chloroform, unless
her condition be such as to not justify its use.

The period at which it is advisable to administer
it varies with different accoucheurs. Some com-
mence before the os uteri has dilated, others at
about the time the head escapes through it. For

my own part, I generally begin its inhalation when
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the uterus is fully dilated, and I don't think it
necessary before, as the pains are short and easily

borne; besides, it is more likely at an earlier period

to interfere with uterine action. Sir James Simpson
used to commence at this same period, and pre-
ferred inducing complete insensibility at first, and

then keeping up just as much of its effects as he

deemed advisable. Others prefer commencing with

smaller doses and increasing them if necessary;

and the Obstetric Committee of the American

Medical Association, in their report, agree with

this view. If we intend performing an obstetric

operation, it is necessary to put the patient com-

pletely under its effects before commencing the

operation, and we must also keep up its influence

by occasional inhalation. In Midwifery it is better
to administer it at the beginning of each pain, and

increase the extent of its influence as the pains get

more severe when the head is passing over the

perineum. The anaesthetic state may be kept up for
hours without fear, especially when complete loss of

sensibility is not considered necessary. The patient

may be allowed to hold the inhaler herself, and take

it as she feels disposed; it will fall from her hand
when enough has been inhaled to produce loss

of.pain.

2 I7
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Pessaries.

Since the introdcuction of these instruments, they
have not oniy been very extensively used, but I
have grounds for believing they have been often

introucd as a men s of support when quite un-

necessary: this is generally, the case with any new

remnedy or instrument. There can be no doubt
that, when properly applied, they are of immense
benefit to the latietlt in many uterine displace-
ments.

I hiave introduced in .to this work the various

pessaries commonly used, wich I think will be of
considerable assistance to those who wish to see
at a glance the instrument best suited for the

particular case under notice.

Some persons condemn pessaries, because they

h av~e been used in cases w hen quite unnecessary;

but as I have seen so mnuch good arise from their

use, I am bound to bring theme before the noatice oif
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I )uffins 1~essary.

Dr., 1TeCWItt' Pe@Sar'.

Hodg's Pessary .

P1
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the practitioner in this work. I have seen cses in

Iigdct eS Pesary.

Hodg e's Pessary.

which th~e intra-uterine stem pessary had produced
metro-peritonitis and other serious results. (Vide
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Hodge's Pessary,

Hodge's Pessary.

U
Hodge's P'essary.

22I
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Simpson's and Hewitt's, etc.) I have seen Hodge's

pessaries cause ulceration from pressure deep into

India-Rubber with Syringe.

the anterior walls of the vagina, almost into the

bladder. I have known others to cut sulci in the
posterior cul-de-sac of the vagina and elsewhere.
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Zwanky's pe:;sary I have seen almost sever the

urethra from the bladder, cutting down to the

vesical membrane. I have known the disk of a

vaginal pessary pass almost into the cavity of the

uterus, from long pressure. Several cases have

come under my observation in which they have

produced fistulous openings into the rectum and

bladder, having remained there for months.

Spring Pessary.

A short time since a lady came to consult me

who was suffering the most intense pain in and

223
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Simpson's Stem Pessary.

Simpson's Uterus Stem.

2t .
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Wood S Pessary.

WVod's Pess ary.

Woo's Pessary.

'5

.
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around the pelvic organs, and on a careful examina-

tion I discovered a pessary deeply pressed in the

Wod'-Pss, y

utriewal, hchmsthvebenpacdthr
at~~~~~~~~~-- les wlv otsadws hnitrdcdb

anteinen palshican wisthuaven er knolede

Zwanky's Pessary.

of it. Notwithstanding these facts, I almost y

adlvocate their use, andl were I not to do so,
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should turn away many cases without bcing able to
relieve them. Never use them when there is
uterine inflammation. The following rules ought
to guide us :-Take care to select an appro-

Zwanky's P'essary.

priate instrument. B3e careful to have one not
tooc large or too small, Doa not allow it to re-
mnain in tooa long. And the patient ought to be
able to apply it and tke it out herself.

It is impossible to state which or what pessary is
the best ; each one has .its advantages, and although

two persons are suffering from a similar condition
of uterine displacement, it does not follow that the
same instrument is. best suited for each case.
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Spina Bifida.

This is a condition which generally puzzles the

practitioner the first time he meets with it in prac-

tice. It is an affection in which the spinous pro-

cesses and laminae of some of the vertebra are

cleft or deficient. The spinal membranes, deprived

of their ordinary support, yield to the pressure of

the subarachnoid fluid which they contain (which

is likewise secreted in unusual quantity) and bulge

out, forming a fluctuating tumor in the middle

line of some part of the back, generally the sacral

or lumbar regions. It may vary in size from a

walnut to a child's head, there is fluctuation, the

swelling is most tense when the child is held up-

right; the swelling is semi-transparent, the skin

may be natural, or congested and blue.

Treatment.-Protect the growth of the tumor

by gutta-percha or leather moulded to the part, or

pressure may be made by an air-pad, or by painting

with collodion. When the growth is rapid, and

there is fear of its giving way, tapping with a small

trocar may defer a fatal result if pressure be after-

wards applied. Inject tincture of iodine, or cut

the tumor off at its base with a clamp gradually

tightened.
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ADaoMIeNi,, Enlargement of, 27

Action of uscles, 54, 67.
Pendulous, io8.
Sinking of, before com

nencement of Labor, 53.
Abortion, 45.

Fctcal Causes of, 48, 49.
M1 aternal ditto, 47.
Prophylaxis of, 48.
Treatment of, 49.

Abscess of B3reast, 202, 203.

Pelvic, 24, 205.

Diagnosis, 204.
Symptoms, 203, 204.

Treatment, 23,, 205 .

Accidental Hemorrhage, 175,

'Treatment, 1 77.

Accouchement, 5.
Adherent placenta, t 79.
Adynatmic Puerperal Fever, 200o.

After-birth, 70v.

'After-pains, 79.
Cause of, 79.

Age, Influence of, in Labor,

,Albuminuria in Puerperal Co~n-
vulsioans, 1 91.

Amenorrhox7a, 24.
Amnii, Liquor, 66, 107.

Anaesthesia, 206.

.Animation, suspended. 74.
Anteflexionr , 35, 36.
Anteversion of Gravid Uterus,

35"
Areola of the Breast, 24.

Arm P'resentation, 17-I19.

Arm, Accidental Displacement
of, 115, ii6.

Artificial Premature Labor, 168,

Resp iration, 74.,
Ascites, 27 .
Atony of the UCterus, 104, t05.

Auscultatory Signs in Preg..
nancy, 29, 30.

Axis of the pelvis, 86.

Bag, the Obstetric, 139i, 4..
Ballottement, 27.

Bandage, O3bstetric, 72.

Ordinary, 72.

Belladonna, t509. _
Binders, 72.

Bi-manual Version, 128.,
Bi-podalic Version, 1 29.
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230 IDXBi-polar Podlalic Version, 128,

i33.
Birth, 71.

Bleecling in Rigid Os, io8.
in Puerperal Peritonitis,

19.
Blader, Distention of, iii

Stone in, iii.

Prolapse of, iii.
Rupture of, iii.

Blood, Changes in, 21.

Transfusion of, 182.
Tumors, or 'Thrombus, 19.

Blunt rok. 154.

and Crotchet, 15S3.

Bones of P'elvis, 8, .
Breast Sins of Preg nancy, 24.
Breech P'resenitatio~ns, 91, 114e.

M echanism, 114q.

"Treatment, 115 .

Brim of Pelvis, 87.
Diameters, 87, 88.

Brad Ligaments, 83.
Bruit, Placental, 30a.

Qesarean Section, 16.
Instruments, 165 .
Operation, 1 66.
Treatment, 168.

Calculus in Bladdcer, iii.

Cancer of Os Uteri, 110.

Caput Succedlaneum, 77'.
Crcinoma of sUteri, 110.

Cervix, 1104.

Caruncuha Myrtiformes, Si
Catheter, Ulse of, 7.

CanIl, 107.
Cavity of Pelvis, 8;.

Cephalic Version, i28.
Cephalotrbe, 155.

Mode of using, 5 6.
1)iagrams of, 155, 159.

Cervix Uteri in P'regntancy,
60-62.

Rigidl, o8 .
Child,Dimensions of, at Birth,45

Weight, 45.
Management, 73.

Chloroform, 206.
Cicatrices in P'erineum, 110a.

in Vagina, 10).

Clitoris, 8i.
Clots of Ilood, So.
Coccyx, 88.
Cold, in H emorrhage, 77.

Suspendied A nimation, 74.
Colostrum, 78.
Combined External and Internal

'Version, 128.

Complex Lar, 145-199.

Conception, Extra-uterine, 12;.

False, 50.

Constipation, OblstinHate, 31 x.
Contraction of Uterus, Hour-

glass, 179 , I $o.

Conv'ulsions, Puerperal, igco.
'Treatment, 192.

Cord, Umbilical, 71, 77.
Shortness of, 117 .

Length of, t i .
Ligature of, 71 .
P'rolapse of, 18.

Diasis, i8g, t86.
Cause, 1 84.
D iagram, i8 .
'Treatment, 184q, x8 .

tieC
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Cough and Palpitation, 42.
Craniotomy, 152.

Instruments, 15.

Forceps, 154.

Operation, I57.

Cranium Presentations, g7, g9,
101, 102.

1st position, 97.
Id position, 99.
3(1 position, 101.

4th position, 102.

Crotchet, 153.
Curve of Carus, 138.

Death of Foetus, 92, 93.
Sudden, of Mother, I o.

Decapitating Instruments, io,
Decapitation, 160.

Deformities of Pelvis, 8,,
of Infant, 113.

Diagnosis of Pregnancy, 2I, et

seg.

of Twins, I19.
Diameters oaf Pelvis, 87-89.

Brim, 87.
Cavity, 87.
Outlet, 88.

Dialrhoe'a, 41.

Diet during Labor, 66, 67.
after Labor, 76.

Dilatation of Os Uteri., 63y-65 .
Dimensions of Child's Head,

94, 95.
Diseases of Foetus, 48, x113.

"Distention of Bladder, tI I.
of# Rectum, III .

Dropsy, 27.

Drugs nsed in Labor, f6.

Duration of Labor, 57.
Pregnancy, S o.

SDysmenorrhoea, 51.

Dystokia, 14..

Maternal Causes of, I04.

Elbow Presentations, I17.
Embolia, Puerperal, 196.
I;Embryulcia, I63.
SEphemeral Fever, 194.

Ergot of Rye, IO6.
In H'emlorrhlage, Y 78.

Ether Spray, 177.
Evisceration, 162.
I Evolution of Foetus, 117-119.

Examination of Uterus, 57.
during; Labor, 57-6 2.
Object of, and how, 63.

Expelling Powers, Object of,
and how, 57-6.

Expulsion oaf :Placenta, 70.

External Organs of Generation,
82.

Extraction of Placenta, 70.

after inversion,, 4I.

Extra-uterine Fa~tation, 124.

Gestation, 1 23.

Face Presentations, 91I, [20.

Diagnosis, 1 2.
Treatment, 122.

Faeces in Rectum, I I.
Fallopian Tubes, 83 .
F ever, Milk, 79.

Puerperal, 198.
Fibroid 'Tumors, 40.

Fillet, 152z.

First Labors, 57.
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Flooding, 171.

Accidental, 175.

Post-partum, 17.
Unavoid able, 171.

Treatment, xr.
Fnetal Tiead, 94-103.

M ovements of, 103.

FC'etus, Characters of, 45.
Evolution of, x x7.
Passage of, 103.

Size, 45.
Signs of Death, 92, 93.
W'Veight, 45.

Fontanelles, 95.
Faot Presentation, 114.

Fotanen Obturator vel Aceta-
bulum, 86.

Forceps, description, 141-152.

Cases for, x43-x45"
Powvers of, x42.

Use of, 142-x52.
Craniotamy, x52,

Funis U.mbilicalis, x85.
Diagrla o, 185.
P'rolapse of, 18 4.
Tied, 71.

'Too great length of, x117.

Galvanism, 105.

Gastrotom~y, 16b4.
Generation, O rgans of, 81-84.

Internal, 82-8 4.
External, $x, 82.

Gestation, O.varian, 123.

Tubal, 1 24.,
Ventral, x124.

emorrhtage, 171.

F hemorrhage, Accidental, 175.

ost-partum, 178.
Ulnavoidlable, x171.

Treatment, 74, i$x .
Constitutional Eff'ects, xI.

hand lPresentations, x 17 -I 19.

U se in L.abor, 8.
Left, 8.

head Presentations, 97-103.

M~easurements, 94.
h eartburn and Treatlnent, 31.

hook, Blunt, 15g4.

flour-glas Contraction, 179,

i 8o.
Llyclatiform I)egcneration, 52.

hliyd rocep~hal ic Head i n Labor,
113.

hymen, Unruptured, x10.
°ysterotomy, xo8, 164. (Vide
Incision of the Os.)

Ilium, 86.
Imperforate Hymen, x10.
Incision of Os when Rigid,

Induction of P~remature Labor,

Operation, x170.
Inertia of Uterus, 105.

Infant and Mother, 78.
Infant D:eformities,x ,

Management of, 74.
Instruments in Labor, 56.

O~rdinary, required, 5,6.
Extraordinary , 56.

Inflammation of Breast, 79.
fI Peritoneum, 198.

of U terus, 109,.
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Internal Hemorrhage, 75-17. ~iquor Amnii, 66C-6g.
(Vide Accidental Hemor-
rhag;e.)

Inversion of Uterus, 37.
Causes, 40.
Symptoms, 4.
Treatment, 4.

Jaciluemier's Sign of Pregnancy,
26.

Kiesteine, 25.
Knee Presentation, 9!.
Kneading the Uterus, 78.

Labia, Internal, 8i.
External, 8t.

Labor, 53.
Commencement of, 63.
Artificial, t68.
Duration of, 50.

False, 64.
Natural, 64.
Pains, 6.
Premature, 45, 46, i6b8.
O ther Sins of, 65.
Three Stages of, 65 -70'.
Diet during, 66.
Signs andi Symptoms of,

True., 53, 6 .
Treatment, 71-73,.

Treatment of Natural, 71t.

Unnatural, 63.
Treatment after, 75.

Lactation, 78.
Lever, 15 2.
Ligature of the Cord, 7!.

Excess of, 107.

Lochia, 75
Lying-inc Rcom, Sk6, etc.

Behavior in, 57.

M'anceuvres to liberate Airms,
35-138.

Male and Female Pelvis, 85.
Mlalignant uerperal Fever, 200.

Malpresentations of Child, 113.

Mammary Signs of Pregnancy,
24..

Abscess, 202.

Mlanagemenzt of Labaor, 55,
63 70.

Mannia, Puerperal, 193.
M easurements of hild, 45.
Meiatus Urinariuas, 81.
Mechanism of Real Labor, 53.
M4ediicines required in O bstetric

Ba, , 6,
Mlembranes, Tough, 107.

Rucpture of, 107.

Menstruation, 24..
M'etritis, 194.

Micturition, Frequent, 6,5.
Midiwifery Operations, 126.

Milk, 78.
Fever, 79.

Miscarriages, 44, 46.
Molc~e Pregnrancy, 50}-52.

Mtoles, False, 50.

True, 5i1.
Mi 4 ns V'eneris, $8t.

'Morning Sickness, 23, 31.,

"Treatment, 31t.

Movements of F'intus, ,30.



234 NDXMovements of :ead in Labor,
10a3.

Mlucous Discharge before Labor,
63.

Nates Presentation, 91.

Diagnosis, 91.

'Treatment, 114.
Natural Labo r, Treatment of,

71-73.

Niipples, sore, 78, 79.

Obstetric Opierations, 126, efs.
Bag, Arnold & Sons', 140.

Forceps, 141-1t1.

Premature Labor, 46, 168.
Turning, 126.
Vectis, 152.

Cesarean Section, 164.

Craniotomny, 152

Obstructedi Labor, 107 d sq.
ImperforateOs and Hymen,

110.

Scirrhus, 110.

Pelvic ' Tumors, 11t2.

Poalypi, t112.
O~varian Tumors, 112 .

t Zdema, 43, iit t.
Opiumn, 79.
Organs of Generation, 81-89,

Internal, 82-84.
External, 8 t, 82.

O~rifice oif Ulrethrat, St.
Os, Ritgid, 108 .
O~steotolnist, 153 .
Outlet otf Pelvis, 88.
Ovarian Focetation, .

Pains, Spurious, 64.
After, 79.
Treatment, 79.

Passages, Condition of, 64.
PIarturition, 44.
P'elvimeters, 8 .
Pelris, Male anr Female, 8 .

Defrmed, 112.

Deformities, 85C.
True, 86.
Diameters, 87'-89.

Brim, 87.
Cavity, 87.

M ?easurements of. 88.
D iameter of O~utlet, 88.

Pendulous Belly, io8.
Perchloride of Iron, 179.

P'erforation, 157.

Perforator, 153 .
Perineum support, 72.

Cica trices, Ito.
Lacerated., t 88.

Pessaries, 21t8-227.
Phlebitis, 194.

Phlegmasia D~olens, t g.
Symptoms, 19c4.

Treatment, 195-

Placenta, Adherent, t179.
Disease of, 48.
Rtetenttion, 178.
Prtevia, 173 .

Plug, 1 7.
Plural births, 119 .
Poadalic Extraction, x3-139.,

Version, 1t29-133.

Polypi, 112 .
Poly1 pus U~teri, 11t2.

Position of Patient in Labor, 8.

I. :: .r .
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Position of Child, 53.
Post-parturn Hemorrhage, 178.
Precipitate Labor, 55.
Pregnancy, 21i.

Signs, 22.
Rational, 22.

Sensible, 26.
Morning Sickness, 23, 31.

Cessation of Menses, 24.
Enlargement of the Breasts,

24.

Quickening, 25.
State of Urine, 25.
Salivation, 25.
Capricious Appetite, 25.
D.iscoloration of the Vagina,

25.

Enlargement of the Abdo-
men, 26.

Ballottement, 26.
Condition of Cervix, 28, 29,

6o-62.
Foetal Heart, 29.
Placental Bruit, 30.
Movements of lkcetus, 30.
Mole, 50.

Diagnosis of Twins, 119g.

Duration of, 50.

Exrtra-uterine, 3123-I 25.
Diseases of, 48.

Premature Labor, 46,: 47.
Preentations, Natural, 90, 96 -

ia3.

Diagnosis, 90 .
At-.rn, i S.
Head, 91 .
Face, 9!t, i2i,
Breed, fit.

Presentations, Nates, 91.

Inferior Extremities, 9!.
Superior Extremities, 92,

Funis, i84.
Placenta, 173.

Prolapsus of Umbilical Cord,
184.

Blaclder, ii
Uteri, 187.

P"uerperal Fever, 198.
Convulsions1, 190f,

Ma.nia, 193.

Thrombosis and
195, 196.

191.

Embolic,

Quickening, 25.

,Rectum, Distention of, 32, iI.
Respiration, Artificial, 74.
Retention of Placenta, 179.

Retroflexion, 36.
Retroversion of Gravid Uterus,

33.
Rheumatism, 109.

SRigid O~s, io8.
I Vagina, 108$.

Perineum, io 8.
Soft Parts, io38.

Rupture of U~terus, 189.
B~laddler, i 1i.

Rye, Ergot of, zo6.

Sacroiliac Syncho~ndlrosis, 86.
Sacrum, 86 .
Salines, 31t.

'Scalp 'Tumor, 77.'
Secale Cornutum, izo6f.
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Secondary Hemorrhage, 178.
Section, Cesarean, 164.
Shortness of Labor, 57.
Shoulder P'res entation, 17w-19.

Show in Labor, 63.
Signs of Pregnancy, 22. (Vide

Pregnancy.)
Size of i krtus, 45.
Spina i3ifhda, 228 .
Spontaneous Evolution, ii 7.
Spurious P'regnancy, 50-52.

Pains, 64.
Stages of Lalbor, 6 .
Stone in Bladler, i t.
Sudden Death after Labor, Ago.
Super-frattation, i 19.

Suspendel Animation, 74.
Sutures in C~esarean Section,

167.
Symphysis Pubis, 84, 8 .

Tampon, 177,
Tents, 52a, 1 70.

Thrombosis, Puerperal, 195i.

Too~thache, 42.

TIransfusion oif Blooad, 18$2.
Tripllet Cases, 119 .

Tubarian Giestation, 1 23.

'Tubes., Fallopian, 83.
Tumors impedling Laboxr, 11 2.
Tumors and :Polypi., 112 .
Turning, Mode of,

To bring down Feet, 126b.

Bi-manual and ipolar,

Cephalic, 128

P'odalic, t26, 128$.

)EX.

'ITurning, External and Internal
Combined, 128.

Spontaneous, t17.
'Turpentine, 199.

Twin Gestation, 119.

Cases, 119.

and Triplets, I 19.

Umnbiical Cord, 77.
Shortnesf, io, i 17.

H~emorrhage fromn, 77.
P'rolap~se of, 184 .

Unavoidable emorrhage, i 17.

Usnrup~tured Hymen in Labor,

Urine in Pregnancy, 25.

in Puerperal Con"ulsions,

Urethra, Orifice of, Sr.
Uterine Souffle, 30.

hlebitus, 194.

Uterus, Examination of, 57.
Changes of, in Pregnancy,

28, 29.

Anteviersion, 35.
A 1nteflexioan, 36.
Retroflexioan, 36.
P'rolaps us, 187.
Inversion, 37-4i.
Inertia, 104, 105.

Inflammation, 10 9.
Hour-glass Contraction,1x79.
Rupture of, 18$9.
Rigid, t111i.
Spasmodic action of, 109q.

V'agina, Examination of, 57-~59"
Wh at to say and do , 57, 58.
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Vagina Cicatrices, 110.

Varicose Veins, ii.

Vectis or Lever, 152.

Version,-
Bi-polar, I29 1z33.

Cepahalic, 128.

P'odalic, 1 28.
Spolitaneous, 117 -I 19.

237

Version, External and Internal
Combined, 1 28.

Vicarious Menstruation, 24.
Vomiting, Obstinate, 23.

Vulva, 8z,

W eight of Ch~ildi, 45.

Zones of Uterus, 171 .
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FRANKLIN BC3IE, M .D. Thirteenth E:dition. arefully Revised
arnd orrected, wi/h Nunmros Io rtant Additions. One Vol.
ume, Royal vo. Superfine paper. Sheep. $x.oo.

Hand-Book of Operative Surgery. By John H.
PACKARD, M.D., Sec. of the Coll, of Physicians of Phila., etc.
With Fifty-four Steel P'lates, and Numerous Illustrations on Wood.
Svo. Extra cloth. $.0oo.

"Its distinguishing feature is abundant quent opportunity of witnessing practical
illustration, and in this respect it is un- surgery, the volume before us will prove
equaled by any hand-book with which of unquestionable value--N. Y. Med.
we are acquainted....... students R'ecord.
and practitioners who have not the fre-

M edical Diagnosis wzith Special .Reference to ,Prac-c
tical Medicine. A Guide to the K~nowledge and Discrimination
of Diseases. By J. MV. DA CO~sTA, M.D., Illustrated with Ein-
gravings on W dood. T"hird Edition, Rkevised and Enlargetd. 8vo,

. Fine cloth, $6 .00 ; sheep, $7 .00.

"To digest and memorize the matter boo~k which will do credit to+ our natio~nal
of all its p ages will well repay the labor medical. literature." --Amrer, 7ouvrr. of
it cots. It may be welcomed as a text- M1red. Scienc:.

A, Compend of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
Fonr the Use of Student~s. By JoHN C. IxLRY, A.MV., M.., Prxof.
of' Mat. Med. and Therap. in the Nat. Med. Coll., etc. 8vo.
Extra cloth. $3 .oo.

sProaf . Riley ba doe bis wrk very are ver concise and remnarkal ses.
well .. The descriptins of the Irate."-.1'.. Me d. Yoruat.
variouts artices of thet Materia Mdics
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A System of M edicine. Edited by 7. R ssell R e-
nolds, M.D., F.R.C.P., and contributed to by the most eminent
Physicians of England. Vol I., General Diseases; or, Affections
of the Vhole System i.t, Those Determined by Agents operatin
from W'/ithout. Ii. Those Determined by Conditions existing
Within the Hluman Body. A New ,E din, thorougly Revised

and nra rged. Extra cloth, $6.oo; sheep, ..

In a review of the First Edition, the thority on the sobjects which they re-
L]ondonr Iunet said: " It is urnnecessary spectively handle: and we congrstulate
to say a word in favor of the high cisims the editor on his ditingoished success in
of all these gentlemen to speak with au- securing the services ofsuch a staff..

Manual of Hypodermic Medication. By Roberts
I3ARTHOLOW, .M., M I)D., Professor of Materia Medica and. Tera-
peutics in the Medical College of Ohio; author of the Russell and
Jewett Prize Essay, of the National Medical Association Prize
Essay on Atropia, for 18 69 , etc. etc. I mo. Ionecl paper.
Extra cloth. $I5o.

I Dr. Barcholow has written a new chapter in the history of T7herapeutics.'-
Pkailr. PI ress.

Sleep and its Derangements. By W. A. Hammond,
M .D., P.rofessr of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous System, and
of Clinical M edicine in the Bellevue Hospital Medical College,
New York, etc. Izmo. Toned paper. Extra oth. $1.75.

"When the original monograph ap- [press our gratification that the work has
peared, it received our careful attention undergone such careful revision."-Cirs-
antd commendation; and now we have cinnal Lancet and' Observer,
onlIy toy repeat our good words, and ex-

A Treatise ons the +Diseases and Surgery of the
Mocuth, Jaws, and Associate Parts. By JAMEiS E. GAR R SONr,
M .D., D.D.S., etc. Illustrated writh :Steel Plates and nume rous
W oo~d-cuts. Svo. Extra cloth. $7.50r.

"'There is no work of the kind which bears comparison with it."'-Pcf6 1Merd.
aid .Sarrg. !ornal.

Percussio~n a~nd A .sctatin as Di agnostic Aihds. A!
M~anual for Students and Practitioners of Medicine. B3y Dr. CARLt
Ho1pPE, Assistant Physician to the Sixth 1'Vestphalian Reogiment of
Infantry. Translated by L. C. LANE, D. xzisno. Tinted:

pape. Extra cloth. $1.50.

A materiece in broth thoroughness and brevity.
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A Handbook of Medical Microscpy. By 7oSepk
G. RICHrARsoNy, M.D., Microscopist to the Pennsylvania Hospital,
Philadellphia. i2mo. Fine cluth. $2.25.

This work is designed to supplement bay in rgard to the selection of apparatus
minuteness of detail andc ac ueracy of itltts- while the advanced student and practt-
tratiun the practical instructicn so,, gener- tianer of m-dicine will find in it brief hut
ally necessaryr for an advazntag eous use of precise directions for the various kinds of
the instrument as an aid toa the diagnoia sis research according to the most recent
of disease. It shoauldl bae in the ba Ids cf discoveries, as wil as for the avoidance
every metical man who either posesses of those errors of interpretation which are
a microscupe or c mtemplates purchasing sometitnes so mortifying to the inexpe-
one, since, in the latter case, it will often rienced observer.
save many times its own cost by advice

Rand's Medical Chemistry. A New Edition of
Elements of Mledical Chemistry. By B. IIOwARI RANn, M 1).,
Profssor of Cheimistry in the Jcfferson Medical College. Care-
fully Revisedl, ith Addlitions. Illustrated. t mo. Extra cloth,
$2.00; sheep, $2.50.

r"We commend it to the student as the College of Pharmacy."-St. Louis M.'d.
best vdrned--tcurmt we have yet seen. We Reto cfrter.
shall also adopt it as a text-hook in our

"Prof. Rand has long held, as he has to its different subjects. Mcdi-
deserved, a high positiotn i s a teacher of cal students may feel themselves greatly
Chemistry. '1 he simplicity, clearness, itndebtetl to Prof. Rand far furnishing
and absence of all suiperfluity, which them with a text-book se portable, con-
charscterire his lecture room demcmustra- venient, and concise, and yet sia luid and
tions, are seen in this bcook from the he- full, as to the really essential elements of
ginning to the end. We would especially chemistry.'"--M7cd c/nd Surgical Re-
remark the due apportionment of space jar/er, Izrliadelpkia.

Opium and the Opium-Appetite. Wih Notices of
Alcoholic Beverages, Cannabis Indica, Tobacco, Coca, Tea, and
Coffee, in their llygeienic Alspects and P'athologic Relatio~ns. By
Al~LONZO C LKINrs, M.D.IJ Izmo. Extra cloth. ~i.7 .

Tihis volume forms an elaboarate treatise 1assuming greater impoartanice, and in
respecting the character andi u.se of stim- which all classes oaf thughtful reade rs
silasts> Its subject i onue that is daily are more or less interested.

M icroscopiical M anipulation, being the Subject-
mater of a Course of Lectures dlelivered before the Q.,uekett Micro-r
scopical Club, 7 ratury-Ap.,ri4 1869. By W. T. SUFFOrcLK ,

F.R.M.S. Illustrated with Forty-nine Engravings and Seven
Lioraphs. Crown 8vo. Fine cloth. $2.o

'r. Suffalk gives an explanation of# I preservng objecc , and cnductingagrea
the conestrutction orf the microscope, and variety of experiments and' rearche,
clear, practical directions for preparing TIhe book* is wvelt ilustratted,"-NY York
stlides andi other apparatus, moaunting and T"ribuaec.
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Wsil be sent by nal, pest raid, on receipt of the price.

The Aflbert N>K"Yantza. Great Basin of the Nile,
anld Explorations of the Nile Sources. By SIR SAMUEL XVnvrs
BAKER, M. A., F. R. G. S., &tc. W'Vith Maps and numerous Iflus-
trations, from sketches by M 1r. Baker. New edition. Crown 8vo.
xtra cloth, $3.

" It is one of the most interesting and " One or the most fascinating, and ctr-
inrstructive books of travel ever issued: tainty not the east important, books of
and this edition, at a reduced price, will travel published during the century."
bring it within the reach of many who .Uston Eve. Tramnpt.
have not before seen it. "--BosiuaSrirnrsaa

T e 2 Vile Tribzutaries of Abyssinia, and the Svrd-
Hunters of the H atnran Arabs.. By StR SAMUEL Witrr BAKER,

M. A., F. R. G. S., &c. W ith Maps and numerous Illustrations,
from original sketches bey the Author. New edition. Crown
8vo. Extra cloth, $2a.75.

'"We have rarely met with a descriptive Idially recommend it to puablic patronage.
wore so well conceived and so attractively I t is beautifully illutrated"-.Q+
written as Baersa Abysainia, and we cor- ITimies.

E gt r eazrs' Wanzdering, in Ceylon. By Sir
SAM+UElL WHITE BAKER, M1. A., F. R. G. S., &c. WVith Illustra-

tions . >i bmo. Exctra cloth, $1.50c.

MAr. Baker's de scriplion of life in Cey.- "N2 owithstanding the volume abounds
.eo, of sprt, oif the cu ovation of the soil, with sporting accounts, the natural histy
of' its bairds and beasts and insects and rep- of Ceylon is well and c arefully describe
tiles, of its wild forests and dense jungles, and the curiosities of the wued island ares
of its pan trees and its betel nuts and in- not neglected It is a v aluable addiows r"

drugs will be found very in- the works on the Eas lndie."-If'Iia

The bok is well written and Lstra-c serm.
7printe.".,-$ai. Gaa 'i.
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The R'e and the Hound in Ceylon. By Sir
SAMUEL WH ITE xAKER, M. A., F. R. G. S., &c. With Illus.
trations. ibmo. Extra cloth, $.5.

"Certainly no sporting book we have finishing it to the last line, or can lay t
ever read is more alive with spirit and down without unbouded admiration fat
dashing achievements, and we can guar- the versatile powers ot its hero and author."
antee tat no onre interested in such sub- -- The Round Table.
jesta at all can begin to read without

Cast Ufi by the Sea. A Book for Boys fr
Eight Years Old to Eighty. By SIR SAMUEL W rE I3Ax,
M. A., F. R G. S., &c. With eleven Illustrations by uard.
tbto. Cheap edition, clvth, 6b cts, Fine edition, tinted paper,
extra cloth, $1.25.

" Since the days when 'obinson Cru too, will find themselves growing young
sie first gave pleasure to the host of agamn in the boyish admiratio~n which itwill
readers, young and old, which has ever elicit even from thens."--Uhxa,-etoat Ceu-
since beeis multiply ing, we doubt if any rker.
book of that class has presented a claimn "rTse boy, of whatever age, who tatkest
equally strong to take its pl.ace rightt up this fascrrnating boosk, will scarcely lay
squarely ti to it, and alongside. Tihe it diswrn till finis or daylight appears.«' -
boys will all run to get it, aiid3 old boys, Columribus 7ournlt.

Ba/lwer's Novels. Library E, ditionz. C'omnlete inx
forty-two volumes. Large type. t2mo. Clnth, $52.50 ; Library,

sheep, $63; half calf, neat, rto5; half calf, gilt extra, $ttr .,o.
Each novel sold separately, as below, in cloth, at $1.25 per volume.

The Caxtons.........2 vols.
3Ky Novel............4 vos.
W'Vhat will lIe do with It ?,.. vols.

L)evereux. ....... .... .. 2 vots.

Last LDays of P'ompeii .... 2 vols.

Rienz.."1""y"......." "+ ... 2 vols.
Liula, Calderon""... . vol.
The Last of the Biarons. ,.2 vols.
larold..............2 vol.
Pilgrim.; of the Rhine.... vol.
liitene A ram . ,. ....... 2 vols.

Zanoni .... ,..... ,.... ,.2 vols.
Pelham ............. 2 vots.
The Disowned........2 vols.
Paul Clifford.,........2 vols.
Godolphin ..... ....... z vol.
Ernest Maltravers...2 vols.
Alice .... ...... ...... 2 vols.
Nightand Morning. 2 /vol.

A Strange Story. .2 vo.

"T "his edition is in everywtay a desirable purpss . .. Book-buyers w~ill do wel~,ue for libraries; the vol}umes are of con- to purchase this edition for their libraries.
renrient sine, the type large. the paper oef a -- Pitsuy-, Gasle.
wp or quality. aisd the tinding neat and. "Every gentleman wrho desires to build
stubtantia}. f -I'kdada. Jnqur're-r. up a complete library musxt have tis adi

I ts cativenienrt form makes it desirable eian of Bulwer. "-Colseebu 7oudwal.
fE ae in traveling, s well as for library
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The A merican B3eaver and his Works. By Lewis
H . MoRGAN, aufhor of "The League of the Iroquois," Hand
somely illustratd with twenty-three full-page Lithographs and
numerous Wood-Cuts. (OUe vol. Svo. Tinted paper. Cloth
extra, $5.

"' The hook may be prorormnced an ex- criptive treatise on the subject of which it
pansive arid tirirdsrrl k uti the Aexnri- treats, and will form a standard for those
ran beaver, atid a valuble contribution to who are seeking knowledge in this de-
ciece,"-N.' Y. IerrlrsL pirtmerlt of animal life. . . .y the ub-

"hl'he bask is an octavo of three butn- ic tin of this beak, Messrs. j. .ifr
dred ard thirty pages, ott very thick pa per, inctt & Co. of Philadelphia have reall
haidsrrrely tmund arid butidintly iI us- done a service to science which we triat
trated with mrapsatid diagrans, It isa cor- will be well rewarded "-Bosfun Evt,,.
plete sciettific, practical, istorical atid des- Travevler.

The AuctlobiogS-raphy of Dr. Beamin Franklin.
The first and ontly complete edition of Franklin's Memoirs. Printed
fromtl tie origitral MS, WVith Notes and an Introduction. Edited
by the lION. JutIN lIGEt1cOW, late inister of the United States to
France. 'Vith Portrait from a line Engraving on Steel. Large
i2mo. Toned paper. Fine cloth, beveled boards, $2.50.

"The discovery of the original auto- completed it in a manner highly credit-
grapah of Ihenjaitrrn Frankiit's character- able to his jirdgrrrert and industry."t
istie narrative rif his osvrt life svas one of N-rnVc ork Trrstexr.
the forttunate events of lr. 1irelow's did- " Every one who has at heart the honor
lomatie career. It has gives hint tire op of the narion, th e interests of Ann rican
portturity of hrilducitl a viltine in rare literature ard the fame of Franklt , will
bibliogra}hical ittere-i. tid pertormirig a thank the arrnlrrsr for so reqisite a national
valuable service to tire cnir-e ot letters, service, ari applaud tre nner and
He has engaged in his task wins tire en- metlirid rif its fiullment."--Bstoxe Eve.
thusiasn of an Arrierican schtolar, and 1'rarcript

The DZ evshes. h.istory of thae D ervishes; or,
Oriental Spiritutalism. Bcy JoIIN P. IIROWNv; , Interpreter of the

Amxerican Legation at Constantinople, With twenty-four Ilhs-

trations. Oane vol. crow n Svo. T inted paper. Cloth, $3.50.

" In thIs volume are the frctits of long - -ti the wthole, this is a thtoroughly
years of study atrd investigariorit with a original work, whict cannzot fail to bem-
great deal of perso~nal obs ervation. It connze a book of reference.,'--TkecPkila~ds.
traits, in an enrltirtive manner, of the P ress.
belief arid principles of tire Dervishes.

Y ew Ame rca. By U~rn. hfep worth DiJ'xon. Fouarth
edition. Crown 8vo. "With Illustrations. 'Tinted paper. Exctra
cloth, $2.75..

I'Jn this graphic voltirne M4r. Dixont iy, vigorouslyr and truthfully, enderevr
*ete Atiericatr eo and women sharp- Iaspect." Dublin Unir'sity Afatune
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Bziwer's N'ovels. Globe Ed3ition. Complete i&
twenty-two volumes. With Frontispiece to each volume. Beau-
tifully printed on fine tinted paper. x6mo. Extra cloth, $33
extra cloth, gilt tope, $38.50; half calf, neat, $55 ; half rTurkey, gir'
top, $66; half calf, gilt extra, $66. E:achi novel sold separately,.
as below, in extra cloth, at $x.5o per volume.

The Caxtons..........vol.
My Novel...........2 vols.
W'hat will lie Do with It ?..z vols.
Devereux............t vol.
L.ast Days of 'ompeii... , vol.
Leila,Calderon and Pilg-rs.t v.
Rienzi................vol.
T'he Last of the Barons.. vol.
Harold-------.t.... vol.
Eugene Aram..........vol.
"The Globe edition of l3ulwer is very

neat aiid sstifactory--mure satisfactory
thtan any other issued in this country."--
Phi/ada, Not/ih .American.

"The Globe edition is remarkable for a
judicious combination of cheaptiess., legi-
bility and beauty"--Chhatresto Courter.

"We have repeate dly born e witness to
the pre-eminence of the Globe over all
other editio~ns, in resp~ect to cheapness,
neatness aiid convenience of sizee"--Cin-
Ctcmai Gazsette.

""1rhe clear-cut type, delicately-tinted
paper andi tasty binding of this Glo~be edi-
tion of Bulwer's works cannot be awarded
too much praise''-Rur-al New Yorker.

"Wer ~pat what we have so often he-
fore state-that the Globe edition is the
best ever issued on this side of the Atlan-
tic."--N'1eu, Orleans rim,,.

Zanoni ......... ....... vol.
Pelam................. vol.
The )isowned."..f.. vol.
lPaul Clifford......... .. vol.

rnest Maltravers....... val.
dlphin......."....t vol.

Alice.................vol.
Night and Morning. vol.
Lucretia.............. vol
A strange story.........voL

"The Globe edition of Buwer fmsahes
a model well worthy of imitation." -
Phki/ada., Awe.

"As to execution and price, there is nlo
better edition in the market"--Ckwcagd
E vening. 7ournai.

"W 'e congratulate this well-knowni P'hii-
ladelphia publishing house upon furnish
ing; so comlete, so legible so compa
and so beautiful an edition o? the writngs
of thtis great novelist.. The Americae
book buying and book-reading public wi11
oat fail to pace this fine edition upon their

library slielyes. t is the beat cheap editin
of l3ualwer that we have ever seen. It iiu
offered at the low price of $t.,o per volume.
at which price the purchtaser bets the best
part of the bargain."-P rvdencc Eevu
tag Prese.

Rrreade's N1 ovels, i,llustrated ,Standard E'dition 01
Charles Reade's Novels. Complete in ten vols. Ixmo. With
Engraved Frontispiece and Vignette 'Title to each. Handsomel
bound in extra cloth, P'rice, $i , per set. Extra coth:, gilt toy
$t7 per set. Sold separately, in extra cloth, as follows

Hard Cash............$1.7 The Cloister and the Hearth#I.75
Love me Little Loave me !Griflith Gaunt. ,..,... ... 1.50

Long..r............1.50 Peg Wo'flington...~... .. 2
Never teo Late to Mend 1.75 Christie ~Johnsto~ne .,. . 23

Fou l Pla...........s fs s" .. 1 Nevr did Run Smoothi~ L2
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flints for Six Months in Eurote. Being the Pro-
gramme of a Tour through parts of France, Italy, Austria, Saxony,
Prussia, the Tyrol, Switzerland, Rolland, Belgium, England and
Scotland, in the Summer of 1868. By JoHN Ii. B. LATROBL

2 mo. 'Ioned paper. Extra cloth, $ t.o.

" It has many of the best advantages of " Is a genuine treasure-book for every
a regular guide-book, with the additional new European traveler. . And if thi
excellence of being reliable as so facts and prograne should be carefully studied by
trustworthy as to the opinions it utters."-- one about to start on a summer tour in
Nt tR Crziian A dvocate. Europe, and he substantially followed by

" Mr. Latrobe had some capital qualifi- thle tourist, he would secure for himsell
rations for producing a good beak about manifold more enjoyment, and save bin-
Europe. 'I he result is a highly self froi countless disappointments aid
satisfactory volume, which we comrnend vexatious which lie would be sure other-
and recommend to travelers, whether they wise to experience." -- Boston ,Eve
go abroad or stay at loame."---'Ae Pkila- TravLekr
eij~lia Press.

Lipincott's Treasuries of Literary Gems. Mi,"-
iature 4t0. Choicely printed on the finest toned paper and beauti-
fully bound in extra cloth, gilt and gilt edges. 75 cts. each; as
follows:

I. A Treasury of Tale Talk. IL Epigrams and Literary Follies.
[II. A Treasury of Poetic Gems. IV. The Table Talk of Samuel
Johnnon, LL. D. V. Gleanings from the Comedies of Shakspeare. VI.
Beauties of the British Dramatists. The six volumes in neat box, $45.

"A charming little series, well edited is no padding in them: all is epigram,
and printed. M ore thoroughly readable point, poetry or sound common sense."-
little books it would be hartl to find: there London Publiscers' Corcasiar.

M 'i'ztah. .Friends at PTrayer. Containna .Prayer
or .Meditation for each dlay in the Year. By LAFAYETT C.
LooMts. I2mo. Beautifully printed. on superfine tinted. paper
writhin red lines. Fine cloth, $z. Extra clo~th, gilt edges. $z.gco.

T1his work proposes Morning and Even." year 'The Meditations are not expoi
sgScripture Readings, and ea Evening tions of the text, but rather devorioaus

b sdita~on. The Morning Readings. ens- reflections-generalyr uapma the Eveningt
ue the Psalmrs twice, andl the eventing, Reading -- and intended to faoo that

his. Newr Testament entire, during the Scripture andi precede prayer.

Th' e Wif's Messeng ,ers : A Noavel. By M rs.. B'..
HO'relt\. ianio. Tinted paper. Era~ c~loth, $t.75.

"'The writer has produced a capital con- I ligious feeling, The story is well woth
utibustiosi to the cause of domestic truth, s eading on its. own merts ad som paar
pad onae which will be read with delight I ions of it are writtena wivth a realt po

as l hotssehod,-.Oh SI- r esueae. that +cannrot fail s tcomaa stseintii"-.
Thi taryi erdd by a strg ref- Pi/ada. Evening Teiqvj&
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Our Own .Birds of the UnitedStates. A Familiar
Natural Ift tory of the Birds of the United States. By WILLIAM
L. BAILY. Revised and Edited by Edward D. Cope, Member of
the Academy of Natural Sciences. W:ith numerous Illustrations
x6mo. .Toned paper. Extra cloth, $..o.

" The text is all the more acceptable to rangement and system that will ofter make
the general reader because the birds are it a helpful work of reference for older
called by their popular names, and rnot by naturalists."-'uihsda. Even. Bulletin.
the scuntific titles of the cyclopatdias, and "'l' the youthful, Our Own Birds' is
we knrow them at once as old friends and likely to prove a bountiful source of pleas.
comlanions. We commend this unpre- ure, and cannot fail to make them thor-
tendtag little book to the publtc as los- oughly acquainted with the birds of the
sessing an interest wider tn its range but Utilted States. As a science there is none
similar in kind to that which belongs to more agreeable to study than orithology.
Gilbert White's Natural History of Sel- We therefore feet no hesitation in con-
borne''--Nf. }'. Ev'E N. Post. mending this book to the public. It is

"T1he whole boork is attractive, supply- neatly lrinted and bound, and is rofusely
log much pleasantly-conveyed information illustrated-New ork Herald
for younlg readers, and enibodying an ar-

A Few Frienzds, and ho bw They Aused Them-
selves. A Tale in Nine Chapters, containing descriptions of Twenty
Pastimes and Games, and a Fancy-D~ress Party. By M. E. Ixlt,
author of "H1ans Brinker," &c. imo Toned paper. Extra
cloth, $1.25.

" This convenient little encycloptedia or less intellectual, all provident of mirth.
strikesthe proper moment most frtly. The requiring no preparation, and ca able of
evenings have lengthened and until they enlisting the largest or passim off1withthe
again become short parties will be gath- smallest numbers. The description is con-
ered everywhere and social intercourse veyed by examples that are themsetve:
will be general. But though it is compar- as good as a play.' The book deserve
atively easy to assemble those who would a wide circulation, as it is the missionary
be amused, the amusement is sometimes of much social pleasure, and demands no
replaced by its opposite, and more resem- more costly apparatus than resdy wit tad
bles a religious meeng than the juicy en- genial dispostioan.' -- Pkilesda. Neulk
tertainment intended. Vise 'Few Friends' A ,eerican.
describes some tissenty pastimes, all more

C ameos from English History. By the author ovf
" The Heir oif R~edclyffe," &c. With marginal Index. I2mlk
Tinted paper. Cloth:, $1r.25; extra cloth, $1.75.

e' History is presented in aver attractivre I "An excellent design happilye~ecute d.'"
and interesting form for young f olks in this j -N,.Y. 7°Tmes
wemark"--Pittstrg Gfaaett~r

Thre DLiamond E,'dition of the Poetical W Yorks o f'
Robert Burns. Edited by R EV. R. A. WILLMOrICT'T. N~dew edition
With numero~us additions. t~rmo. Tinted paper. Fine cloth, $x.

T 1hkis smitall, sqnre compact vorlume is elegant anrd convenient, bringing the warxket
prieiticheatrty and contains. in three oif onre oif ite most popular of British posets

Sude aethinwiole of Burns' poems, within the means of every reade."--
with a aus rsd index. It# is cheap, tern Eve. Tneeesc,-s
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7'hackeray's W orks. The Standard Library Edi-
tion of the Wt'Vorks of W . M . Thackeray, Elegantly Illustrated

with maniy Hundred Steel Plates and \Vod.Cuts. Complete in
twenty-two volumes. Large crown Svo. printed in large type, on
supaerfine toned paper, and handsomely ound in extra cloth, gilt,
b.eveled baoardis. P'ric:e, $3.50 peer vo>lumec extra :lothx, gilt toap,

$3.75 per volume ; half Tiurkey motrorcco, .S per volume ; half
calf, gilt, $5.50 per volumet :; tred catll, gilt edgecs, $7.50 per volumne,

E:ach novwel soldi separately, its foallo~ws

Vanity Fair...........2 vols.

Pendennis............. vols.
Philip................. vols.
'The Neweonses.2.. vols.

'The Virg;inians ........ ,. 2 Fols .

I:entry Esmoudnc.
TIhe P'aris Sketch-IBook, &ic.

M4emnoirs of Batrr y Lyndion, Es:q.,

Christmaas B3ooks.

B3urlesques.

The Irish Sketch-Book, &c.

Thell Book~l of Snobrls, &c.
R oundclabount Papers.

Ba tllacis andc 'Tales.
Tihe Fo rur Georges and English

I rlmo '4i: s.

Denlnis Iuval, Lovel the Wid-

owecr, &e.G
'The Story oaf Catherine, Fitz-

baoodle Papaers, &c.

This edition of Mr. Thackeray's woiks nines, and ontains all orf Mr. Tiackera y's
conrtains thea aruthoars latest coarrectit~ns, writings. wchichr it is baelies ed he woauldl
printed in the best style 1m new type, base desired should be included in a sta n-
witha all the iariginil, andt soiiire iiew, butis- dard ediitiona of Iris wo"crks.
trations, by I)i Mnnerarid, Doyle aiid War- Mucr ew and interesting matter has
ner: th~e ivoiad eng;ras igs eiiiag pnriiiedl bteen e rinteil in this ses, and everiy care
froam thre orrigiiial woodc baloeks} inrsteadc{t of hras beenr takenr to mrake it a complete as
as hithrerto tron stetetype c.its. wed as a rerinaieiit edition.

'rhe series consits oh cf tw4Kenaty-two ol-

incieents f thhe United States hristian commis--
sion. By REV. EDA P t . Sru. W'ith :Steel Plates and
numero~us W4ood-Cut Illustratioans. S vo. E'xtra cloth, $ . Subl-

"A deep~ly interesting nrarrativie oaf evrents "W e defy any° one to take up this socn-
in the vaous Natiotial amies durin the riertul baok and read it through without
late war. - -Mny of these Incicots baeinag affectedl to tears or moved at times
were exceediingly afectin, and will bae to laughter. . - lhe voume is suited to
&~uund very profltable~ as w+ell as attractive rniaruster oar layman, gad we truest it will
readin.''--G iaciwsahr Gee-be. have a large circuation"-Ukruckl astd

"T Zhis is a booak of thrrilling interest, Adv ~rertis~er.
'The incidents connected with the fis~e [t is a bookrl foarthe family, for the Saba-
,,loesand Delegates oaf the Christian Crn- ath-Schrool Library, and forr the pastor's
misrsion, onr battle-fields, in fever wards, s tudy. Mlinisters anad others wrill find it
aned beide the dying, can never los:e in- lull of apt ati striking illustrations, to be
leraestamong Churristian acrd pa triotic Amter- used ina comitinicatinrg gospel truth. It

Icnst. 'The vrolume is a verm attractive cannot but have a wide and. steady m."
mmand should have a las-ge circulation." -- A asericau Guar dianr.

'--w.t~ria,.~ Banr.



P'1,L.Z "A r"I~CK S O F' 7. 8. LIPIr'INCOTTU? ' & C.'

Ad vice to a W 1ec onz the Alanazc~eient of hecr ownr
h-ealth, anti on the Tlreatment of som e of the Complaints inciderntal

to Pt eg;nancyr, l aboc.r aned Suck~iling ; wtit~h an1 Introductory Chiapter,

esp~ecially atdilessedi to a Y'oung; W ife. ley hE' liNRYvv .Ci tVASSEt ,

M .1). E:ighlth teditiont, rev ised. ibmo. Neatly bo~undc in7 cloth. $r.5o.
-Frorta th~is adv4ite a ny stotarn may doc4tr s lore is give~n ina the styale oaf lain

gailher socnic pa°ctust ideas.t as to the tire anodeitn tililv~satlli.'-1'4ilad. Ati'g ..
of her health. T1he mxanud 1 ei s~r pop tt u rrito//o.
lfa it F~nglattd#, ss here it iz atassed thrctai lh "Possesetts uindoutbtedl value foer thos e
ti et r~aaid etdititoo a ndjw 'Sc iw ol # itc to whomaa it is addi essiid. "-C/oeog'rro jour_
similar vutrk whliet :an ecquacl ; anoint ot 9stat.

Ad z'ice to ax A/vt/icr- onz tlze Afanagetnen c t of her
Chiltlren , an~d on the Ti eratment on the monitxent of somane of theit

more p re;:sis i llttess tes attdi Accidetst. B3y P'vi +: EN Ciav~ssE>",

M l). Ninth etlition, revis ed. iCC~mo. Necatly bocunad ina cloth. $r.5o.
«For sttth, an d fo r tee w ho ssatt ina atit has titdergoite a tareful revisioan by+

rear t~iitrti jttu it ily, lat ne iae# ripe rr fir Cla rles i.i cst k, tihe first p:l:itiait-
mc ain ci, tile lire-rt vtaluilc is lue oaf tie atcciticli-uir ioa Quteen Vitoei. '-N1.Yk
inilsit Yalitrale trcltti us evt e llii ted#. ls'cu . Post.
T1he new ecditillnl lllllttlll 111itt.W lil~tes,

.Afternal i lanzc aement of Infan~cy. F1 or the ucse
oif P'arents. B y IF. 11. Gi riii ,riA, M .l). I Emo. Clo~th. 75 cents

We ssaeitiiy reout~aineti it foer its goodrt Th "Ilis littile stork is deserving the care-
sen~se, clea rness atol iresvity.'- I le 1'ilda. iful atlerlotil~r if all eitttsted with the
I"re. ( taanagcntun::rt oaf infants"--lre Incquirer.

Di ctionvary of Dair.ly W 'an th. A (iyclovai~dia e~rn-
bracing nearly 1200o pages o:f Soaund Iiformation upon all mnatterti

of P ractical and I)omes tic Utility, coitntain~ing 980 Engravings. One

handlsome t zmo vol. 1 latlf Rotxburg;h, $, .
The "Dietio naev' of I_)aily Wants" may catianels intca one aeeangement andt syrr

be saiti to+ have da ,te for malltets if Peat.- tenta, byv wh lith they may be easily fount.
tica! tittv it I)outnestit Aft:-ies wh lat the aitd aljili
great nataralist Ltnnu us dlid fte3 the Sdt~- 'I he sale of nearly amoo,ooo, coapies of thie
oce oaf Boatany. It hzas broaught titoti wtttk affo.rdls thse bent evidtete of its ito-

sanda oaf useful items, scatteeci in dis- trinsic value.
ordier tiseugh an unlimrited number of

DTictionary of Usefitl .Knowledg, e. A, BFook of
Reference upon H-istory, Geography, Science, Statistics, etc., with

570 Engravtings. A Companion Work to the "D Iictionary of Daily

W4ants." Tw o handsome izmo vols., containing over 1500 pag es.

Hlalf Roxburgh, $ .

Dictionacryv of M.2edical anzd S5urg, ical K, nowledge,
and Co+mplete Practical Guide in Health and D~iseases, for Famnilies.

' Vith t4o Engravings. One handsome izmo vol. of 755 Pa.

H alf Roxburgh, $2.50.

The. Editor of this vozlumae has brought proafessiotnal studyr, te, the task of prep'
.he epeienace of mntre than thirty years rog this work
of aci practice, atd ves forty years of



PUsBL/A~ 7ONS OF B., £ZPPJNc'07'7 & cO.

Cottage Piety. .Exetl ecd. By the author of
"Union to Christ," " Ive to God," etc. i6mo. Extra cloth. $1.25.

"A very interesting sketch."--rN. Y, Obsroe-cr.

Stories for Sundays, Il'lstratin the catechism.
By the author of "Little H-Ienry and his Bearer." Revised and
edited by A. CLEVELIANDI COxE, Bishop of Western New York,
and author of "Thoughts on the Services," etc. i2nio. Illus.
trated. Tinted paper. Extra cloth. $1.75. FINE EDITION.

Printed within red lines. Extra cloth, gilt edges. $2.50.

"We are glad to see this charming "T'he typography is attractive, and the
book in such a handsome dress. T/iis stories illustrate by pictures which ren-
was one of our few Sunday books when der them yet ntre likely to interest the
we were aschoolboy. Stunday books are young people for wh se relious im-
mare plentiful now, but we doubt whether provement they are designed. '. ]
there ts any improvement on Mirs. Sher- Evening Post.
wood's sterling stories for the young."--
Lutkhtras Obserrver.

An Index to the Priczpal Works in Every De-
partment of Religious Literature. Embracing nearly Seventy
Thousand Citations, Alphabetically Arranged under Two Thou-
sand Heads. by HOW ARD MALCOr, D. D., LL.D. SlcoN
EDITION. With Addenda to 1570. Svo Extra cloth. $4.

"A work of immense labor, sitch as no tion to literature. It meets an urgent
one could pre re who had not thye years need, and lotig after Dr. Malcom shall
allotted to dte lifetime of man. We have left the world many an earnest pen-
know of no work of the kind which can worker will thank him, with heartfelt
compare with it in value.''--'ers'vtd benedictions ott his name, for help and
Zizst's Ardv+octe, service rettdered."-Boston Watciemae

"'The value of stch a book can hardly aied Re/lector.
be overestimated. It is a noble contribu-

The G~eologial E1 vidences of the A ntiquityr o f Manc ,
with Remarks on the Origin of Species by VTariation. By Sial
CxARL ES LYELL~t, F.R.S., autthor of " Prin ciples of Gxeology," etc.
Illustrated by wood-cuts. Second American, from the latest Lon~don,
Edition. 8vo. Extra cloth. $ .

This work treats of' one of the most in- Ithose wvho fisvor its deductions as by those
leresting scientific subjects of the day, and Iwho condemn them.
wil b exanined wtth interest, as well by

T"he S 'tudenxt's Macnual of Ori -ental H1 istory. A
M[Ianual of the Ancient History of the East, to the Commencement
of the M 'edian W ars. By FR lAlcO~ls LENORM~ANT, Sub-Librarian
of the Imperial Institute of France, an d E. CHEr vAL .iER Member of
the Royal Asiatic So~ciety, London. 2 vols. 12m0, F'ine cloth. $5.50.

"The best pof of the immnense re- Francois L~enormant's admirable HiaaS'
salts tacomplishe in the various depart- I bk f .Rut H tuia'-Leude
ms~ts of philology is to be found in M. I! Athe,



PUBLICA TI ONS OF 7 B. LIPPINC7T r C.

An Indispensable Work in every Library and Family.

PRONOUNCING

GAZETTEER OF THE WORLD,
OR,

GOGR A hICAL DICTIONARY,

Comprising ovcr 2300 pages. Giving a Description of nearly One

Ilunidred Ihousand Places, with a Correct Pronunciation of their

Names. Revised Edition, with an Appendix, containing nearly

xo,ooo New Notices, and the recent Statistical Information, ac"

cording to the latest Census Returns of the United Sates and

Foreign Countries; the whole being above 30,000 more Geograph.

ical Notices than are found in any other Gazetteer of the World.

Edited by J. THOMAS, Ml.)., and Tl. BALDWIN, assisted by several

other gentlemen. In one Imperial Octavo Volume. Bound in

Sheep. Price, $to.

Lrpincva's Pronouncing Gaze/leer Contains

.--Descriptive N 'otices of the Countries, Islands, Rivers, Mountains,

Cities, Towns, etc., in every Part of the Globe, with the most

Recent and Authentic Information ;

11'.--The N'vames of all Important Places, etc., both in their Native

and. Foreign L.anguages, with the PRZONUNCIAT lON of the

same-a Feature never attempted in any other Work;

tIl--The Classical Namnes of all ancient Places, so far as they ca t
accurately ascertained from the best authorities ;

TV.-A Complete Etymrological Vocabulary of Geographical Names ;

V.-.An Elaborate Introduction, explanatory of the Principles of hro.

nunciation of N" ames in the Danish, Dutch, French, German,

Greek., Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese,

Russian, Spanish, Swedish and Welsh L~anguaes.

a - OR SALE DY ALL BOOKS (ELLER.
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"A LIBRARY IN ITSELF."

C AMBERIS' S LNCYCLOPEIIA.
-4 )ictionary of Universal Knowledge for the People. Illustrated with

Numerous \\ ood Engravings. Complete in Tern olumes Royal
Octavo. Price per Volume, Cloth, $4I.o; Sheep, 5; half 'Turkey,
, . ©. Accomplaanied by an Atlas of Forty Maps. Price, Cloth,

$5 ; Sheep, $5.50; half Turkey, $6.

The Pulishers have the pleasure of announcing that they have issued
the conlcludig "' P C) F Cl IAMB3ERLS'S ENCYCLOPA IA, and
that the work is now complete in

TEN R2O'AL GCT["AVC . '()I VOUMEIS, of over Soo pages each, il-
lustrated with about 400 engravings, and accompanied by

AN ALAS OF FOTY hlAPS; the whole, it is believed, form-
ing the most compllete work of reference extant.

The design of this work, as explained in the Notice prefixed to the
first volume, is that of a Dictionry qf Uiversal Knov/ ec{'e .fr tin
P1'eople-not a mere collection of elabaorate treatises in alphabetica
order, but a work to be readily consulted as a Didionary on eveiv sub-
ject on which people generally require some distinct information. Corn-
menced in t259, the work was brought to a close in tS68, and the
Editors confidently poinat to the l'en volumes of vhich it is composed
as forming the most C.tnptrrltrrrsivte--as it certainly is the cheapest--
cyc'lvopadd'c ia ever issued in the Enlglish language.

TO TEACIERS, who are frequently called upon to give succinct
explanations of topics in the various branches of education, often
beyoand the mere outline of infoarmnation contained in the text-books, no
oather w ork will bae foundac so useful ; wi hile the concisenes s of the several
articles haes made it paracticable to bring; the whole work within the
compass of a few volumes, and to afford it at a small cost comnpared w
others of its class.

FOR1 TIlE GE NERAL READET R. -"; Upon its literary merits,"
says Dit., R. SHELTrON MA cKENZtE, " its completeness and accuracy,
and the extent and variety of its infoarmation, there can be only one
o piniont. T'he work is w eorthy of the high aimn and established reputa-
tiona of its projectoars. ,Art and science, theolog~y andi jurisparudecnce,
natural history and metaphaysics, topography and geography, medicine
and antiquities, biograpahy and bellew-lettres, are all discussed here, not
in long treatises, but to an extent sufficient to giv~e requisite information
at a glance, as it were. Sometimaes, when the subject justifies it, more
minute details are giv>en. .. . Its fullness upon Atnerican subjects
ought to recommzaend it especially in this country, and its low price
mnakes it one of th~e cheapest anad most accessible works ev=er published."

o pies of the wotrk will be senat to any address ini the United States, free of cag
nrecept of the pice by the Publishers. iberal Terms to Aeasts .
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TILE

WORKS OF W ASHINGTON IRING.

EDJITIONS OF IRVING'S WORKS.

1. Thae Kickar' oc°Kcr- Ei/iot.-Lage x2 0, ont

superfine laid, tinted paper. Profcusely Illustrated with Steel

Plates and XX 00(-cuts, elegantly larinted from new stereotype

plates. Complte in 27 vols. Bound in extra cloth, gilt top.

Per vol. 2.50. half calf, gilt extra. I'er vol. $

L. Thze Jt'vc-side EdiCti.- o, on/nZc white
paapc ; ft't0111 OC stetrectyp~e )lates. X'ith Steel Plates. Complete
ini 26 vos. (;t cen crape cloth, gilt top, beveled edges. Per vol.

t.75. half calf, gilt extra. I'er vol. $3.2.

III1. ThIe Pe'cople's Edi~ttiont.-F-roni tlze samei stereo"-
ty pe plates as aove, but printed oti cheaper Ilaller. Complete in

26 vols. ifimo. \Vith Steel Vignette Titles. Neatly bound in

cloth. P'er vol. $t.25. hlalf calf neat. Per vol. $2.50.

I V. The Snun y3'side Ei1ton .- I 210, on fize toned
paper. With Steel P'lates, Complete in 23 vols. handsomely

bound ins dark-green cloth, Per vol. $2.25. Half calf, gilt extra.

P'er vol. $;-
Embracing the follow ing;

Bracebridge Hall, Goldsmith, Granada,
Wottlfert's Roost. A1lhambalra, S almnagundi,

Sketch Book, Coltmbts, 3 vols., S laanish P'tacrs, 2 voals.

Trav7eler, Astoria, \V ashitlgtoan, 5 vols.,

Kntickerbocker, Bounnev ille, Life and letters, 4 vols.

Crayon Miscellany, Miahomet, 2 vols.,

TIhe reissue oaf these wocrks in their several forms is unus~ually
elegant. The plates are newv, the papecr superioar, the parinting hand.

somie, and each, in proaplortion to ;price, combining good taste witb
economy. ______
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PRESCOTT'S WRS
CROW Otnr0CTAV EDIION

COMPLETE IN FIFTEEN UNIFORM VOLUMi S.
EACH VOLUME WITH PORTRAIT ON STEEL.

Prescott's Ilikstoy oft /i Rhegn of Ferdinand rad
Isabella the Catholic. Three vols. $vo.

Prescott's Biog rrphical and Gritical Miscellanies.
With a finely engraved steel Portrait of the Author. One vol. Svo.

Fresco/I's Ifistory of the Conzest of Mexico, wi/h
a Preliminary View of the Ancient Mexican Civilization, tnd the
Life oIf the Conclueror, Ferniancdo Cortez. ln three vols. 8vo.

Prescott's histrey of thte A'e1 gii of .P/ziiu the
Second, King of Spain. In three vols. $vo.

Prescoltt's I/is/or of /he Conesrts ofPeru, 'wi a
Preliminary View of the Civilization of the Incas. In two vols. 8vo.

Prescott's Rolertson's listory of the Reug-n of the
Emp-leror Charles the F iftha. With an account of the Emperor's
Life after his Abdxication. In three vols. Svo.

Each work sold separately. Price per vol., cloth, $.50: ;half calf,
neat, $3.75 ; half calf, gilt extra, marble eclges, $.5; halt Turkey, gilt
top, $4.50. Comp~lete sets, printed on tinted paper, handsomely bound
in green or claret-colored cloth, gilt top, beveled boards. Price, $40.

TT .. .-- __._. ._ _

CH[AMlBES' BOOK FDAS
The Bok ofUv v s:. rD A scellany of'oplaxr An

tiquities in connection with the Calendar, incling Anecdote,
licraph y andi his try, C'uriosities of Literature, and Oddirities of
H-umtan L.ife andi Caractcr: In two vols. royal Svio. I'rice per
set., cloth, $9; sheep, Io ; half 'T'urkey, $it. E:dited under the
supervision oif ROBET m C>HAMIIERS.

This work consists of
I.--Matteri connected w cith the Church Calendiar, including the Popu-

lar IFcstiv als, Saints' I)ay s, and other Holidays, with ilustra"
tions of Chrtistian Antiquities in genera.

1.-P-ihenomena connectedi with the Seasonal C~han~ges.
tIIl-Fl'uk-~rore of the Un itedi kingdom :namely. Popular N otions and

Observ ances; conn ected writh Times and Seasons.
IVt.-.-Notahle events, IBiographies and Anecdotes connected ith the

1.)avs oft the Year.
V'.--Articles of Poular Archa~ologv, of an ente rtaining character

tendiog to illustrate the prcogress of Ci',ihization, Man ners,
Literature andi Ideas in tho se kingdoms.

VI.-Curious, F{ugitive and Ineditedi Pieces.
TChe work is printed in a new, elegant and readalie type and illis

tratedi with an: ab~undance of W~rood Engravings.
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LIPPINCOTTS' PRONOUNCNG I'INR

oF

BIOGRAPHY AND MYHOOG
Containing Mlemoirs of the Emient persuns of all Ages and Countries

and Accounts of the Various Subjects of the Norse, llindoo and
Classic Mlythologies, with the Pronunciation of their Names in
the different Languages in which they occur. By J. TIiOMAS,

A. M., Mi. 1). Imperial 81o. Published in Parts of 64 pages.
Price 50 cents per Part. In two handsome vols. Per vol., extra
cloth, I$t. Sheep, $tz. Half Turkey, $13.50.

This invaluable work emibrace~s the following peculiar features to atn
emninent degree:

I. GREAT CO0M PL E TE NES S AND) CONCISENESS IN THE BIOGRAPHICAL
SK ETCHNES.

l1. SUCCINCT BUT COMPREHENSIVE ACCOUNTS OF ALL THE MORE INTEREST..
ING SUBJECTS OF M YTHO~LGY.

III. A LO GICAL SYSTEM OF ORTHOGRAPHY.
IV. THE ACCURATE PRONUNCIATION OF THE NAMES.
V . FULL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES.

"I have tasen then trouble to took orut a
large nt er rt nintra, such as5 scdtti
to me goord tests of the tr~ttwlwass, suf-
fleency and a crura -y oef the hiogra; hicat
nonces. Th!e re- t has been itt a bi}
degree satisfactory. Sor far as I he ex-
ammed noltidy wsa (ittedt that ctesersied
a place, and Ythe just poiortons were
maintained bretw teen the various clato-
ants to their page, or paragraph, or tine.
The star oef thae first nrannaitudte w as not
shorn of its radtiance. andc thre scarcely visi-
ble sprark wcas allowredr its tittle gtinimer. -
P'rom Dsk (Jttvrsz We4 :neatt. Hocatttmrs.

I t is a wo nrk which i shall be glad} to
Irrsaess, both on ateotturt cf the. fullness
of its matter, and becattse the ;arrinuneia-
tion of the names is gtven. I have had
ofccasion, fromh the other wo-rrks orf 11r.
Thromas, to bie convinced} of hris great ex-
aceniess tt thtat respe~ct. 1The wor.rk isill bae
t valucable additiorn tor the. boorks o~f refer-
ce in oaur }an~tage.--J rvs W°iLLttAt

CviLEsx B3v rYAT.

"Ican speak in high terms of the tho
roattghness and accuracy withr which the
wo'rrk has been p}arepaared. I t is a storre-
honise of valuable ancd tru~stwoarthv infr.
niation. T1he proanitociation osf the names,
whrich is svrstematically given, w-ill add
nttch toa the usefultress of thte woirk."-
From Irof: jA s HnAOLv, Yale Co-
lege.

"I think that the work whten comleted
will stpplya real want. I was especiallY
peleased wth the eensihle and 1earned
p~reface oaf the editor, and am persuaded
that h e ht chocsen the tr~te system of
oi thograplty. Fro~m what I know oif Dr.
Iluarrnas, I feel sure that hre will give us a
bookt that may be d~epended on for cor-
p~rehetistveness aned arcttra y, thae two
$reat deaxdraar du in such an undertak-
'ng."--from~ 'rof. JAS. Rvssttt. Low-
lit t.

I'}t is tlwe most valuable woark oef the
t eci in F ngliltr tlrt I hav'e 3een"" -FromJ
Grix. R, E. Lsic, Wraskz"egloeur Collrge.

Special Circtartt, orntaining a ftlt dlescription of the work, with
specimen pgesiee, will h1e senl, 1)051-pa#, on ;altcatitn.

ubseriptons received by the lobli-Lets, and the Parts forwarded to
stubscribers by mail, post-paid, as itssued, on receipt of the priie (So
cents) for each part.

Agents wanted int all parts of the United :tates on liberal terns
.Addres s the P ublish+ers.



THE MEDICAL TIMES.
A SEMI-MiNTHtLY JOURNLO

Medical and Surgical Science.
_ _.a. _. _ __e . .. ,. _ ~_. _ _

1 he leaning features of this Periodacical, wich is intendd toa supply
an imfiortant wanlt, and to sn:tl>etrve the gross ing itelligence of the'
Meelical 'rorfecssion, are as follows;;

I. There is a clnplartuwont in each issne foar O iginal I ectures, which
are fuirtnished bay the ttost distingutished clinical teachers in this and
other cities.

II . The sace (levotedl toa (Orig;inal Comunications in each tnmler
is large, andc articles wil te cooitriautel to it bay may of the most
eminen; nt Almeritcan authors.'

III. T'here is a dleptartment caes otedl toa the auldicatio of the records
of Impoartant Cases, anl cof barief summa es illutting Hospital
Practice.

IV. The Journal is open ta thae frccand thorough discussion of all
imtpoartant clstiontls rlating toa Mdclical Science, I lygiene, Medil
Jurisprurlence, Medical E.ucation, 1Iosjl)ital \Iaagecnt, and kindred
stbjects.

V '. Abstrctst o<f the Transa ctions of Mlecal and Scientific Societies
are futrnlishtedl.

Vt. In a rrangiing the dleplartment oaf Foreign and 1)mestic Corre-

spon(Iclet e:, care hs been taken toa seure frequent and full accounts
of the parogi ess of maedtictine, andtc of all imptant nieclical movements
in the parineipatl cities of the it 1a(l.
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